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Lost and Misplaced Badge and Event Tickets 
We cannot replace lost, stolen or forgotten badges.  Please be responsible 
with your convention materials.  Lost, stolen or forgotten items must be 
repurchased at full cost, or a temporary badge can be issued for a $10 fee per 
day.  It is recommended that you check at our information desk (area 4 on 
map) to see if your materials have been turned in to the Lost and Found.  
GottaCon assumes no responsibility for lost, stolen or forgotten materials. 
Refunds and Transfers 
Tickets and badges are non-refundable.  Tickets and badges are transferable 
with the approval of GottaCon Staff but only up until 5:00PM Friday February 
28, 2014 when the doors open to the public.  No badge is transferable once it 
is used to gain access to the convention. 
Badge Credentials 
Everyone attending GottaCon must wear a valid badge for identification and 
admission.  A badge gives you access to the show floor, seminars, and other 
events happening in public areas during one or more days of the convention.  
Badges must be visible at all times to assure staff and security of your validity 
to participate at the show.  
Badge Registration 
Full weekend badge: $50.00 
Friday badge only: $20.00 
Saturday badge only: $30.00 
Sunday badge only: $20.00 
Prices include GST. Badge purchases can be made onsite at the Badge 
Registration desk (area 1 on map).  We accept cash only.  We do not accept 
cheques or money orders.  We will have free badge holders and lanyards at 
the desk for your use.  For additional information about other badge types and 
associated cost, please visit the badge registration. If you want to recycle your 
badge or lanyard drop it off at the badge registration desk. 
Children 10 and Under Badge Registration 
Children 10 and under get in free (must be accompanied by an adult, provide 
proof of age if asked, maximum two free child admissions per adult). Children 
10 and under are required to have a badge.  Staff will also require that the 
parent�s name and contact info be placed on the badge.  This measure is to 
help should a child and parent become separated; we will have contact 
information which will allow us to get in touch with the parent immediately.  
Ethics and Conduct 
Threatening, stealing, cheating, rowdiness, harassment, endangering the 
safety of oneself or others, failure to conduct oneself in a mature manner or 
violating any of our show policies will be grounds for removal from the 
convention without refund.  These measures are in place to ensure that all 
attendees have the most enjoyable convention possible.  Should you observe 
any of these violations, please report them to a security officer or staff member 
as soon as possible.  
Food and Beverages 
The Empress has well stocked concession stands in the Gamer Lounge and 
Artist Alley areas. They also have a full service cafeteria specifically designed 
for GottaCon attendees with great selection and prices that is open until 
midnight. Outside food and/or beverages may not be brought on to the 
premises.  Unless approved by convention staff no sale of food and/or 
beverages is permitted inside the convention. If an offending party is 
discovered the offending party will be asked to remove the food from the 
premises or be removed from the convention without refund.  This applies to 
the person who purchases the goods as well. 
Smoking 
There is no smoking allowed inside any of the convention facilities.  Smoking is 
permitted outside in the designated areas.  Please be respectful of our host 
city and help keep the streets and sidewalks clean by disposing of your 
smoking paraphernalia in the appropriate receptacles. 
Costume and Weapons 
Decency and Appropriateness: 
1. Attendee attire must cover all areas normally covered by a swimsuit. 

Costumes and props must also be PG-rated. Hate speech is not permitted 
on attire or props in any language. 

2. Costume Safety: Costumes must not be dangerous to anyone who bumps 
into them accidentally. 

3. Volume: Costumes and props that make noise must have volume controls 
and should be kept at an appropriate volume. The owners of such props and 
costumes must turn down or mute the volume when asked to by Security. 

Weapons Policy 
Futuristic, non-existent weapons and boffer weapons are the only types of 
weapons permitted in the convention space.  The exception to this rule is for 
persons participating in the costume contest. 20th and 21st century military 
uniforms are not permitted.  The exception to this rule is for active duty 
military.   

Military personnel are prohibited from carrying firearms, regardless of whether  
they are licensed. 
Functional Weapons  
1. GottaCon attendees may not carry or possess any working weapon at any 

time during the convention.  
2. The definition of working weapon includes, but is not limited to firearms and 

ammunition of any and all kinds (BB guns, cap guns, air-soft weapons, 
paintball guns, tazers, explosives, firecrackers, fireworks), knives, swords, 
katanas, bokken, or other martial arts style swords, daggers, sword canes, 
switchblades, axes, clubs, silly string, martial arts weapons, brass knuckles, 
chains, pepper spray, mace, and any other projectile item, toy or real.  

3. Firearms that have the firing pin removed or are otherwise modified to be 
made non-functional are still considered �real weapons� and are not 
permitted.  

Bows, Swords and Other Guidelines 
1. Bows are allowed only if the arrows have blunt tips.  
2. Swords must be sheathed and peace bonded to be allowed into the 

convention.  
3. Props constructed using metal, hardwood, fiberglass, glass or hard plastics 

must be approved by Evan Hatch.  
4. Cardboard, foam, balsa or other light, craft type wood, light and/or soft 

plastic or any other material that collapses under forceful pressure are 
acceptable.  

5. Sharp edges are not permitted on any material.  
Firearms 
1. Prop firearms are allowed only if such accessories cannot be mistaken for 

real weapons.  
2. The barrel crown of all replica firearms must be painted a bright color 

(yellow, orange, etc.) or have a similarly coloured plastic cap attached to the 
crown of the barrel.  

3. Any replica guns not meeting criteria will not be allowed and must be 
returned to a hotel room, car or convention centre security booth.  

Weapons purchased in the Exhibit Hall must be kept wrapped and then 
immediately removed from the premises upon purchase.  Any item or weapon 
being used or brandished in an inappropriate fashion or complaint regarding 
their display will require immediate removal of the item from the convention 
center.  Failure to comply will result in removal from the premises and revoking 
the offending parties� badge without refund. 
Lost and Found 
The information desk (area 4) serves as the center for lost and found items 
during the convention.  Unclaimed property will be turned over to convention 
staff at the close of the convention.  You can help protect your belongings by 
including identification tags in wallets, purses, backpacks and other loose 
items. 
Security 
All security personnel serve to ensure the safety and well-being of everyone.  
Please show them the respect they deserve.  Failure to comply with the 
directives issued by security and staff may result in immediate expulsion 
without refund. 
Animals 
Animals will not be allowed in the facility unless they are service animals.  
Service animals are defined as animals that are individually trained to perform 
tasks for people with disabilities such as guiding people who are blind, alerting 
people who are deaf, pulling wheelchairs, alerting and protecting a person who 
is having a seizure, or performing other special tasks.  Service animals are 
working animals, not pets. 
Solicitation 
Selling goods without the consent of GottaCon, distributing flyers, putting up 
posters and any other forms of solicitation are not permitted in the public areas 
of the convention or hotels.  All selling of products or services is restricted to 
the Exhibit Hall and require permit.  Offending parties will be removed from the 
area and have their badges revoked without refund. 
Anti-Harassment Policy 
GottaCon is dedicated to providing a harassment-free (including bullying-free) 
convention experience for everyone regardless of sex, gender, gender identity 
and expression, sexual orientation, disability, physical appearance, body size, 
race, or religion. We do not tolerate harassment or bullying of convention 
participants (including attendees, press, exhibitors, volunteers, staff, etc.) in 
any form. Demeaning or harassing sexual language is not appropriate for any 
convention venue, including talks. Deliberate intimidation, stalking, following, 
harassing photography or recording, sustained disruption of talks or other 
events, inappropriate physical contact and unwelcome sexual attention. 
Participants asked to stop any harassing behavior are expected to comply 
immediately. Attendees violating these rules may be sanctioned or expelled 
from the convention, without a refund, at the discretion of the convention 

organizers. Exhibitors are also subject to the anti- harassment policy. 

GottaCon 2014 General Information 
Registration and Policies 
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Evan Hatch - Founder/Owner 
I was born and raised in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia. I met my wife at Acadia University 
in 1996 and we have been together ever 
since! Recently, we welcomed another 
new addition to your lives as our son 
Vailen was born in the summer of 2013. I 
spent 5 years in Toronto where I 
participated in local gaming conventions 
and created a gaming community with 
Eugene Dere called Toronto Role Players 
Association which is still going strong. This 

is where my passion for gaming conventions all started.  
 

As a delegate for Wizards of the Coast in 2005 and 2006 I 
spent two years obtaining in-depth knowledge of their gaming 
products as well as their tournament structures. I performed 
hundreds of product demonstrations and attended Gen Con 
Indy in 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, NY Comic Con in 
2010 and PAX Prime in 2011, 2012 and San Diego Comic Con 
in 2012 as a demonstrator and volunteer for Wizards of the 
Coast.  
 

I�m a huge fan of Magic the Gathering, computer games as 
well as RPGs and board games of all kinds.  
 

I came to Victoria in 2005 with 15 years of gaming experience 
where I met Carson and from our combined passion, 
motivation and expertise rose the gaming convention you see 
today.  GottaCon continues to be a challenge in my life but 
one I�m happy to have. 
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GottaCon�s first convention was in February 2009, but work began much earlier than that. In October 2006, three partners, Evan 
Hatch, Carson Upton and Michael Lum (now retired), from three different walks of life, decided Victoria was going to be one of 
the hot spots to game with the introduction of GottaCon - a professional gaming convention that would include games of all 
genres. You might be wondering who the owners/staff are - it�s quite possible you�ve already met them! In case you haven�t, or 
you want to know more about them, here�s a quick bio of each. 

GottaCon 2014 The People Behind GottaCon 
A Little About Us 

Carson Upton - Founder/Owner 
Born and raised in Victoria, the one thing 
I quickly realized was that I was born to 
game - this can be traced it all the way 
back to my mom reading Lord of the 
Rings to me as a child. This sparked a 
passion for reading fiction at an early 
age, but I soon wanted to be the one 
doing, not the one watching. Sure 
enough, video gaming soon became a 
part of my life.  
 

Now as an �adult,� I�m deeply involved in role playing games, 
and an extension of that passion led to my founding of the 
Vancouver Island Gaming Guild (VIGG). I still try to find some 
time for miniatures, video games, and board games. 
  
I�ve been involved in the convention scene in Victoria for the 
past 10 years, and when I learned that there was an opportunity 
to become a partner in a brand new convention, I jumped at the 
opportunity to help create GottaCon. It was a chance for me to 
bring all of my geeky pleasures together in one crazy weekend.  
GottaCon has been an amazing experience for me, providing 
an awesome opportunity for the community and simultaneously 
giving me the opportunity to funnel my ample knowledge in 
running such a large scale event.  
 
My recent move to Vancouver has lead to many opportunities to 
meet new gamers and geeky communities and get them 
involved in GottaCon. 

What is GottaCon? 
GottaCon is a three-day broad spectrum gaming convention 
that is held annually on the first weekend in February in 
Victoria, British Columbia. GottaCon celebrates the science 
fiction and fantasy genres, covers many related hobbies and 
offers a one stop experience for the fans and enthusiasts of 
those genres. 
 
The vision of GottaCon is to host something for everyone 
including free-play and tournaments in board games, 
collectible/non-collectible miniatures, collectible trading cards, 
role-playing games, and electronic gaming as well as 
demonstrations, contests, information sessions, workshops, a 
variety of exhibitors. 
 
Our goal is to deliver a high quality and exciting environment 
that will establish GottaCon as an annual destination that 
participants will return to for years to come. Our 2014 event, 
called GottaCon 2014, will be our 6th show. The convention 
doors open at 5:00pm Friday and close at 6:00pm Sunday with 
nightly shutdowns between 4:00am and 8:00am. 
 
 

 
GottaCon takes place at the Victoria Conference Centre at 
720 Douglas St. with over 53,000 square feet of floor space. 
 
History of GottaCon Attendance 
First show (GottaCon 2009) attendance:   600 
Second show (GottaCon 2010) attendance:  900 
Third show (GottaCon 2011) attendance:   1100 
Fourth show (GottaCon 2012) attendance:  1500 
Fifth show (GottaCon 2013) attendance:    1600 
Anticipated GottaCon 2014 attendance:    2000 to 2500 
 
Staff 
Sol Kauffman, Social Media Manager: socialmedia@gottacon.com 
Chris Gensey, Volunteer Manager: volunteers@gottacon.com 
Jules Sherred, Special Events Manager: specialevents@gottacon.com 
Lee Guille, Board Games Manager: boardgames@gottacon.com 
Mike Gruber, Role Playing Game Manager: rpgs@gottacon.com 
Paul Puhallo, Miniatures Manager: ppuhallo@gottacon.com 
BC Gamer, LAN Operations: videogames@gottacon.com 
Kellan Johnson, LAN Events: lanevents@gottacon.com 
Wilf Rondeau, Back End Office Manager 
Glenn Morgan, IT Manager 
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HIGH LEVEL HARDWARE FOR HIGH LEVEL GAMING 
This year GottaCon will feature ten tournament systems for use by our League of Legend Championship teams that are going to be on 
stream. These systems are comprised completely of hardware provided by the sponsors below. NCIXPC has constructed all ten towers, 
so you know they are made well and with love. Want to try one of these systems out at GottaCon? Speak with LAN events HQ and we will 
se what we can do when they are not in use for our championship teams! Thanks again to the fantastic sponsors below! 
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If there were a single phrase that described Legacy, it 
would be the format in which anything is possible.  While 
some might argue that Vintage, the format with the 
smallest list of banned cards, and thus the widest variety 
of possible decks, the sheer amount of overpowered 
cards and strategies impose a constraint on the rest of 
the decks in the format.  Legacy, however, is a 
deckbuilder�s paradise. 
 
First of all, almost any deck you�ve ever built and played 
will be legal in Legacy, from old standard lists to 
kitchen table and casual format favorites (unless 
you�re one of the lucky few who builds decks 
with rare, banned cards like the Power Nine� 
but chances to pick one of those up are few and 
far between) and with a wide variety of cards 
from magic history to delve into to tweak and 
improve your pet deck.  Legacy allows for the full 
range of Magic strategy, from all out aggression 
to glacial control.  Furthermore, the relative lack 
of large-scale tournaments means that the 
format is somewhat unexplored and open to 
innovation.  While all of this variety and freedom 
makes for an incredibly fun and deep format, it 
can also be daunting to those approaching it for 
the first time, and so, here are 3 things you 
should look out for when first taking the plunge 
into Legacy�s shark (and mongoose) infested 
waters. 
 
Be prepared for powerful plays. Magic is a game with 
incredible depth: some formats, like Limited, are based on 
grinding out minor advantages through jabs and parries, 
Legacy, like other large scale constructed formats, is all 
about the haymaker punches.  If you give a Legacy deck 
much time and room to breathe, it will kill you. Combo 
decks like Belcher and Dredge can do powerful and 
�unfair� things like activating a Goblin Charbelcher with no 
lands in the deck or attacking for 30 without playing a 
single creature spell, and all on the first 3 turns of the 
game.  Even the control decks of the format are built 
around setting up incredibly powerful combinations like 
Sensei�s Divining Top and Counterbalance, Land Tax and 
Scroll Rack, or even just landing a Jace, the Mind 
Sculptor to take control of the board and limit your 
options.  Your deck has to be able to win the game (or at 
least take a huge advantage) quickly; even the so called 
�fair� decks of the format like Delver of Secrets or Merfolk 
based strategies can present a quick clock, you don�t 
have a lot of time to durdle. 
 
Be prepared for disruption. You might think that this 
abundance of powerful and blazing fast decks would take 
over the legacy format, but the rest of the decks have 
adapted and grown to take advantage of the combo 
decks vulnerability to disruption.  For this, most have 
resorted to what I call the Holy Trinity of disruption: 
Wasteland, Force of Will (and other cheap counterspells 
like Daze and Spell Pierce), and Thoughtseize (and/or 

Duress). These cards are the glue that holds Legacy 
together, cheap (0-1 mana) answers that allow the �fair� 
decks to not just get steamrolled and get to play a real 
game of Magic.  What this means is that in Legacy, you 
can�t be overly reliant on a single card; your deck needs 
some resiliency.  Playing around disruption by knowing 
when to bait out counterspells, when to empty your hand 
ASAP against discard, and in what order to play your 
lands to prevent being blown out by Wasteland is also a 
major part of the skill and depth of playing Legacy. 

 
Be prepared for hate. If there�s one area where 
the huge diversity of playable cards in legacy is 
on display best, its in decks� sideboards.  There 
have been a lot of insanely powerful but narrow 
hate cards printed throughout magic�s history, 
from things like Perish (a 3 mana Wrath of God 
for green creatures) to Rest in Peace. What 
this means is that chances are good that your 
opponent will have some incredibly efficient 
answer spells to bring in against you.  This 
makes sideboarded games a much more 
swingy affair, with each players deck being 
filled with extremely powerful answers to the 
other.  This changes the entire way you have to 
play the game; you have to prioritize the short 
term over the long term, because the more 
turns you give your opponent the more time he 
has to draw that answer.  It also changes 

mulligan decisions a lot, when you have a single card that 
drastically shifts the balance of power in the game, it is 
often worth giving up a decent starting hand in hopes of 
finding it, as it will provide much more value then the 
single card you lose for taking a mulligan. 
 
Whether you�re a veteran of the format or a complete 
newcomer, I hope this quick guide has proved helpful, got 
the deck building juices flowing and gotten you excited to 
play some Legacy.  If that�s the case, you�re in luck as it 
just so happens (what a coincidence right?) GottaCon is 
hosting a major Legacy tournament, a rare opportunity to 
play in such an event, and if that�s not enough of an 
incentive, how about the first place prize of a Mox of your 
choice? 
 
I�ll see you Sunday! 

Insights into Legacy By Zaryn Castillo   
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GottaCon 2014 Guests and Discussion 
Panels of 2014 

The Critical Hit Show  - Special Guest 
The Critical Hit Show is a live, improvised comedy epic in-
spired by the world�s most popular role-playing game. Join 
Vancouver�s best comedic talent as they quest for glory and 
snacks in this smash hit show that has been playing to huge 

audiences for over 
two years! Audience 
participation is a big 
part of the show, so 
you may be called 
upon to either help 
our heroes out, or 
battle them in the 
form of hideous crea-
tures! Costumes are 
highly encouraged, 
too! 
 
Cast: 
Ian Boothby (Benoit 
the Anointed, Eric 
Fell (The Dungeon 
Master), Joanna Gas-
kell (Edda), Barbara 
Kozicki (Ingrid), Allen 
Mor r i son  (Sp i t z 
Lube�n), Shaun Stew-
art (Brask Hellbeard). 
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Game Companion – A Short Film  
Thirty-something Bob lives downstairs in his 
mom�s house, works in fast food and has one 
friend. His greatest accomplishment is making it to 
master in a fighter-style video game, permitting 
him a game companion, Kimiko, which turns out to 
be real. Kimiko is impressed with Bob as a �great 
warrior�, but when she starts to discover he is not 
very important in his own world, her enthusiasm 
fades. 
 

Cast: Starring Gord Bestwick, Julie Townsend-
Tyskerud, Leon Potter, Hannah Ryan, David Mat-
thews, and Sydney Howlett. 

An Improvised Dungeons and Dragons – Victoria Guests of Honour  
With over a half century of combined improv experience, these six performers have been working together since 
2011 in the local Pick of the Fringe improv company Paper St. Theatre.  
 

In the spirit of Paper St.�s work, and inspired by other Dungeons and Dragons shows across the country, Scott 
Thompson brought the popular concept to Victoria audiences. Recognizing that both D&D and Improv share many 
common fundamentals in storytelling, the group fell in love with the game quickly, and couldn�t wait to expose 
Victoria�s audience to the grandfather of all Role-Playing Games, and their own improvised adaptation. 
 

Under the direction of Dave Morris, Dave Morris, Missie Peters, Byron Kjeldsen, and Nicole Olszewski will step into 
the roles of medieval heroes, and improvise in a never 
before played adventure, all while following the rules of 
Dungeons and Dragons v3.5.  
 

With the help of mastermind sound engineer Dan 
Godlovitch, and his incredible music, ambience and 
soundscapes, the improvisers are able to create a truly 
immersive D&D experience that will enthrall the hearts and 
minds of all in attendance. The way in which they entertain 
lifelong fans of the game, as well as make the 
complexities of D&D accessible to those who have never 
played, has garnered them high praise from the local 
theatre community. After an incredibly successful second 
run of shows this past October, the group earned a 
nomination for Best New Play in the CVV Magazine 
Critic�s Choice Awards. 



Mack Adams 
In his role as CEO & co-strategist at 
Superbrothers, Inc., Mack combines his 
long love of video games with his 
experience operating small businesses. His 
focus is on creating the environment within 
which magic emerges while maintaining a 
long-term view on the business of video 
games. Superbrothers, Inc, makers of the 
award winning �Superbrothers: Sword and 
Sworcery EP� is a indy video game studio, 
art house and collective of creative people. 

GottaCon 2014 Guests and Discussion Panels of 2014 Continued 

Tyler Brand 
Tyler sailed for twenty-two years in the 
Canadian Coast Guard as a rescue 
specialist and navigation training officer. 
Tyler has a Nero-Science Degree and 20 
Years experience designing training for 
defense & Security, moving from �hands 
on�, to simulation, to serious games as 
the technology matured. Tyler brings a 
unique view on the future of games as 
they relate to skills training. 

Chloe Brown 
Chloe holds the title of �Community 
Manager� (aka Raccoon Wrangler) at 
DJArts. She has been in the games 
community and industry since 2004, and 
has founded and run multiple gaming 
communities and social networks during 
that time period. If you see her ingame 
(�Kittychix�), make sure to say hi!  

Matthew Charlton aka “Balloonicorn” 
Matthew got involved in the game back in 
November of 2012. Originally Resistance, 
he soon switched factions, feeling more 
kinship with the Enlightened (L8). �recon� 
became �ReconPirate� and eventually 
�Balloonicorn�. A moderator in the local 
Enlightened G+ community, he is most 
active in his neighborhood, where he can 
found maintaining his portal �farm� around 
his house. 

Kathleen De Vere 
Kathleen is a professional writer, video editor, 
comedian and geek. Formerly the Lead Writer 
for Inside Mobile Apps, Kathleen now spends 
her time writing and editing videos for internet 
comedy group LoadingReadyRun. Her work 
can be seen on LoadingReadyRun.com, 
EscapistMagazine.com, Penny-arcade.com 
and Wizards.com/Magic. She is also one of 
the organizers of the Desert Bus for Hope 
charity gaming marathon, likes cats, all kinds 
of games, and music that sounds like sad 
computers working out their feelings.  

Paul Dowd 
Paul is highly experience artist and UI/UX 
designer with over 14 years in the 
interactive and digital art industry. He was 
one of the first employees at Zynga where 
he was responsible for designing its iconic 
logo as well as driving the look and feel of 
several games, including Farmville. Paul 
now leads the art team at TinyMob Games 
in Victoria where he is using his unique 
talents to create an exciting new universe of 
characters and environments to life.  

Dustin Downs aka “Ascended0ne” 
Dustin was activated as an agent in Dec 
2012. He was the first resistance agent 
and second Vancouver Island to Level 8. 
He�s been heavily involved locally since 
day one and globally over the last 8 
months. Dustin is the founder of the 
Cross Faction community for Vancouver 
Island, moderates the local enlightened 
community with others, and is a mod for 
Decode Ingress, the largest non-official 
ingress community in the world.  

Scott Drader 
Scott�s interest in game development was 
first sparked by his time spent creating 
levels for id Software�s popular Quake 
series while studying at UBC. His career 
has since lead him through 3D graphics 
work spanning academia, computer-aided 
design, medical devices and most recently, 
games at Metalhead Software.  Metalhead 
is slated to launch its first original gaming 
franchise this year on current consoles - 
BigFly Ball, an arcade-style baseball game. 

Alex Flagg 
Alex Flagg is a game designer and co-
founder of Crafty Games. Since starting in 
2002, he has worked for companies including 
Privateer Press, Fantasy Flight, Paradigm 
Concepts, AEG, and created over 30 RPG 
products, including Spycraft, Spycraft 2.0, 
Fantasy Craft, Little Wizards and the Mistborn 
Adventure Game.  This is his third year at 
GottaCon, where you can find him in the 
RPG area running games or in the panel 
rooms talking about GMing and storytelling.  

Ben Hesketh  
Ben is a twelve year veteran of the video 
game industry, having worked for companies 
such as Sony, UbiSoft and Microsoft. He has 
built up a deep understanding of every 
sphere of game technology from game 
engines to AI. Ben is also an experienced 
game designer and loves to spend his spare 
time away from the computer creating 
innovative board games. His most recent 
adventure involves joining Victoria�s exciting 
new videogames studio, TinyMob Games.  
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Karl Johanson 
Karl is the editor and science writer for Neo-
opsis Science Fiction Magazine, which has won 
2 Aurora Awards, and a former co-editor of 
Under the Ozone Hole, which won 4 Aurora 
Awards. Karl has had articles and fiction 
published in On Spec magazine, Here Be 
Monsters, Sci Phi Journal, Stitches: the 
Magazine of Medical Humour and other 
publications. Karl has done extensive work in 
the computer game industry, working for Disney 
Interactive, Sanctuary Woods Multimedia and  
free lance work for an Xbox 360 game. 

GottaCon 2014 Guests and Discussion Panels of 2014 Continued 

Stephanie Johanson 
Stephanie is the art director, assistant 
editor, and co-owner of Neo-opsis Science 
Fiction Magazine, publishing since 2003. 
She is an artist who has worked in a 
variety of media, though painting and 
soapstone carving are her passions. 
Stephanie paints realism with a hint of 
fantasy, often preferring landscapes as her 
subjects. Examples of her work can be 
viewed on the Neo-opsis Science Fiction 
Magazine website at: 
www.neo-opsis.ca/art 

Eric Jordan 
Eric is CEO at DJArts Games. Previously, he 
was the CEO and co-founder of PureEdge 
Solutions. PureEdge had 5 million users 
when it was acquired by IBM. Eric was an 
Executive-In-Residence at UVic and the 
President of the Premier�s Technology 
Council. Eric serves on the boards of 
Archipelago Marine Research (Chair) and 
the Greater Victoria Coalition to End 
Homelessness (co-chair with Mayor Fortin).   

Christer Kaitila 
McFunkypants, also known as Christer 
Kaitila, just spent the last two years 
making one game a month, and runs a 
website called onegameamonth.com to 
encourage others to do the same. He 
edits gamedevelopment.tutsplus.com, 
writes gamedev books, and joins a lot of 
game jams.  

Dom Kapac aka “Ascended0ne”“Sl1ck” 
In Ingress, Don�s agent name is Sl1ck 
and he is a Level 8 Resistance Player. In 
real life, his name is Dom Kapac and he 
works as an Information Security Analyst 
and volunteer with the Saanich 
Emergency Program. He was introduced 
to the game by a fellow volunteer and has 
been loving it ever since. 

Adam Kosh 
Adam is the Lead Artist and Animator for 
DJArts Games. His excellent illustrations 
and animations are seen throughout all of 
our games. Adam is also responsible for 
UI layout and design.   

Michael Kwan 
Michael is a professional freelance writer from 
the Vancouver area. Referring to himself as a 
professional gadget geek, Michael is the 
Managing Editor of MEGATechNews.com, 
an online publication dedicated to �stuff for 
people who like gadgets.�  From 
smartphones to tablets, Bluetooth speakers 
to video games, he�s got it covered. Michael 
also recently published Beyond the Margins, 
a book on how to start your own freelance 
business. Find it at michaelkwan.com.  

Douglas Lloyd 
Douglas is a part time RPG adventure writer. 
His first adventure, Where is My Spellbook, 
was published in 2010 by Blackbyrne 
Publishing, a licensed third party publisher of 
Dungeons and Dragons and Pathfinder role 
playing games. He is a contributing writer in 
Blackbyrne Publishing�s Age of Lords 
Campaign Setting and Expedition Guide and 
has since gone on to write for other third party 
publishers. He has recently formed his own 
small company Vedder Press.  

Max Haagen Loy 
Max is a savvy game developer with a 
passion for all kinds of gaming. He has 
been making games since before he can 
remember and, along with his hat, he is a 
well known fixture in the Victoria Indie 
scene. Over the last two years Max has 
become a professional game developer, 
having worked for InLight Entertainment 
and now most recently he has joined 
TinyMob Games.  

Jason Malo aka “Jalo”, L8 Resistance  
Jason has been playing Ingress since March 
2013. Being on disability and unable to work, 
he found that this was a great reason to get 
out of the house. Jason promptly found 
Ingress went from being a fun new pass time 
to his full-time occupation. He reached level 8 
by March 28. From there, he started pursuing 
other goals including fielding operations 
(provincial & international levels). Jason has 
met an amazing group of people and has 

made friends both locally & internationally. 
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Brent Owens 
Brent Owens is an indie game developer 
with 10 years of game development 
experience ranging from programming to 
art. He is a core developer of the 
jMonkeyEngine open source game engine 
project and a long-time indie and open 
source advocate. His is currently creating 
a real time strategy game titled Attack of 
the Gelatinous Blob. Brent resides on 
Vancouver Island in British Columbia.  

Michelle Papadopoulos 
Michelle is an Artist and Animator in the 
gaming industry. She works at InLight 
Entertainment on children�s video games 
for clients such as Fisher Price, Leapfrog, 
Disney, Pixar, and Nickelodeon. When not 
at work, she loves to create fantasy 
illustration either digitally or with ink and 
watercolor. Her first graphic novel is in the 
works. You can view some of her art here: 
www.michellepapadopoulos.com  

Richard Pattee 
Richard started gaming on an Apple II in 
1979. He left gaming to raise a family and 
work in a number of careers, from being a 
chef to senior administrator of a boutique IT 
college. Richard currently holds a seat on the 
board of a small medical corporation. Ingress 
attracted him because of the use of 
Augmented Reality (AR). Ingress has 
introduced Richard to a group of wonderful 
people, some of whom are here to introduce 
you to their passion.  

Jordan Reed 
Jordan Reed is the founder of Freq Wave 
Studios, an audio production company that 
helps game developers get the music, sounds 
and voice-talent they need for their games. He 
has had the pleasure of working on projects 
with local studios like Kano/APPS, as well as 
indie game developers and game jammers 
alike. Jordan�s love of composing music, 
designing sound and creating immersive 
environments keeps him focused on the sonic 
side of the games industry.  

Steven G. Saunders 
Steve has worn a variety of hats in his life, 
including creator, writer, editor, and game 
master. Since diving into role-playing games 
and such back in the mid-80�s, he�s worked for 
many companies and people in the publishing 
and music industries; including being a comic 
book nerd internet dart board for a year, 
magazine editor, novel editor, and comic book 
creator and editor. These days, Steve is writing, 
being the Managing Editor of NerdTitan.com, 
and has recently started his own RPG imprint, 
Black Goat Games (blackgoatgames.com).  

Ryan Speck 
Ryan Speck is the author of the unrepentantly 
vulgar and idiotic satirical detective novel The 
Big Rusty Lie. When not consuming copious 
amounts of media, Ryan is computer gaming 
or tending to his wife and herd of cats. He can 
be regularly found on the internet, doing 
nothing at all, especially not writing any more 
novels. Ryan has written for IndustrialNation, 
co-hosts the MouthFist Podcast, and runs 
mediagauntlet.com. Oh, and he writes short 
stories, too.  

Clayton Stark 
Clayton Stark is head KIXEYE�s Canadian 
studio located in Victoria, BC. KIXEYE 
merges the accessibility of the browser with 
the modern technologies that enable 
immersive experiences to bring hard core, 
free to play gaming to everyone online. 
Clayton has a long history of driving 
innovative development in social and 
gaming internet platforms and applications, 
and is now very pleased to be using his 
powers for evil.  

Jordan Stratford 
Author, Game Designer and World Builder 
Jordan Stratford has been pronounced 
clinically dead, and was briefly mistakenly 
wanted by INTERPOL for international 
industrial espionage. He is an ordained 
priest, has won numerous sword fights, 
jaywalked across the streets of Paris, San 
Francisco, and São Paolo, and was once 
shot by a stray rubber bullet in a London riot. 
He is represented by Heather Schroder of 
Compass Talent, New York. 

Tim Teh 
Tim Teh is a co-founder and CEO of KANO/
APPS, a Canadian based indie social 
gaming company. Bootstrapped in 2008, 
KANO/APPS was one of the first developers 
to see success on the Facebook platform. 
Fast-forward to 2013, KANO/APPS has 
released six social gaming titles and 
continues to remain self funded. Teh 
attributes KANO/APPS� success to its focus 
on building a culture, team and processes to 
repeatedly create award winning products.  

GottaCon 2014 Guests and Discussion Panels of 2014 Continued 

Joanne Robertson 
Joanne started working in entertainment at the 
early age of six, with her family in vaudvillian 
slapstick comedy. Knowing how to engage an 
audience has been a talent she has nurtured, 
pursuing a degree in multimedia, computer 
animation and the visual arts. Joanne has 
worked in the video game industry as an artist 
and designer in both 2D and 3D, co-founding 
two previous successful studios (Blackbox 
Games, and Microsoft Studios Victoria), and 
now One Bit Labs.  
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Chris Tulach 
Chris Tulach is the D&D Organized Play 
Program Manager for Wizards of Coast, 
responsible for creating play programs 
such as D&D Encounters and Living 
Forgotten Realms. A gaming convention 
veteran, Chris has been involved with 
Organized Play for over 20 years, and has 
been a Dungeon Master for over 30 years. 
He was a developer on Scoundrels of 
Skullport and has contributed to design 
and development on several D&D RPG 
products.  

Jonathan Tweet 
Jonathan has been bringing new ideas to 
roleplaying games since 1987. He authored or 
co-authored the RPGs Ars Magica (87), Over 
the Edge (92), Everway (95), D&D 3rd Ed (00), 
and Omega World (02). He�s in the Origins 
Gaming Hall of Fame. His latest RPG, 13th 
Age, brings story-oriented, indie-style creativity 
to d20-style gaming. Jonathan values RPGs 
because they inspire players to be creative. He 
is a Burning Man regular, an armchair 
evolutionary psychologist, and an atheist 
Sunday school teacher. 

Raphael van Lierop 
During his 13 years in the game industry, 
Raphael has held the positions of creative 
director, narrative director, producer, designer, 
and writer on multiple award-winning game titles. 
He has been instrumental in launching successful 
game franchises at Relic Entertainment, including 
Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War, and 
Company of Heroes. Some credits include: Far 
Cry 3 (Narrative Director), and Warhammer 
40,000: Space Marine (Game Director). Also, 
Raphael has been a creative advisor to over a 
dozen major entertainment companies. 

Allan Weber aka “MrGackerSlaks”  
After having Ingress suggested to him by 
a friend, Allan requested a beta key code, 
as it was invite only at the time. After a 
week�s wait, he received his beta key, 
downloaded Ingress and started in March 
of 2013. Allan hit level 8 (Enlightened) in 
April and started getting involved in the 
local Ingress community. He attended the 
official 13Magnus event in Seattle and 
helped coordinate Victoria�s first unofficial 
event in November.  

Jon Wiggins 
Jon has been in the interactive design and 
gaming industry for over 15 years. Before 
working in games, Jon worked for brands 
like Nintendo, LEGO and Atlantic Records 
developing their online identities in the late 
90s. He has worked as Lead UI Artist at 
Electronic Arts and Disney Interactive and is 
currently the Art Director at GameHouse 
Canada here in Victoria. Jon believes that an 
engaging art style and a strong user 
experience are key to creating great games 
that people love to play.   

Devin Young 
Devin is currently President of InLight 
Entertainment Inc located in Victoria BC. He has 
been in the video game industry since 1993 and 
started with Sanctuary Woods � a local game 
developer and Publisher which was bought by 
Disney Interactive in 95. Devin went on to 
become a Senior Producer and Studio Manager 
at Disney Interactive and in 2002 purchased the 
studio from Disney and founded InLight 
Entertainment Inc. InLight is a leading developer 
of Children�s video games and partners include 
Disney , Nic Jr, Fisher-Price, Leapfrog and more. 

Alex Zorkin 
Alex Zorkin is CloverPoint�s lead 
interactive applications architect. He 
specializes in spatially aware enterprise 
technologies and game tech. The majority 
of Alex�s applications use web services to 
pull data from multiple external databases 
and display that data with 2D, 3D and BIM 
Models for augmented visualization. He is 
also responsible for implementing cross 
platform authorization and development 
standards.  

Chris Tihor 
Chris Tihor is a game designer, writer, and 
creator of comics and other assorted 
geekery. In his spare time, he�s the organizer 
of the local chapter of the International Game 
Developers Association in his often damp 
home of Victoria, BC, Canada. He�s also the 
creative dynamo behind Ironic Iconic Studios 
(http://www.ironiciconicstudios.com/). He 
enjoys cargo pants, microbrew beer, and 
complaining about improper apostrophe 
usage.  

Ivan Metelitsa 
Known as the Crazy Russian to most due to his 
often eccentric social and on-camera behavior, 
Ivan is one of the biggest proponents of PC as 
the superior gaming platform. This, combined 
with the fact that he spent more than half of his 
life tinkering with hardware earned him the 
position as lead system designer and integrator 
at NCIXPC, the custom PC division of NCIX.ca. 
Tasked with being on the bleeding edge of the 
latest in PC gaming hardware and technologies, 
his motto is �moar jiggahurtz, for one and all!� 
and he takes his mission very seriously.  20 
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BG = Board Game 
Board games include games played with moving pieces on a 
board, card based or tile based games. 
 

EG = Electronic Game 
Electronic games include video games on consoles such as 
Xbox 360, PlayStation3, Nintendo Wii etc.  They also include 
computer games and personal gaming systems like Nintendo 
3DS and PS Vita. 
 

Minis = Miniature Based Game 
Miniature games are both collectible and non-collectible.  
These are games that are played on a defined surface using 
miniature representations of units or vehicles.  
 

RPG = Roleplaying Game 
Roleplaying games are games in which the participants 

assume the roles of fictional characters. Participants determine 
the actions of their characters based on their characterization, 
and the actions succeed or fail according to a formal system of 
rules and guidelines. 
 

TCG = Trading Card Game 
A trading card game is a game played using specially designed 
sets of playing cards and rules.  These cards usually have a 
rarity assigned to them (and thus a value) and come in 
randomized packages, called boosters. 
 

WS/P = Workshop or Discussion Panel 
Workshops are sessions where a presenter demonstrates to 
participants how to perform a task such as building a model, 
drawing, painting, etc. Discussion Panels are comprised of one 
or more presenters that discuss a topic or topics to an 
audience.  Audience participation is encouraged. 

The event listing is sorted first by All Weekend Long Events, then day, then game type, then finally by start time.  Each event will 
occur at one or more tables and its location will be noted in the Table/Area column.  Events may be assigned a maximum player 
capacity.  Priority for these events goes to those that have signed up in advance of the actual event start time or to people who 
met the conditions of entry (video game add-on for example).  Players are encouraged to sign up in advance but if time does not 
allow, check with the event coordinator at the assigned table to see if room is still available. 

EVENT LISTING GottaCon 2014 

Type Table/Area EVENT Description 

Events that Take Part Over the Entire Weekend or During All Daytime Slots 

BG 2 Board Game Library 
By: GottaCon Conventions 
This year GottaCon is pleased to continue to have a library of board games that our attendees are free to sign out and play. Sign out games from the 
Event Registration Desk by requesting a game from our available titles and leaving behind a piece of ID. GottaCon would like to thank all the 
companies that have added game to our library this year. 

EG 21 PC - Free-Play Servers 
BC Gamer will be hosting the following servers all weekend long for players to join at their leisure: 
Team Fortress 2 - Counter-Strike: Global Offensive - Killing Floor - Minecraft - TeamSpeak 3 - Chivalry: Medieval Warfare - Chivalry: Deadliest Warrior 
- ShootMania: Storm - TrackMania: Canyon 

EG 19 PC 
Public Play Systems 

By: GottaCon and BC Gamer 
Come by and play a couple games or in one of our LAN Public Free Play Area tournaments. 

EG 19 Consoles 
Public Play Systems 

By: GottaCon 
Come by and play a couple games while you relax in the Tectoria Gamer Lounge. 

Minis M01 DEMO - Drake 

By: Drake 
Maximum number of participants: As Seating Allows 
Drake is a 28-mm true scale skirmish game based in a fantasy setting full of many different cultures and creatures. Dragons will lead your forces, which 
you choose from the Dragon-like �cousin� creatures and the followers that the Dragons rule over. You also build a deck of cards that your magical units 
will use to support your allies and annihilate your foes. Using dice and a measuring device, you move your troops and use effects to attack and defeat 
your enemies. All models with the ability to �chant� gain access to the powerful magic represented by the cards in your hand. 

Minis M06 DEMO 
Malifaux Games 

By: Tao Breese 
Starting at 9am (5pm Friday): Ending 11:00pm Friday, 7:00pm Saturday, and 4:00pm Sunday 
Maximum number of participants: As Seating Allows 
Trigger-happy gunslingers, misguided Victorian science, hungry undead, and monsters hidden in every shadow; these are the terrors that will plague 
you in Malifaux. Are you willing to risk your soul for a chance at great wealth and power? Because it's the only thing you have worth trading. In 
Malifaux, you lead your crew in the battle for control of The Breach, a dark portal to a world of limitless magic. A Demonstrator will be on hand to 
provide introductory games to those wishing to learn this game. No Experience Necessary. Miniatures will be provided. 

Minis M07 
DEMO 

Warmachine 
Hordes Games 

Starting at 9am (5pm Friday):  Ending 11:00pm Friday, 7:00pm Saturday, and 4:00pm Sunday 
Maximum number of participants: As Seating Allows 
In the Game WARMACHINE players take on the role of warcasters as they lead their titanic forces into battle. Warcasters possess significant martial 
prowess of their own as well as having hardened warriors and magical spells to bring to bear. No Experience Necessary. 

Minis 24 Warmachine 
Hordes Iron Arena 

Price: Free 
All weekend, day or night, Warmachine/Hordes players at GottaCon 2014 will be able to participate in the Iron Arena! Bring an army and play against 
an opponent in this open-play format. You decide upon the points value for the games. Collect points and redeem them to pick up some great prizes!! 

RPG 

RPG11 
RPG12 

Only slots:  
8, 14, 19, 22 

D&D Next - Mines of Madness 

By Wizards of the Coast 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Are you as cool as the characters in PvP? Are you a Table Titans wannabe? Scott Kurtz's Mines of Madness await! Hurl yourself into a deadly 
dungeon in search of the fabled Forever Stone, but beware the outhouse! This special D&D Next adventure is 4 hours long and designed for 3rd-level 
characters. Characters are provided. 

Special 9 GottaCon 2014  
Alternate Reality Game 

By: GottaCon & Grey Zone Entertainment 
Registration: Check in at the Grey Zone Entertainment booth located in Artist Alley 
Grey Zone Entertainment invites you to be a part of GottaCon�s first ever alternate reality game (ARG). Taking place throughout the weekend and open 
to all attendees, the GottaCon ARG will take you to all corners of the convention as you collect clues and solve puzzles both in the real world and 
online. Each puzzle you solve earns you an entry into draws for great prizes, and those who complete the whole game will be entered into the grand 
prize draw (prizes to be announced). 

Special 9 GottaCon 2014  
Collaborative Art Projects 

By: GottaCon & Grey Zone Entertainment 
Sponsored by: Grey Zone Entertainment 
Registration: Check in at the Grey Zone Entertainment booth located in Artist Alley 
Show off your artistic talents as part GottaCon�s first collaborative art project. Located in Artist Alley at the Grey Zone Entertainment booth, we invite 
you to stop by and add your own unique touch to this piece of gaming-inspired artwork. The finished art will be sold by silent auction on Sunday 
afternoon with all proceeds donated to charity. 

Special 12 
Pacific Design 
Green Screen 
Photography 

By: Pacific Design Academy 
Location: GottaCon Photo Booth 
Come and get your photo taken by the crew of Pacific Design Academy in front of a green screen. Great souvenir for GottaCon 2014, especially if you 
are in costume. 
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Special 12 VicLUG Lego 
Extravaganza 

By: Vic Lug 
Location: VicLUG booth 
Come and joining the VicLUG crew and put some bricks together. Come by and play with the kids ( and grown up kid) build station, or test you skills with a speed or 
blind build. You are welcome to come build at any time using the club's public brick buckets even if we are not manning our booth at the time. Parents are asked to 
monitor their children and everyone is welcome to leave your creations for the rest of the attendees to admire afterwards. 

TCG 11 
Magic: The Gathering  

- Intro Pack Convention 
League Event 

By: GottaCon Conventions, Wizards of the Coast and Yellowjacket Comics and Toys 
Start Time: 7:00PM Friday Night, ending Sunday at 4:00PM 
Maximum Number of Participants: 150 
Price: Free with MTG weekend pass or $15 at the Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre. 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 
Each participant will receive a random Intro Duel Deck. Participants may face off against any other Intro Pack Convention League participants in one game at any 
time over the span of the weekend and report the results, who won and who lost, on their record sheet as well as to the Yellowjacket reporting centre. Players are 
paired against other players and may not play the same player two (2) times in a row. The winner of the match will be granted two random cards from a pool of 
cards. The winner then may view and select one of those cards to keep and add it to their intro deck if they so choose and return the other card to the pool or cards. 
The loser will receive one random card to keep and add to their deck should they choose to. Decks must be a minimum 40 cards. There is no limit to the number of 
individual opponents you can play. 

TCG 11 Magic: The Gathering  
� Pickup Draft 

By: Yellowjacket Comics and Toys. 
Price: $15 
Prizes: 5-3-2-2 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 

FRIDAY  BOARD GAME EVENTS 
5:00 PM BG09 Battlestar Galactica 

By: Alison Yale  
Time: 5:00pm to 9:00pm  
Number of Players: 3 to 6  
Battlestar Galactica is a 3-6 player semi-cooperative game where you and your shipmates are on the run from the evil machines - the Cylons. Players choose from 
a variety of character types and work together or trying to be sneaky as a Cylon in their midst, hoping to get the Galactica to safety. 

5:00 PM BG18 Interactivity Open 
Gaming  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout 
the show. Come by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

5:00 PM BG21 Kingdom Builder  

By: VCon  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
In Kingdom Builder, the players create their own kingdoms by skillfully building their settlements, aiming to earn the most gold at the end of the game. 

5:00 PM BG21 Lords of Waterdeep 

By: Tradecraft  
Time: 5:00pm to 8:00pm 
Number of Players: 2 to 5 
Your days of danger and adventure are over, but your days of intrigue and power are just beginning. The City of Waterdeep, located in the D&D universe of The 
Forgotten Realms, has become a degenerate cesspool, and needs new leadership. Your leadership. Playing as a mysterious Lord of Waterdeep, send out your 
agents to recruit warriors, wizards, priests and rogues to your cause, and send them on quests to further your aims. Gather money, build new buildings, and use 
intrigue to hinder your opponents, for there can only be one master who will seize control of the Pearl of the Forgotten Realms: you. 

5:00 PM BG15 
BG16 

M3 Gamers 
Open Gaming  

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: Varies  
Come start GottaCon 2014 off with M3 Gamers. We'll be playing a variety of games to warm up for the event. Got a favourite or something you'd like to try? Ask us! 

5:00 PM BG13 Spartacus 

By: Jason Bray  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
Learn to play Spartacus the board game, a game of betrayal, bloody betting and gladiatorial combat. 

5:00 PM BG14 Tzolk'in: The Mayan 
Calendar 

By: Randy Ward  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
Learn to play Tzolk'in: The Mayan Calendar. A Worker Placement game with a twist. 

5:00 PM BG20 VCon Open Gaming 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

6:00 PM BG17 Betrayal at House on the 
Hill 

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 6 
Betrayal at House on the Hill is a tile game that allows players to build their own haunted house room by room, tile by tile, creating a new thrilling game board every 
time. The game is designed for three to six people, each of whom plays one of six possible characters.  
Secretly, one of the characters betrays the rest of the party, and the innocent members of the party must defeat the traitor in their midst before it�s too late! Betrayal 
at House on the Hill will appeal to any game player who enjoys a fun, suspenseful, and strategic game. 

6:00 PM BG22 The Goods  

By: Aaron Grimshaw  
Time: 6:00pm to 10:00pm  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
The Goods is a standalone resource management multiplayer card game for 2 to 4 players. Players manage food sources while constructing buildings that all 
players can share. Buildings are worth points and let players increase their Goods.          Available for purchase at GottaCon! 

7:00 PM BG16 Dungeon Quest 

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 1 to 4 
 Players explore the ruins of Castle Dragonfire trying to reach the treasure chamber in the center of the dungeon and escape alive with as much treasure as 
possible. A limited number of turns before the game ends puts pressure on players to take risks and score rewards because anyone left in the dungeon when time 
runs out dies! A tile-laying system creates the maze-like dungeon and ensures that no two games are ever exactly the same. 

7:00 PM BG14 Elder Sign 

By: Randy Ward  
Number of Players: 2 to 8  
Learn to Play Elder Sign (up to eight player co-op based on Lovecraft). 

7:00 PM 

BG01 
BG02  
BG05 
BG06 

GottaCon 2014 High 
Command Kingmaker 

Tournament 

By: Paul Puhallo  
Number of Players: 2 to 16  
Prizes: 1 prize for first place 
In the GottaCon 2014 High Command Kingmaker tournament, players will face off in a series of fast-paced match to determine who has the tactical skill and luck to 
be crowned the champion. The Kingmaker tournament will be run as free-for-all multiplayer elimination rounds with games of up to 4 players leading to a multiplayer 
final. 

7:00 PM BG18 Interactivity Open 
Gaming  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout 
the show. Come by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

7:00 PM BG13 Krosmaster: Arena 

By: Bonnie Beyea  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
In Hormonde, a strange world deep in the folds of time, the Hour Demons have finally found a hobby worthy of their cruel hearts... the Arena! The idea is simple. 
They select warriors of all ages and lands and whisk them away to the Hormonde where the enslaved gladiators must fight for their souls and the chance to become 
the ultimate champion. Krosmaster: Arena is a player-vs-player, tactical card game with anime-style miniatures that offers the craftiest tacticians among you the 
chance to challenge other players to heated battles in arenas scattered around Hormonde. 
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7:00 PM 

BG03 
BG04  
 BG07 
BG08  
BG10 
BG12 

Settlers of Catan 
Tournament - CWC CA 

PRE-QUALIFIER 

By: GottaCon and M3 Gamers  
Sponsors: Mayfair Games  
Price: $5.00  
Number of Players: 28  
Prizes: TBA (provided by Mayfair) 
 
Mayfair Games is hosting their Catan World Championships in Germany this year and Canada will be qualifying 2 players to attend this year. The Canadian Championships for 
Western Canada will be held at the Calgary Expo in April 27, 2014. The winner of the GottaCon pre-pre-qualifier will receive an invite to the Western Canadian Catan 
Championship at the Calgary Expo. 
 
The winner of this event will received the collected cash purse (event entry fees) to use toward their travel costs to the official qualifier held at the Calgary Expo. The winner will also 
receive one Catan ornament or a stein, Entry into the advanced rounds for the CWC Qualifier at Calgary Games Expo as well as additional swag. Runner up will also receive 
prizes and swag as will all final table players. Everyone that takes part in the event will receive one Catan geography map, one 2014 CWC cloisonné pin and one Catan bumper 
sticker while supplies last. 
 
The Settlers of Catan tournament will be a total of three rounds. The first round everyone will be randomly placed at a table and will play basic Catan with identical setups at each 
table. Then each player will play a second round of the same game, however, all participants will be randomly placed at a different table. After both rounds, the top four players with 
highest combined total scores will move on to the finals. This will be a fun event. Bring a great attitude and a friend too! Prize will be awarded to first overall. 
 
Please note that the winner must be at least 18 years of age and a Canadian Citizen. Any sanctioned CWC CA PRE-QUALIFIER Event must use the most recent rule set for The 
Settlers of Catan (4th edition). 

7:00 PM BG19 The Castles of Burgundy  

By: VCon  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
The game is set in the Burgundy region of High Medieval France. Each player takes on the role of an aristocrat, originally controlling a small princedom. While playing they aim to 
build settlements and powerful castles, practice trade along the river, exploit silver mines, and use the knowledge of travelers. 

7:00 PM BG15 Various Card Games  
By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: Varies  
M3 Gamers will continue to welcome all challengers at a variety of card games 

7:00 PM BG20 VCon Open Gaming 
By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

8:00 PM BG21 Castaways 

By: Tradecraft  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
You�ve been shipwrecked on a deserted island! Getting off this island alive is all you want, but it won�t be easy. You need to build shelter, gather food, start a fire, and explore the 
interior of the Island in order to reach the single summit that stands at the centre, where you have the best chance of seeing a passing ship, and there�s no way you�re going to do 
this all alone. Castaways is a semi-cooperative game that will require players to work together in order to survive. The objective is to get off the Island alive, but victory will belong to 
whomever does so with the best stories. Write in your diary, and go on exploratory adventures, gather food, build shelter, avoid injuries, or fail utterly. Castaways is a special game 
that has the outcome of everyone losing, for who will hear the stories if no one is alive to tell them? 

8:00 PM BG17 Lords of Waterdeep 

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 5 
Waterdeep, the City of Splendors � the most resplendent jewel in the Forgotten Realms, and a den of political intrigue and shady back-alley dealings. In this game, the players are 
powerful lords vying for control of this great city. Its treasures and resources are ripe for the taking, and that which cannot be gained through trickery and negotiation must be taken 
by force! 

9:00 PM BG16 Game of Life 

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 6  
This game attempts to mirror life events many people go through from going to college, raising a family, buying a home, working and retiring.  
The intent of the game is to have the most assets at the end of the game, assets are earned primarily by working and earning tokens with dollars amount on them. Additionally the 
first person to complete the course gets additional money tokens. 

9:00 PM BG15 Munchkin 
By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 6  
Go down in the dungeon. Kill everything you meet. Backstab your friends and steal their stuff. Grab the treasure and run. Come join M3 Gamers to get your Munchkin fix! 

9:00 PM BG09 Ninjato 

By: Geoff Conn  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
Usher in the night as a master ninja during the power struggle of 12th century Japan. Use daring raids on the noble houses, skill mastery, and subtle intrigue and patronage to 
establish one�s legend. Whether it is the Minamoto or Taira clans or the retired Emperor that will impose their will on the coming new social order, only one ninja will flourish as the 
Ninjato, the Invisible Sword of the ruling family. Beginners are welcome. 

9:00 PM BG19 
BG20  VCon Open Gaming 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

10:00 PM BG17 Superfight 
By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 6 
Think of it as Apples to Apples meets Cards Against Humanity. Then, after they meet, they fight to the death. 

FRIDAY  ELECTRONIC GAMING EVENTS 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

7:00 PM 19 PC - TrackMania: 
Canyon 

By: GottaCon Conventions and BC Gamer 
Sponsored by: ManiaPlanet 
Prizes: Awesome swag from Ubisoft and Mania Planet 
Location: Public play systems area 
Players will compete to set a better time than their opponents on a variety of tracks. 8 players at a time will race together on a LAN server using our Public-Play PCs. Winners will 
be determined by an elimination-style progression. 

7:30 PM 21 

PC - GottaCon 
League of Legends 

Championship 
Tournament  

(Group Play) (5vs5) 
Day 1 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Logitech 
Please note to officially register your team you need to go to our website or at the tournament reporting desk in the BYOC area. A team will not be considered registered until all 
members have a BYOC seat. 
Time: 7:30pm Captain's Meeting, Round 1 � 8:00pm, Round 2 � 9:15pm 
Format: 5v5 Tournament Draft, Summoner�s Rift, single elimination 
Maximum number of teams: 20 
Price: A BYOC seat and access to a BYOC computer that no one else is using during the tournament. 
Prizes: 
1st place: $1500 cash for the team and invitations to the Logitech G-Series �Alpha Initiative�. To start off you get one set of headphones, one mouse, one keyboard, branded 
apparel. Riot based RP support will awarded as well. 
2nd place: $1000 cash for the team and Riot based RP support. 
3rd place: $150 in Logitech G-Series product prizes for each player and Riot based RP support. 
4th place: $100 in Logitech G-Series product prizes for each player and Riot based RP support. 
 
Additional Rules: http://www.gottacon.com/league-of-legends-championship-tournament/ 
 
The 20 teams will be randomly assigned to four groups and will play a round robin. All matches in group stage are best of one. The 1st place team from each group will advance to 
the championship bracket. The 2nd and 3rd place team from each group will advance to the consolation bracket. 

8:15 PM 21 PC - DOTA 2  
Reverse Captains Mode 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsored by: HyperX 
Prizes: 1st place: $25 Gift Card to Future Shop + Kingston 16GB DataTraveler SE9 per player, 2nd place: $25 Gift Card to Future Shop per player 
Friday night to let our DOTA 2 players get into the swing of things we will host a casual Reserve Captains Mode event. In this mode Captain�s pick the heroes they want the other 
team to play, resulting in either hilarious or painful games. Tournament format and number of rounds based on attendance. 

8:00 pm 22 

PC - GottaCon 
League of Legends 

Championship  
(Qualified Bracket) 

(5vs5) Day 1 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Logitech 
Time:  Captain�s Meeting � 8:00pm, Round 1 � 8:30pm 
The four teams who won our qualifiers will play in a round robin to determine seeding for the championship bracket. Teams will be randomly assigned blue or red side, but will play 
on each side at least once. All matches in group stage are best of one. 
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FRIDAY ELECTRONIC GAMING continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

8:15 PM 21 
PC - StarCraft 2  

Heart of the Swarm 
2v2 Tournament 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Cool Master 
Format: 2v2, Best of One 
Prizes: 1st place: i700 PSU each, 2nd place: Skorpion Mouse Bungee each  
2vs2 Map Pool: Avalanche, Crooked Maw, Geosync Quarry, Graystone Ravine, Isle of Slaughter, Reclamation, Resupply Tanker, Hunting Ground 
Friday night we will host a 2v2 tournament to give everybody a lighter event to show off their StarCraft skills. Format will be based on teams signed up 

9:30 PM 19 PC - ShootMania: Storm 

By: GottaCon Conventions and BC Gamer 
Sponsored by: ManiaPlanet 
Prizes: Awesome swag from Ubisoft and Mania Planet 
Location: Public play systems area 
Players will engage in free-for-all PvP in an ever-shrinking arena. The longer you last, the more points you are awarded. 8 players will compete at a time on our 
Public Play PCs, and the top players from each round will carry on to fight against each other in subsequent rounds until only the elite remain. 

10:30 PM 21 

PC -  
League of Legends 

ARAM 5v5 
Single Elimination 

Tournament 

By: GottaCon 
Registration: 6:30pm to 10:30pm at the LAN events desk 
Start Time: 10:45pm 
Details: 5v5 on the Howling Abyss following ARAM rules (swapping allowed, no re-rolls). 
Prizes: include Riot RP support. 

11:59 PM 19 
PC -  

Surgeon Simulator 
2013 

By: GottaCon Conventions and BC Gamer 
Prizes: Based on attendance and fun levels 
Location: Public play systems area 
This game is hilariously awkward to control and only the most adept at PC input devices will succeed. 4 players will operate at a time on our Public Play PCs, and 
the first player to complete a surgery will move on to operate alongside the best digital doctors GottaCon has to offer. 

FRIDAY MINIATURE GAMING EVENTS 
5:00 PM 24 Leviathans  

- Fleet Action 

By: Alex Balmer - Catalyst Demo Team 
Time: 5:00pm to 11:00pm 
Number of participants: 2 to 10  
The Kaiser's Luftlotte engages the Royal Sky Fleet in this Victorian era game of flying battleship combat   

6:30 PM 7 
Warhammer:  

War of the Ring 
Tournament 

Sponsors: Magic Stronghold 
Time: 6:30pm � 8:00pm Game 1, Break, 8:30pm � 10:0pm Game 2, Break, 10:30pm � 12:00pm Game 3 
Again this year on Friday night we are hosting a War of the Ring tournament which will start at 6:30pm and last three rounds. There will be a seating limit of 20 
players and first overall will receive prizes. There will also be prizes for best painted army, best sportsmanship and best general. Army point limit is 1000. 

7:00 PM M02 DEMO -  
Dropzone Commander 

By: Christoph Koniczek 
Time: 7:00pm to 11:00pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
In Dropzone Commander, published By: Hawk Wargames, You join this universe in the earliest days of mankind's ambitious invasion to retake the central planets 
from the Scourge. Bloody battles and epic conflict awaits as races, generals and individuals take sides. Whether you're fighting for humanity, the Scourge or for 
your own ends is up to you!  Dropzone Commander (DzC) is a 10mm scale sci-fi tabletop wargame, devised for mass battles between two or more players.  

7:00 PM 8 DEMO - 
 Infinity Games 

Maximum number of participants: As seating allows 
One hundred and seventy-five years into the future Humanity has managed to survive despite itself, but for how much longer? Infinity is a game with 28mm high 
metal miniatures that simulates combat and special operations in a science fiction environment with Manga aesthetics. No experience is necessary. Miniatures will 
be provided. 

7:00 PM 
M03 

to 
M05 

Friday Night Malifaux 

Seating limit: 8 
Price: Free with entry to the convention while seating available 
Questions: Send to Paul Puhallo ppuhallo@gottacon.com 
Complete event details can be downloaded here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/tournaments/friday2014malifaux.pdf 
This tournament will be using Malifaux 2nd Edition. Game size is 40 Soulstones. Each player must choose one Faction from which to hire their crews throughout the tournament. 
Painted models are encouraged, but not required. Proxies for models are allowed, so long as it is readily apparent which model they represent. If in doubt, check with the 
organizers in advance! You must bring all materials needed to play including rulebook, fate deck, measuring device, markers, and of course models and their stat cards. 

7:00 PM 7 

GottaCon 
Blood Bowl 
Tournament 

Day 1 

Sponsors: Magic Stronghold 
By: GottaCon 
Questions: Send to Paul Puhallo ppuhallo@gottacon.com 
Maximum Number of Players: 8 
Rules: http://www.games-workshop.com/MEDIA_CustomProductCatalog/m750496a_BB_Competition_Rules_Pack.pdf 
Attention Blood Bowl Fans! GottaCon Conventions is proud to announce the GottaCon 2043 Blood Bowl Cup. It will be a 4 round, Double Elimination Tournament, with the first 2 
rounds played Friday evening and the final 2 rounds played on Saturday evening . Players will start with a Million Gold Piece team. The Tournament will be run as a League so 
there will be advancement between each round. Prizes will be awarded for The Tournament Champion, Sportsmanship, and Best Painted Team.  

7:00 PM 8 
GottaCon 

Infinity 
Tournament 

By: Gregory Schadt 
Time: 7:00pm to 11:00pm 
Maximum number of participants: 16 
GottaCon and Corvus Belli are pleased to once again host an Infinity Tournament! Players will each field a force of up to 300 points and Will have the choice of up 
to lists to use throughout the Tournament. The Tournament will consist of 3 rounds of play; each Round Players will use the Official Infinity Scenarios listed here: 
http://www.infinitythegame.com/infinity/downloads/its/[en]Scenarios%202014.pdf 

7:00 PM 8 Star Trek: Attack Wing  
Tournament 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Curious Comics 
Maximum Number of Players: 8 
Rules: http://wizkidsgames.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/STAW_Rules_WEB_11sep13.pdf 
Star Trek: Attack Wing is a tactical space combat HeroClix miniatures game, featuring collectible pre-painted ships from the Star Trek Universe. In the GottaCon 
Star Trek: Attack Wing tournament players will compete in one on one engagements of 100 squadron point games until a single victor remains! 

7:00 PM 8 Warhammer Apocalypse  
40K Prize Battle 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Dice Bag Games 
Seating limit: 16 
As a warm-up to the main events, there will be an Apocalypse 40K battle Friday night, entry included with miniature package. 1000 point 40K army limit. Grab 
objectives for prizes! 

7:00 PM 24 
Warmachine/Hordes 
Team Tournament 
Miniatures Game 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Wiser's Collectibles and Advanced Deployment 
Seating limit: 36 players (12 teams)  Each team member must register! 
This event will pit teams of 3 players against each other in a chess style tournament. Retailers, Game Clubs and Groups of Friends are encouraged to put a team (or multiple 
teams) together and represent yourselves this year at GottaCon!! Each of the 3 players will be ranked by skill level: General, Captain, and Lieutenant. Each rank will be matched 
against the same rank during matches. Additional prizes will be awarded for best team appearance/name. Come out and show everyone why you think your team is the best!! 12 
teams maximum, 3 players per team (36 players maximum). 
SR 2014 Rules with 3 rounds. The following SR 2014 appendix rules will apply: * 35 pt. army list * 2 lists required, divide & conquer * Standard Steamroller scenarios * Death Clock: 
35 minutes per player * Winners will be determined by composite of individual team member records with Assassination scoring for tiebreakers. 

FRIDAY ROLE PLAYING GAME EVENTS 
7:00 PM RPG07 BareBones Covert Ops  

- Night on the Town 

By: Jon Woodland 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 5 
Millionaire and socialite Devon Hanson throws the most posh parties in town, but he�s also the head of an international criminal organization. When SPECTRE 
uncovers Hanson�s plans to sell high-tech weapons to a Columbian drug cartel, your elite squad must discover the details of the transaction. Your ticket in... 
attending the gala reception party at his new corporate headquarters. Looks like it�s going to be a night on the town! 



FRIDAY ROLE PLAYING GAME EVENTS Continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

7:00 PM RPG06 Boundless RPG  
- The Eight Legged Witch 

By: Dan Spiller of Yellowjacket Comics 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
When the citizens of Moonveil start mysteriously vanishing, the town�s most able heroes are called upon to discover the truth behind the odd disappearances. As you journey 
deeper and deeper through the Valley of Mists that separates the mortal realm from the realm of magic, will you able to solve the mystery of the vanishing townsfolk? Or will you too 
forever be lost to the Valley of Mists�(Ages 13+, Beginner-to-Intermediate Mystery Adventure) 

7:00 PM RPG03 Boundless RPG 
- The Eight Legged Witch 

By: Matthew Bartram of Yellowjacket Comics 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
When the citizens of Moonveil start mysteriously vanishing, the town�s most able heroes are called upon to discover the truth behind the odd disappearances. As you journey 
deeper and deeper through the Valley of Mists that separates the mortal realm from the realm of magic, will you able to solve the mystery of the vanishing townsfolk? Or will you too 
forever be lost to the Valley of Mists�(Ages 13+, Beginner-to-Intermediate Mystery Adventure) 

7:00 PM RPG12 
D&D Next - Preview 

Game  
with Chris Tulach 

By: Chris Tulach, D&D Organized Play Program Manager for Wizards of the Coast 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Participate in a preview of an upcoming D&D Next adventure run by Chris Tulach, the program manager for D&D Organized Play. Which one? It's a secret! Players of all skill levels 
are welcome. Learn the rules of the game and have a good time slaying monsters, exploring dungeons, and finding treasure. Low-level characters will be provided. Just bring your 
own dice and a thirst for a tall drink of adventure. 

7:00 PM RPG01 Games on Demand 
By: Larry B 
Time: 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm 
Come check out the newest and best from the brightest minds in roleplaying game design, all run by our dedicated volunteers.  You can drop by the RPG Headquarters at any time 
to learn about our selection of games, or swing by the Games on Demand table to jump right in!  Newbies and experienced players alike are welcome. 

7:00 PM RPG04 HârnMaster - 100 
Bushels of Rye 

By: Aldo Santolla 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
It�s a gloomy, overcast, autumn day in Olokand, shire moot of Meselynshire in the Kingdom of Kaldor. Sir Maldan Harabor, Sheriff of Meselyn and Constable of Olokand castle, has 
recently been informed by the local chapter of the Miner�s Guild that the Amba Mine located near the village of Loban has been temporarily closed due a mysterious outbreak of 
violence. Several murders have occurred. A written request for information from Sir Kathel Dezaller, lord of the manor in the village of Loban, sent almost a month ago has not been 
answered. An investigation is warranted. 

7:00 PM RPG02 
Legend of the Five Rings  

- Full Metal Kimono  
(A 20 Goblin Winter) 

By: Nathan Patten 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
The years begin to gnaw upon the bones of the veterans of the Wall. The Daimyo of the Crab Clan will often call a "20 Goblin Winter". During such a winter any person, regardless 
of caste or dishonour, may come forth and fight to gain fealty with the Crab Clan families. To gain fealty you must take the heads of 20 Goblins in the Shadowlands beyond the 
Great Wall, The Shadowlands, a twisted land corrupted and twisted by Fu Leng's fall through the earth and into the realm of evil, Jigoku. Fealty Awaits ! Utz ! BANZAI ! 

7:00 PM RPG13 

Pathfinder RPG -  
Pathfinder Society:  

#5-01 
The Glass River Rescue 

Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario for characters of 1st to 5th level (Tier 1�5). 
A Pathfinder leading a diplomatic envoy from the dwarven holds of the Five Kings Mountains has gone missing, and the balance of power in a time of war hangs on her rescue. 
The Pathfinder Society's divinations indicate the agent was waylaid in the theocratic nation of Razmiran, when one of her escorted diplomats failed to pay a requested tithe. Now it 
falls to the party to enter Razmiran, locate the missing Pathfinder and the dwarven diplomats, and escape with their lives. 

7:00 PM RPG15 

Pathfinder RPG -  
Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-04 
The Stolen Heir 

Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1�5. 
The Mendevian Crusade draws heavily on the Pathfinder Society�s resources, and unless the Decemvirate can secure the assistance of generous patrons, the society may not 
have sufficient capital both to fight off the demonic invasion and to prepare its expedition to a lost historical site within the Worldwound. Upon hearing that the daughter of an 
eminent and wealthy of citizen of Sauerton has gone missing, the Pathfinders rush to her aid in the hope of earning her father�s goodwill and support in upcoming endeavors. 

7:00 PM RPG16 

Pathfinder RPG - 
 Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-06 
You Have What You 

Hold 

Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3�7. 
As an act of retribution, an enemy of the society begins hiring river pirates to waylay Pathfinder boats bound for the crusader nation of Mendev. Unless the Pathfinders can track 
down the party responsible and put an end to their piracy, the raids may spell the doom of the society�s ambitions to the north. 

7:00 PM RPG14 

Pathfinder RPG - 
Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-02 
The Wardstone Patrol 

Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario for characters of 3rd to 7th level (Tier 3�7). 
All-out war has erupted on the long-contested border between the crusader nation of Mendev and the demon-infested Worldwound. With the magical defenses that once held the 
demons at bay failing, defense of the region now falls to small patrols of mobile soldiers to resupply, reinforce, and communicate between the border's many fortresses and 
outposts. With so much at stake, the Pathfinder Society has enlisted many of its agents to assist in the war effort, both to protect its own interests and to prevent the onrushing tide 
of demonic attackers from plunging the entire Inner Sea region into chaos. On one such wardstone patrol, however, the party may find itself facing an enemy of an entirely different 
nature. 

7:00 PM RPG08 
Savage Worlds  

- Adventure Dating of the 
Dammed 

By: Jason R. Goth 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 5 
A group of misfit singles gets together for adventure dating, traveling to the four corners of the globe to find love and happiness. Instead of love, they find death and chaos, as 
zombies over run the city. Struggle to survive and escape the terror stricken streets, of your love seeking destination. Can you survive your date with death! Game contains Adult 
content not meant for younger players, discretion is advised. 

7:00 PM RPG05 Star Wars  
- Long Live the Madclaws 

By: DARTH HOARFROST of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 1 to 5 
What you witnessed will be forever locked in your mind. You were all judged guilty of being madclaws, forever dishonoured and banished from Wookiee society. A decade later, 
your quintet still lives, miraculously, and you have embraced your former shame as a flag of honour. You are feared as The Madclaws, and today promises much work, there are 
many transactions to be completed, and one client requires your personal signature. Mature Content (Ages 18+) 

7:30 PM RPG09 GORE - Secret Cross: 
Operation Gottesfaust 

By Steven Saunders of Black Goat Games 
Time: 7:30 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
It's late October of 1917 and the Great War rages on. You are a part of a outfit dedicated to "special" missions. The Secret Cross has sent your unit to Saaremaa, island  off of the 
coast of Estonia. Germany has occupied the area very recently. Starting in the village of Kaali, near 9 large craters, you must seek out whatever it is that's frightening the locals, 
killing German troops, and murdering Russian prisoners. There's little to go on other than some legends of the area, your wits and training, and the fact that only a few people are 
dead or missing so far. 

9:00 PM RPG01 Games on Demand 
By: Larry B 
Time: 9:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Come check out the newest and best from the brightest minds in roleplaying game design, all run by our dedicated volunteers.  You can drop by the RPG Headquarters at any time 
to learn about our selection of games, or swing by the Games on Demand table to jump right in!  Newbies and experienced players alike are welcome. 

9:00 PM RPG10 

Spycraft Third Edition  
- Spycraft Third Edition 

Playtest: 
 "Full House" 

By: Alex Flagg of Crafty Games 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
The Agency has discovered something foul afoot at Casino Majestic in scenic Valetta, Malta...and they've sent you and your team to investigate. Time to straighten your bow tie, 
load your Walther and power up your laser watch for this quick and fun playtest scenario of the World's Greatest Espionage RPG! No previous experience required; characters 
provided. 

FRIDAY SPECIAL EVENTS 
5:00 PM 13 

GottaCon 2014  
Gamers Silent Auction 

Item Drop Off 

Time: 5pm to 10 pm 
For complete details please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/gamer-auction/ 
On Saturday March 1st only between 9:00am and 6:30 pm, come out to the Sidney room and take part in the GottaCon gamers silent auction, brought to you by GottaCon 
Conventions. Convention goers are welcome to bring out their own items for sale as well as bid on the wide variety of items that will be available. We stress patience with 
convention staff as it takes time to enter all the information of submitted items and when the auction is complete to record all the results. If you would like to fill out a form and bring it 
with you to the convention please download the form. Also this year we are allowing for Friday drop off between 5pm and 10 pm and we will set up self-serve computers onsite 
where you can fill out your forms and print them for our staff. 
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FRIDAY SPECIAL EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

5:00 PM 23 
Miniature Painting 

Contest 
Day 1 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Drake 
Time: 5:00pm to 9:00 pm 
Prizes: Trophies will be provided for 1st as well as awards for 2nd and 3rd Place in each category 
Categories: * Single Figure * Large Figure * Squad or Group 
Notes: * Categories are open to any scale model from any genre or manufacturer. * Maximum 1 entry per category, per contestant. * All Entries must be in by 
Saturday 6pm! * All figures entered can be picked-up by owners on Sunday, March 2 between 1pm � 5pm and no later than 5pm Sunday! 

7:00 PM 12 VicWars 

By: VicLUG 
Location: VicLUG booth 
Please note there may be  small adjustments to start times onsite. 
The Victoria Lego Users Group, or VicLUG, is happy to run our home cooked table top minifig game, VicWars for the 5th year running. It was developed for 
GottaCon, based very loosely on BrikWars, and is an easy pickup game for any age. We ask that you don't bring any of your own Lego or other bricks to the game, 
we will supply all necessary game material. Please check www.VicLUG.ca/vicwars.html for the latest rule set, but expect some changes as we adjust the game 
every year to make it interesting and new to returning players and even ourselves!"  Appropriate for any age but parents need to attend their children. 

10:00 PM 5 Gaming Themed 
Burlesque Show 

By: Electric Ginger 
Time: Theatre opens for seating at 10:00 pm, show start 10:30 pm, show ends at 12:00am (midnight) 
Price: $10 with valid Friday convention pass, Starting at 8:00 pm you can purchase a ticket for $20 which grants you access to the burlesque show and the rest of 
the convention for the remainder of Friday. 
This Feb. 28th, an intense battle of ultimate sexy is unleashed for your entertainment, as saucy Ladies and Gentlemen vie for your affection through a Gamer 
burlesque-extravaganza! Join us for GottaCon�s first Nerdlesque as we pit beloved Video game characters against one another- and against the invading board 
game fiends. Who will win? The only things to lose are clothes!  For more information please go to page 6. 

FRIDAY TRADING CARD GAME EVENTS 
5:00 PM 11 DEMO -  

Learn to Play Kaijudo 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Skyhaven Games 
Registration: Walk up 
Learn to Play Kaijudo. Receive a Free Demo deck and Learn to play, or Spell sling with our organizers. Beef up your deck with free cards won by Learning to play. 
Win foil Cards by challenging our organizers. Comeback and play again to get another free deck, 10 in total to collect. 

5:00 PM 11 Learn to Play Yu-Gi-Oh! 

Brought to you by GottaCon Conventions, Uric Yu-Gi-Oh! and Skyhaven Games 
Registration: Walk up 
Yu-Gi-Oh! has become one of the most popular competitive TCG games since it�s initial release in 2002. Come learn the basics of this wonderful game. We will 
provide constructed decks with various play styles and mechanics that you can borrow. You can choose to duel against one of the members of Uric Yu-Gi-Oh! or 
against a friend with one of us guiding the match. These learn to play events will explain basic mechanics such as turn phases, chain resolution, and spell speeds. 
We will also be able to suggest various ways of constructing your deck if you become interested enough to pick up the game yourself. Be sure to check out our 
constructed tournament for more advanced level play. 

5:00 PM 11 
Magic: The Gathering  

- GottaCon Sealed 
Flights Tournament 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Yellowjacket Comics and Toys 
Registration starts at 5pm with flights launching at 6:00 pm 
Price: One sealed flight is included if you purchase the Magic: the Gathering weekend pass. The cost to only participate in the sealed event or to take part in 
additional sealed flights is $30. 
Prizes: Based on attendance 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 
Each participant will be provided with six (6) boosters to construct a deck consisting of no less than 40 cards. Participants are given 20 minutes to register the 
sealed pool and 30 minutes to construct their deck using the sealed pool they are given. The tournament will consist of swiss style rounds. 

9:00 PM 11 

Magic: The Gathering  
- FNM Standard 

Constructed  
4 Round Event 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Yellowjacket Comics and Toys 
Maximum Number of Participants: 64 
Price: Free with MTG weekend pass or $5 at the Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre. 
Prizes: One booster per win 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 
If you didn�t do so well in the sealed flights we have just the event for you with our standard constructed event where there are a set number of four rounds of play 
and players receive one booster per win. Seating for this event is based on a first come, first serve basis and each player must sign up for this event at the 
Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre. 

TBA 11 

Magic: The Gathering  
- GottaCon Grudge 

Match 
Day 1 

By: GottaCon Team and Yellowjacket 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 
Teams (This year will see four grudge match teams. Two are from the mainland and two are from the island. The teams are as follows): 
* Team Victoria, qualifiers by Yellowjacket Comics (Greater Victoria Area) contact � Tyler Woolley 
* Team Vancouver, qualifiers by Magic Stronghold (Vancouver Area) contact � Jordan Woo 
* Mid-Island Crushers, qualifiers by Dice Bag Games (Shawnigan Lake and up) contact � Kristofor Wilson 
* Fraser Valley All-Stars, qualifiers by Wiser�s Wide World of Collectibles (Fraser Valley) contact � Michael Nixon 

FRIDAY WORKSHOP/DISCUSSION PANEL EVENTS 
8:00 PM 6 Standard Action Live 

Action D&D 

Time: 8:00 pm to 10:00 pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room 
Panelists: Joanna Gaskell, Rob Hunt, Edwin Perez, Jennifer Lyseng, and special guests. 
Join the Standard Action webseries crew and special guests as they play a live, high-energy and interactive RPG game, complete with funny hats, foam weapons 
and snide remarks. Never played Pathfinder? This will be a great introduction! Last year they brought you a play through of Pathfinder module We Be Goblins� this 
year, its hilarious follow-up module We Be Goblins, Too! Cheer! Heckle! Win silly prizes! 

SATURDAY BOARD GAME EVENTS 

12:00 AM BG13 
BG14 

Legend of the Five Rings 
CCG Gempukku Event 

By: Nathan Patten 
Time: 12:00am to 4:00am  
Number of Players: 2 to 8  
Legend of the Five Rings is a customizable card game which made it's launch in the heyday of CCG's, the 94/95 season. Play as one of the Emerald Empire's 10 
Great Clans and bring the forces of your Samurai, Shugenja, and Monk's to bear.L5R is a extremely strategic game of Honour and Steel. With over 3 victory 
conditions, 2 play decks, and plenty of theme it is one of the most thematic and functional CCG's still around. Gempukku is the rite that any boy or girl of Rokugan 
must pass through before becoming an adult and embracing duty and honour. Join us and pass through your Gempukku as well! 

8:00 AM BG07 Nations 
By: Randy Ward  
Number of Players: 2 to 5  
Learn to Play Nations. A brute of a civ game which is easier than most to learn. 

9:00 AM BG08 Arkham Horror 
By: Alison Yale  
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm  
Number of Players: 2 to 8  
A cooperative game for up to 8 players where you are running around trying to save the town of Arkham from insanity and the awakening of an Ancient One. 

9:00 AM BG15 Dicetown  
By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 5  
Each player gets a cup with five poker dice and eight dollars. Each turn a player will put together a poker hand and depending on the roll, take control of various key 
places in Dice Town. 

9:00 AM BG04 Firefly The Game 

By: Aldo Santolla  
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
In Firefly: The Game, players captain their own Firefly-class transport ship, traveling the �Verse with a handpicked crew of fighters, mechanics and other travelers. 
As a captain desperate for work, players are compelled to take on any job � so long as it pays. Double-dealing employers, heavy-handed Alliance patrols and 
marauding Reavers are all in a day�s work for a ship�s captain at the edge of the �Verse. 
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SATURDAY BOARD GAME EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

9:00 AM BG21 Francis Drake 

By: Tradecraft  
Number of Players: 3 to 5 
Spain has grown fat in the 16th century off of new world plunder, and now has eyes on England, but Queen Elizabeth I would see the scales balanced. You are a 
British privateer, commissioned by the Queen herself to set sail to the Spanish New World and plunder*them*. You will make three voyages in total, and in order to 
succeed, you are going to need to gather supplies, crew, guns, and perhaps even an extra ship or two. You, however, are not the only Privateer the Queen has 
commissioned, and there isn�t enough glory for everyone. Stop your opponents from gathering the supplies they need, and plunder the Gold, Silver, and Jewels 
from the Spanish yourself, so as to be sure to receive the Queen�s favor. 

9:00 AM BG03 High Command 

By: Paul Puhallo 
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
The fires of continent-spanning war engulf western Immoren, forging great leaders in a crucible of conflict. Bold commanders orchestrate grand strategies and 
daring battlefield tactics, their actions bringing glorious victory? Or the despair of final defeat. Do you have the courage and cunning to lead your forces to ultimate 
triumph? Take command and muster the military might of an entire nation to conquer the Iron Kingdoms! Come out and try this exciting Deck-Building Game by 
Privateer Press. No experience necessary. 

9:00 AM BG07 History of the World 

By: Geoff Conn  
Number of Players: 2 to 5 
History of the World traces the rise and fall of empires from the dawn of civilization to the threshold of modern time. You'll lead a different empire in each of the 
game's seven epochs, from the ancient Sumerians, Egyptians and Romans, to the Mongols and Spanish Conquistadors. Each empire expands across the world, 
absorbing the lands, cities, and monumental wonders of those that came before, even perhaps the ones you previously played. 

9:00 AM BG17 Interactivity Open 
Gaming  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout 
the show. Come by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

9:00 AM BG16 Pandemic  

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
In Pandemic, several virulent diseases have broken out simultaneously all over the world! The players are disease-fighting specialists whose mission is to treat 
disease hotspots while researching cures for each of four plagues before they get out of hand. 

9:00 AM BG19 
BG20  VCon Open Gaming 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

10:00 AM BG18 Carcassonne  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 5  
Carcassonne is a tile-placement game in which the players draw and place a tile with a piece of southern French landscape on it. The tile might feature a city, a 
road, a cloister, grassland or some combination thereof, and it must be placed adjacent to tiles that have already been played, in such a way that cities are 
connected to cities, roads to roads, etcetera. Having placed a tile, the player can then decide to place one of his meeples on one of the areas on it: on the city as a 
knight, on the road as a robber, on a cloister as a monk, or on the grass as a farmer. When that area is complete, that meeple scores points for its owner. 

10:00 AM 
BG09 

 � 
 BG14 

Lords of Waterdeep 
Tournament 

By: GottaCon and Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Number of Players: 24  
Prizes: First and second each received a Skullport expansion 
Prove your worth as a Lord of Waterdeep. The tournament will be two rounds. The first round will be one game of Lords of Waterdeep. At the end of the round the top player 
for each table will move on to round two. Round two will be played using the Scoundrels of Skullport expansion and will determine a winner based on finishing rank. 

10:00 AM 

BG01 
BG02  
BG05 
BG06 

Race for the Galaxy 
Tournament 

By: Starlit Citadel  
Number of Players: Max of 16, Min of 4 players  
Prizes: 1st place  
Starlit Citadel is hosting a free Race for the Galaxy tournament. The tournament requires a minimum of 4 participants with a $15 gift certificate to Starlit Citadel 
awarded to the winner. players will only play 1 game in each round in a single-elimination method until they reach the finals. The final 4 players get to play 3 rounds. 

11:00 AM BG03 Bodger Games 

By: Paul Puhallo  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
Looking for some wacky entertainment with a little dose of destruction? Every Bodgers game brings home fun for the whole family as you dive into the maniacal and 
mechanical mayhem of the always zany and sometimes dangerous goblin Bodgers. Come try out Three exciting Bodger Games by Privateer Press: Infernal 
Contraption, Scrappers, Heap, and Bodgermania! No experience necessary 

11:00 AM BG15 Carcassonne 

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 5 
 Carcassonne is a tile-placement game in which the players draw and place a tile with a piece of southern French landscape on it. The tile might feature a city, a 
road, a cloister, grassland or some combination thereof, and it must be placed adjacent to tiles that have already been played, in such a way that cities are 
connected to cities, roads to roads, etcetera. Having placed a tile, the player can then decide to place one of his meeples on one of the areas on it: on the city as a 
knight, on the road as a robber, on a cloister as a monk, or on the grass as a farmer. When that area is complete, that meeple scores points for its owner. 

11:00 AM BG17 Interactivity Open 
Gaming  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout 
the show. Come by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

11:00 AM BG20 Last Will 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: 2 to 5 
In his last will, your rich uncle stated that all of his millions will go to the nephew who can enjoy money the most. How to find out which nephew should be rich? You 
will each be given a large amount of money and whoever can spend it first will be the rightful heir. Visit the most exclusive theatres or eat in the most expensive 
restaurants. Buy old properties for the price of new ones and sell them as ruins. Host a huge party in your mansion or on your private boat. Spend like your life 
would depend on it. Spend to become rich! If you're the first to run through the money on hand, you'll receive the rest of his inheritance � oh, and win the game. 

11:00 AM BG16 
Star Trek:  

The Deck-Building 
Game  

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 5  
In Star Trek [Deck Building Game]: The Next Generation, players take on the role of Captain of a salvaged Starship. They will search for new allies such as Picard, 
Data, and other famous Characters. They will Explore space to complete Missions, Encounter Events, and meet Starships that could be friend or foe. 

11:00 AM BG22 The Goods  

By: Aaron Grimshaw  
Time: 11:00am to 5:00 pm  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
The Goods is a standalone resource management multiplayer card game for 2 to 4 players. Players manage food sources while constructing buildings that all 
players can share. Buildings are worth points and let players increase their Goods.           Available for purchase at GottaCon! 

11:00 AM BG19 VCon Open Gaming 
By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

12:00 PM BG18 Dominion  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 5 
In Dominion, each player starts with an identical, very small deck of cards. In the center of the table is a selection of other cards the players can "buy" as they can 
afford them. Through their selection of cards to buy, and how they play their hands as they draw them, the players construct their deck on the fly, striving for the 
most efficient path to the precious victory points by game end. 

1:00 PM BG21 Small World 

By: Tradecraft  
Number of Players: 2 to 5 
Like any good maniacal megalomaniac, you feel that it is your destiny to rule the world. The problem, though, is that you aren�t the only megalomaniac, and this 
world is too small for anyone else. In a world filled with fantasy races, each with unique powers and abilities ripe for exploitation, you will race to grab as much 
territory as you can, making use of each race you control for as long as you feel they are useful, and then disregarding them for a new one as soon as they are not, 
forcing the old race into decline. Play to your current race�s strengths, and use the terrain to your advantage. The crown for this small world will fit nothing more than 
your fat head. 

1:00 PM BG02 Zombicide 

By: Richard Devlieger  
Number of Players: 2 to 6 
Come and learn to play the fun-filled zombie killing game of Zombicide. Whether you want to smash some skulls or blow them away, you will need to work together 
with your friends to survive or become one yourself. 
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SATURDAY BOARD GAME EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

2:00 PM BG08 Atlantis Rising 

By: Alison Yale  
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm  
Number of Players: 2 to 6  
A little-known underrated cooperative game where it's the group against the perpetually sinking island. Everybody has to chose which risky moves to take to gain 
tech to save the island. 

2:00 PM BG03 Bodger Games 

By: Paul Puhallo 
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
 Looking for some wacky entertainment with a little dose of destruction? Every Bodgers game brings home fun for the whole family as you dive into the maniacal 
and mechanical mayhem of the always zany and sometimes dangerous goblin Bodgers. Come try out Three exciting Bodger Games by Privateer Press: Infernal 
Contraption, Scrappers, Heap, and Bodgermania! No experience necessary 

2:00 PM BG07 Cyclades 

By: Geoff Conn  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
Players maneuver their soldiers and fleets, buy the favor of the gods and mythological creatures of Ancient Greece in their race to be the first player to build/
conquer two great cities in the island group known as the Cyclades. Beginners are welcome. 

2:00 PM BG04 Firefly The Game 

By: Aldo Santolla  
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
In Firefly: The Game, players captain their own Firefly-class transport ship, traveling the �Verse with a handpicked crew of fighters, mechanics and other travelers. 
As a captain desperate for work, players are compelled to take on any job � so long as it pays. Double-dealing employers, heavy-handed Alliance patrols and 
marauding Reavers are all in a day�s work for a ship�s captain at the edge of the �Verse. 

2:00 PM BG18 Galaxy Trucker  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 4 
In a galaxy far, far away... they need sewer systems, too. Corporation Incorporated builds them. Everyone knows their drivers -- the brave men and women who 
fear no danger and would, if the pay was good enough, even fly through Hell.  
Now you can join them. You will gain access to prefabricated spaceship components cleverly made from sewer pipes. Can you build a space ship durable enough 
to weather storms of meteors? Armed enough to defend against pirates? Big enough to carry a large crew and valuable cargo? Fast enough to get there first? 

2:00 PM BG19 Giant Pandemic 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: 2 to 6 
In Pandemic, several virulent diseases have broken out simultaneously all over the world! The players are disease-fighting specialists whose mission is to treat 
disease hotspots while researching cures for each of four plagues before they get out of hand. Come play at VCon's annual GIANT version of the game! 

2:00 PM BG20 Hôpital  

By: VCon  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
During the 18th and 19th centuries, hospitals throughout the western world underwent a radical transformation from places of suffering for the poor and untreatable 
to efficient institutions of public health. Many of the initial changes in medical science, instruments, and methodology took place in the hospitals of France � and 
Paris in particular. In Hôpital, you are the director of one of the great Parisian hospitals, and you are tasked with transforming your hospital from meager beginnings 
to medical excellence. 

2:00 PM BG17 Interactivity Open 
Gaming  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout 
the show. Come by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

2:00 PM 

BG01  
BG05 
BG06  
BG09 
BG10 
BG13 
BG14 

North American 
Ticket to Ride 
Championship  

� Western Canada 
Regional Qualifier 

By: GottaCon and M3 Gamers  
Sponsors: Days of Wonder  
Price: $5 entrance  
Number of Players: 28  
2014 marks the 10th anniversary of the original release of Ticket to Ride. To celebrate, Days of Wonder is hosting a year long series of tournaments to determine 
the top players in the world and crown a new Ticket to Ride World Champion!  
Now through summer of 2014, Regional tournaments will be held throughout the world to determine qualifiers to play in National Championship events. The 
National Champions will be invited to Paris in September of 2014 for the Ticket to Ride World Championship and a chance to win the Grand Prize � an 
unforgettable trip for two to Asia on the Orient-Express. 

2:00 PM BG15 Pirate Dice  

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 5  
Ready for a taste of high adventure on the rolling seas? In Pirate Dice, you are the captain of a pirate ship, racing through the Caribbean against your fellow pirates. 
You must navigate the seas, obtain the buried treasure, and return safely to your port. But beware � many hazards await on the rolling seas, not the least of which 
are your rivals! 

2:00 PM BG16 Resident Evil 

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
In Resident Evil, a deadly virus has caused the dead to rise and infect any living thing they encounter! Fleeing to a mysterious mansion, you must gather any 
materials you can find to protect yourself and fight for your survival against a legion of infected beings! 

4:00 PM BG20 Amerigo 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
In Amerigo, the players help Amerigo Vespucci on his journey to discover new land. The players explore the islands of South America, secure trading routes, and 
build settlements. 

4:00 PM BG07 Goblins 

By: Nicolaj Bunting of EnSys Games  
Number of Players: 2 to 6 
Goblins is a customizable and expandable dungeon crawler board game set in a ruined fantasy world. Players take on the roles of Goblin Hobs, Goblins of greater 
stature and influence than the rest of their brethren. Players gather other goblins to their horde, acquire treasure, weapons and magical items known as Relics as 
they traverse and explore randomly generated dungeons. Dungeon rooms range from volcanic caverns to abandoned labyrinths, flooded chambers and even lush 
caverns filled with mushrooms and other vegetation. Overcome your rivals, survive the labyrinth and become King of all Goblins 

4:00 PM BG03 High Command 

By: Paul Puhallo 
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
The fires of continent-spanning war engulf western Immoren, forging great leaders in a crucible of conflict. Bold commanders orchestrate grand strategies and 
daring battlefield tactics, their actions bringing glorious victory? Or the despair of final defeat. Do you have the courage and cunning to lead your forces to ultimate 
triumph? Take command and muster the military might of an entire nation to conquer the Iron Kingdoms! Come out and try this exciting Deck-Building Game by 
Privateer Press. No experience necessary. 

4:00 PM BG17 Interactivity Open 
Gaming  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout 
the show. Come by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

4:00 PM BG11 Kingdom Bots! 
By: Adrian Walker of Giant Monster Games  
Number of Players: 2 - 4  
Kingdom Bots! The new domination game by Giant Monster Games. Come out and play a demo of the game before it's released to the public. 

4:00 PM BG18 Railways of the World  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 6  
Revisit the early days of the Age of Steam as you begin with a locomotive (the venerable John Bull, the first locomotive to run in North America) and a vision (your 
Tycoon "mission" card). From there, build your budding railroad network into a vast empire. Connect New York to Chicago, earn the most money, develop bigger 
and faster locomotives and maybe even span North America and build the Transcontinental Railway! 

4:00 PM BG15 Run Candyman Run 

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 6  
A twisted parody of a classic board game. Yours is a sugar frosted land of confection. But underneath the candy covered veneer lies a disturbing truth. The king is 
selling the sweet citizens out the back door to voracious children all over the world. Now it's a mad dash for the border to save your little candy buttons. And if you 
have to snap a few ginger limbs to do it - well, that's the way the cookie crumbles. 

4:00 PM BG16 Star Wars 
X-Wing Miniatures  

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2  
Star Wars X-Wing Miniatures is a tactical ship-to-ship combat game in which players take control of powerful Rebel X-wings and nimble Imperial TIE fighters, facing 
them against each other in fast-paced space combat. Featuring stunningly detailed and painted miniatures, the X-Wing Miniatures Game recreates exciting Star 
Wars space combat throughout its several included scenarios. Select your crew, plan your maneuvers, and complete your mission! 
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4:00 PM BG21 Tokaido 

By: Tradecraft  
Number of Players: 2 to 5 
The East Sea Road that spans the length of Japan has dawned bright and beautiful, waiting for those bit with wanderlust to explore it. Meet new people, taste fine 
meals, collect beautiful items, discover great panoramas, and visit great temples to make charitable donations. Tokaido is a game that is Zen in its play style. Plan 
out your journey�s stops along the way, spend your money carefully, and experience as much as you can before you reach the end. After all it�s not the destination 
that matters, but rather the journey along the way. 

4:00 PM BG19 VCon Open Gaming 
By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

6:00 PM BG12 Bohnanza 

By: Sarah Begin  
Number of Players: 2 to 6 
This great card game is about planting, trading, and selling beans - 11 kinds of beans. Players try to collect large sets of beans to sell for gold. There is limited 
growing space and always new beans to plant. To avoid planting unwanted beans, players trade them to other players who want them for their bean fields. 

6:00 PM BG17 Small World  
By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 5 
Small World is a civilization game where players vie for conquest and control of a world that is simply too small to accommodate them all! 

7:00 PM BG11 A Game of Thrones: 
 The Board Game  

By: Aldo Santolla  
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm  
Number of Players: 2 to 5 
In A Game of Thrones: The Board Game, players each control one of six Great Houses seeking dominance over the lands of Westeros. By mustering armies, 
conquering territory and forming alliances, each House strives to control the most Castles and Strongholds so it may ultimately claim the Iron Throne. 

7:00 PM 

BG01 
BG02 
BG05 
BG06 
BG09 
BG10 

Dominion Tournament 

By: Starlit Citadel  
Sponsor: Rio Grande Games 
Price: $5.00  
Number of Players: Max of 24, Min of 8 players 
Starlit Citadel is hosting a Dominion tournament which is sponsored by Rio Grande Games. A minimum of 8 participants is required. Each participant will receive a 
set of the Walled Village promo and first overall will receive a prize from Rio Grande as well as a $25 gift certificate from Starlit Citadel, the second place prize will 
be a $20 certificate and third place prize a $10 certificate to Starlit Citadel. The format will be that of a 7 round, round-robin series with winners being judged based 
on total number of wins. In a case of a tie, total points will be used to judge the winner. 

7:00 PM BG12 

For Greed 
or 

Glory Play 
Testing  

By:  Marcel Perro   
Number of Players:  2 to 4 
We will be running a play test of the strategy game, For Greed and Glory, which we hope to bring to market in the near future. and will have at least 2 copies of the 
game with us to allow for more players. For Greed or Glory is a 2-4 player strategy game with a conspiratorial theme, incorporating economy and modern warfare. 
Each player is the leader of a shadowy organization vying to be the first to complete 3 objectives which require you to invest in interests and perform military 
maneuvers.   

7:00 PM BG08 Goblins 

By: Raff Dunlap  
Number of Players: 2 to 6 
Goblins is a customizable and expandable dungeon crawler board game set in a ruined fantasy world. Players take on the roles of Goblin Hobs, Goblins of greater 
stature and influence than the rest of their brethren. Players gather other goblins to their horde, acquire treasure, weapons and magical items known as Relics as 
they traverse and explore randomly generated dungeons. Dungeon rooms range from volcanic caverns to abandoned labyrinths, flooded chambers and even lush 
caverns filled with mushrooms and other vegetation. Overcome your rivals, survive the labyrinth and become King of all Goblins. 

7:00 PM BG18 Interactivity Open 
Gaming  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout 
the show. Come by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

7:00 PM BG20 Last Will - Evening 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: 2 to 5 
In his last will, your rich uncle stated that all of his millions will go to the nephew who can enjoy money the most. How to find out which nephew should be rich? You 
will each be given a large amount of money and whoever can spend it first will be the rightful heir. Visit the most exclusive theatres or eat in the most expensive 
restaurants. Buy old properties for the price of new ones and sell them as ruins. Host a huge party in your mansion or on your private boat. Spend like your life 
would depend on it. Spend to become rich! If you're the first to run through the money on hand, you'll receive the rest of his inheritance � oh, and win the game. 

7:00 PM BG03 Level 7 Escape 

By: Paul Puhallo 
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
 You are a captive of Subterra Bravo, imprisoned in the facility's deepest laboratory, the hall of nightmares known as LEVEL 7. Your singular goal is to escape. Will 
you work together with your fellow prisoners to endure Subterra Bravo's endless perils, or will you use them to secure your own escape? Ultimately, your chances 
of survival will depend on how well you manage your greatest weapon, which is also your greatest threat: fear itself. LEVEL 7 [ESCAPE] is a semi-cooperative, 
story-driven survival-horror board game for 1 to 4 players Published by Privateer Press. No Experience Necessary. 

7:00 PM BG5 Mystery of the Abbey 

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 3 to 6  
Mystery of the Abbey is a whodunit game with a twist. A monk has been murdered in a medieval French Abbey. Players maneuver their way through the Abbey 
examining clues and questioning each other to find out who is the culprit. A masterful game of deduction! 

7:00 PM BG16 Quarriors 

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
Players take on the roles of Quarriors - mighty mystical warriors who have the power to capture dangerous quarry from the untamed Wilds! They must conjure the 
mysterious powers of Quiddity, cast powerful spells, and summon their creatures to battle if they hope to overcome rivals and earn their rightful place as the 
Champion! 

7:00 PM BG13 Shadowrun Crossfire 
By: Alex Balmer - Catalyst Demo Team  
Number of Players: 2 to 5 
Description: Board game based on the Shadowrun universe. In this cooperative card game, players collect guns, spells & gear to defeat a series of obstacles. 

7:00 PM BG14 Spartacus 

By: Darin Norp  
Number of Players: 2 to 6 
In Spartacus: A Game of Blood & Treachery each player takes on the role of Dominus, head of a rising house in the ancient Roman city of Capua. Each house is 
competing for Influence to gain the favour of Rome. Through a combination of political schemes and glorious battles on the arena sands your house will rise in fame 
and stature. 

7:00 PM BG21 Tournay 

By: Tradecraft  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
Built by the Romans during the first century in Belgian Gaul, Tournay experienced most of its growth along the Scheldt river. Unfortunately, the river also contributed 
to its troubles, because in 881, the Normans traversed its watery path, and thereby easily captured the city. That act of aggression stunted Tournay�s prosperity. 
This game invites you to participate in the reconstruction of the city, in order to establish a glorious era that will last for more than seven centuries. Help your district 
flourish by cleverly coordinating the work of the city�s three domains: military, religious, and civil. Certainly the prestige of your buildings will brighten the entire city! 

7:00 PM BG19 VCon Open Gaming 
By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

8:00 PM BG18 Battlestar Galactica 

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 5  
Battlestar Galactica: The Board Game is an exciting game of mistrust, intrigue, and the struggle for survival. Based on the epic and widely-acclaimed Sci Fi Channel 
series, Battlestar Galactica: The Board Game puts players in the role of one of ten of their favorite characters from the show. Each playable character has their own 
abilities and weaknesses, and must all work together in order for humanity to have any hope of survival. However, one or more players in every game secretly side 
with the Cylons. 

9:00 PM BG20 Amerigo 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
In Amerigo, the players help Amerigo Vespucci on his journey to discover new land. The players explore the islands of South America, secure trading routes, and 
build settlements. 

9:00 PM BG17 
Interactivity 

Open 
Gaming  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout 
the show. Come by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 
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SATURDAY BOARD GAME EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

9:00 PM BG19 VCon 
Open Gaming 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

10:00 PM BG18 Liar's Dice 

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 6  
Liar's Dice is a dice game where each player is given five dice and cup to roll and hide them with. Players make successively higher declarations regarding the results of all the dice 
remaining in the game, e.g. "there are ten sixes". However, someone can always contest the bid. When that happens, all the dice are revealed and either the bidder or the caller loses 
dice, depending on who was correct. The last player with dice is the winner. 

SATURDAY ELECTRONIC GAME EVENTS 

10:00 AM 21 

PC - GottaCon 
League of Legends 

 Championship 
Tournament  

(Group Play) (5vs5) 
Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Logitech 
Time: Round 3 � 10:00am, Round 4 � 11:15am, Round 5 � 12:30 pm 
Format: 5v5 Tournament Draft, Summoner�s Rift, single elimination 
Maximum number of teams: 20 
Price: A BYOC seat and access to a BYOC computer that no one else is using during the tournament. 
Prizes: 
1st place: $1500 cash for the team and invitations to the Logitech G-Series �Alpha Initiative� program. To start off you get one set of headphones, one mouse, one keyboard, branded 
apparel. Riot based RP support will awarded as well. 
2nd place: $1000 cash for the team and Riot based RP support. 
3rd place: $150 in Logitech G-Series product prizes for each player and Riot based RP support. 
4th place: $100 in Logitech G-Series product prizes for each player and Riot based RP support. 
 
The 20 teams will be randomly assigned to four groups and will play a round robin. All matches in group stage are best of one. The 1st place team from each group will advance to the 
championship bracket. The 2nd and 3rd place team from each group will advance to the consolation bracket. 

10:15 AM 21 

PC - GottaCon 
StarCraft 2  

Heart of the Swarm 
Tournament 

Day 1 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Cool Master 
Time: (subject to change): Upper Round 1 � 10:15 am, Upper Round 2/Lower Round 1 � 11:30 am, Upper Round 3/Lower Round 2 � 12:45 pm, Lower Round 3 � 2:00 pm, Winner�s 
Final/Lower Round 4 � 3:15 pm, Lower Round 5 � 4:30 pm 
Format: 1v1, Best of Three, Double Elimination 
Maximum Players: No Player Limit (Times are based on 16 players) 
Prizes: 1st place: HAF Stacker 935 Case + i700 PSU + Skorpion Mouse Bungee, 2nd place: i700 PSU + Skorpion Mouse Bungee, 3rd place: i700 PSU + Skorpion Mouse Bungee 
1v1 Map Pool: Alterzim Stronghold TE, Daedalus Point, Frost LE, Habitation Station LE, Heavy Rain LE, G96, Polar Night LE, Yeonsu LE 
Players will be randomly seeded into the tournament. All matches will be best of three. Map pool to be announced later (but will most likely be the current WCS map pool). Maps for 
each round will be predetermined except for Winner�s Final, Loser�s Final and Grand Final, which will use a map elimination system. Players are not required to select a race before a 
match, but must use the race they used in game one throughout each match (random counts as a separate race). 

10:45 AM 21 

PC - GottaCon DOTA 2  
Championship 
Tournament  

(Group Play) (5vs5) 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsored by: NCIX and Gamdias 
Time: - schedule subject to change 
Captain�s Meeting � 10:45am, Round 1 � 11:00am, Round 2 � 12:30 pm, Round 3 � 2:00 pm, Format: 5v5 Tournament Draft, Captain�s Mode 
Maximum Teams: No Team Limit (Times are Based on 8 teams) 
Prizes: 1st place: Gamdias HERMES Black Mechanical Gaming Keyboard + $50 NCIX Gift Card per player, 2nd place: Gamdias ZEUS Laser Gaming Mouse & NYX Gaming 
Surface � Medium per player, 3rd place: Gamdias EROS Surround Sound Gaming Headset & AEGIS Artful Accessory per player 
Additional Rules: http://www.gottacon.com/dota-2-championship-tournament/ 
Teams will be randomly assigned to two groups and will play a round robin. All matches in group stage are best of one. The 1st and 2nd place team from each group will advance to 
the bracket stage. 

1:00 PM 12 
Xbox 360 - Super Street 
Fighter 4 AE Tournament 

(Singles) 

By: Victoria, BC, Canada�s Fighting Game Scene 
Format: Double Elimination 
Price: $10 
Prizes: 70/20/10 pot split and potential mystery prizes 
Location: Victoria�s Fighting Game Scene exhibitor Booth 
Join the Victoria�s Fighting Game Scene at their booth in the exhibitor area to virtually scrap it out for prizes and glory in Super Street Fighter 4AE on Xbox 360. Matches will consist of 
best 2 of 3 Rounds, Best 2 of 3 Games; first person to win two games moves on. No Handicap. The top 2 competitors will play best 3 of 5 games. The winner may swap ultra, but they 
have to pick their ultra after loser picks character. Only wired control devices are permitted. There will be an extra fee of $10 dollars for prize pot. Don�t have a fight stick, no problem, 
one can be supplied. 

2:00 PM 21 

PC - GottaCon League of 
Legends Championship  
(Championship Bracket) 

(5vs5) 
Day 1 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Logitech 
Time: Captain�s Meeting � 2:00 pm, Quarter Finals � 5:00 pm 
Format: 5v5 Tournament Draft, Summoner�s Rift, single elimination 
Maximum number of teams: 8, 4 from GottaCon qualifiers and 4 from Round Robin 
Prizes: 
1st place: $1500 cash for the team and invitations to the Logitech G-Series �Alpha Initiative� program. To start off you get one set of headphones, one mouse, one keyboard, branded 
apparel. Riot based RP support will awarded as well. 
2nd place: $1000 cash for the team and Riot based RP support. 
3rd place: $150 in Logitech G-Series product prizes for each player and Riot based RP support. 
4th place: $100 in Logitech G-Series product prizes for each player and Riot based RP support. 
 
The four qualified teams can pick which of the group stage winners they will play in order of placing (1st place picks first). The matches with the 3rd and 4th place qualified teams are 
placed on opposite sides of the bracket and then the 1st place team gets to choose which side of the bracket they would like to be on. All matches in the main bracket are best of three, 
with the higher seeded qualified team getting to pick side for game one and loser having pick for game two and three. 

2:00 PM 21 

PC - GottaCon League of 
Legends Runner Up 
Tournament (5vs5) 

Day 1 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsored by: HyperX 
Time: Captain�s Meeting � 2:00 pm, Quarter finals � 2:30 pm, semi finals  - 4:00 pm, Finals - 5:30 pm 
Format: 5v5 Tournament Draft, Summoner�s Rift, single elimination 
Maximum Teams: 8 � 2nd and 3rd place teams from Championships groupings 
Prizes: 1st place: 120GB HYPERX 3K SSD + Riot Points support per player, 2nd place: Kingston 64GB DataTraveler HyperX 3.0 + Riot Points support per player, 3rd place: Kingston 
Mobilelite Wireless Reader With Battery Backup for USB Devices + 16GB SSD Card + Riot Points support per player, 4th place: Riot Points support  
The 2nd and 3rd place teams from championship group play qualify for the runner up bracket with a 2nd place team being paired with a 3rd place team. The consolation tournament is 
best of one bracket play. Teams from the same group cannot play each other until the finals 

2:00 PM 21 PC - Next Car Game 

By: GottaCon Conventions and BC Gamer 
Sponsored by: Bugbear Entertainment 
Number of Participants: based on time 
Prizes: early-access copies of Next Car Game 
Bugbear Entertainment, the makers of the FlatOut series, is currently developing their next car game. They have provided us with several early-access copies of the game to demo at 
GottaCon. 8 to 10 players at a time will enter demolition derbies using our Public Play PCs and the fastest and most destructive drivers will come out on top. 

3:30 PM 21 

PC - GottaCon 
DOTA 2  

Championship 
Tournament  

(Championship Bracket) 
(5vs5) 
Day 1 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsored by: NCIX and Gamdias 
Time: 3:30 pm - Semi Finals 
Format: 5v5 Tournament Draft, Captain�s Mode 
Maximum Teams: No Team Limit (Times are Based on teams) 
Prizes: 1st place: Gamdias HERMES Black Mechanical Gaming Keyboard + $50 NCIX Gift Card per player, 2nd place: Gamdias ZEUS Laser Gaming Mouse & NYX Gaming 
Surface � Medium per player, 3rd place: Gamdias EROS Surround Sound Gaming Headset & AEGIS Artful Accessory per player 
1st place team from Pool A will play 2nd place of pool B and vice versa. All matches in the bracket stage are best of three, with the higher seeded qualified team getting to pick side for 
game one and loser having pick for game two and three. If teams with the same seed play each other a coin toss will determine who gets pick of side for game one. 

7:30 PM 21 PC - Dawngate 

By: GottaCon Conventions 
Come check out one of the newest MOBAs coming to the F2P universe. GottaCon will be hosting an introductory tournament where teams of 5 will face off in this new, two lane and 
expanded jungle MOBA. Winners will take home some prizes! About Dawngate: Dawngate is a new MOBA, built from the ground up to look and feel familiar while offering a whole 
new way to experience MOBA gameplay. Dawngate empowers you to forge the champions you love for the roles you want in a competitive arena, shaped by ever-evolving, 
community-driven content and story. All LAN BYOC reservations will receive a beta access code upon check-in at LAN check-in. 

11:00 AM 22 

PC - GottaCon 
League of Legends 

Championship  
(Qualified Bracket) 

(5vs5) Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Logitech 
Time: Round 2 � 11:00am, Round 3 � 12:15pm  
The four teams who won our qualifiers will play in a round robin to determine seeding for the championship bracket. Teams will be randomly assigned blue or red side, but will play on 
each side at least once. All matches in group stage are best of one. 
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SATURDAY ELECTRONIC GAME EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

8:30 PM 19 
PC - Chivalry 

Medieval Warfare:  
Team Battles 

By: GottaCon Conventions and BC Gamer 
Sponsored by: Chivalry the Game 
Prizes: Full copies of Chivalry and the new expansion: Deadliest Warrior 
Location: Public play systems area and BYOC individual systems 
In addition to being on our Public Play PCs, a full copy of Medieval Warfare will be available to every BYOC attendee (thanks to Torn Banner Studios), and the installation files will 
be provided on-site. Several rounds of Team-Objective will be run LAN-wide, and maximum participation is encouraged. The bigger the battle, the more epic the game. 

10:00 PM 19 
PC - 

 Chivalry Medieval 
 Warfare: Duels 

By: GottaCon Conventions and BC Gamer 
Sponsored by: Chivalry the Game 
Prizes: Full copies of Chivalry and the new expansion: Deadliest Warrior 
Location: Public play systems area 
A dueling tournament of the Deadliest Warrior expansion will then be hosted exclusively on our Public Play PCs. 8 players will join at a time and form 4 simultaneous duels on our 
LAN server. Only the most cunning and skilled warriors will progress through this bloodbath. 

11:59 PM 19 
PC - 

 Tricky Truck  
- Time Trials 

By: GottaCon Conventions and BC Gamer 
Prizes: Based on participation 
Location: Public play systems area 
The ridiculousness of this simple game is sure to bring a smile to anyone�s face. You must navigate difficult terrain and park a large truck as quickly as possible. How hard could it 
be? We encourage you to find out. 8 players at a time will race on our Public Play PCs to see who can wrangle their semi into place first, in an elimination-style competition. 

SATURDAY MINIATURE GAME EVENTS 

8:30 AM 
M03 
M04 
M05 

Saturday Malifaux 

Seating limit: 8 
Questions: Send to Paul Puhallo ppuhallo@gottacon.com 
Complete event details can be downloaded here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/tournaments/saturday2014malifaux.pdf 
This Tournament will be using Malifaux 2nd Edition. Game size is 50 Soulstones. Each player must choose one Faction from which to hire their crews throughout the tournament. 
Painted models are encouraged, but not required. Proxies for models are allowed, so long as it is readily apparent which model they represent. If in doubt, check with the 
organizers in advance! You must bring all materials needed to play including rulebook, fate deck, measuring device, markers, and of course models and their stat cards. 

9:00 AM M02 DEMO - 
 Great War Spearhead  

By: Shawn Taylor 
Time: 9:00am to 6:00 pm (Multiple Sessions) 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
Great War Spearhead - Released in Sept 13, GWSH II is a Divisional/Corps level combat game focusing primarily on the Great War but is usable with the Balkan Wars, Russo-
Japanese War and Russian Civil War. The demo games can handle up to 2 players per side and each player will command roughly a Division of troops. Game will be a walk 
through of how the game plays and give an idea of up coming monster game to be held in Dormans France in August 2014.  

9:30 AM 22 

Flames of War GottaCon 
Championship � Late 

War 
Day 1 

By: GottaCon 
Price: $50 HST included (advance ticket price, includes entry to convention and automatic registration into the FOW Championship) 
Flames of War Round Schedule: Saturday: 9:30am � 10:00am Briefing, Game 1: 10:00 AM � 12:30 AM, Lunch, Game 2: 1:30 PM � 4:00 PM, 1/2 hour break, Game 3: 4:30 PM � 
7:00 PM 
GottaCon will host a two day five round Flames of War tournament starting at 9:30AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday and two rounds will be played on 
Sunday. Rounds will be 2.5 hours each. Armies will be limited to 1650 points. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; favourite opponent, best general and best overall. 
Armies will be formed according to new Battlefront point format for Late War Nationals tournaments, including Canadian East Coast and West Coast. Seating limit of 16 players. 
Tickets now on sale and will be sold on a first come first served basis. 

9:30 AM 24 

Steamroller Warmachine/
Hordes  

GottaCon Championship 
Day 1 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Privateer Press, Wiser's Collectables, and Advanced Deployment  
Price: $50 HST included (advance ticket price, includes entry to convention and GottaCon Conventions miniature based events) 
Starting Saturday morning at 9:30am our feature Warmachine/Hordes GottaCon Steamroller Championship tournament begins. Day one will see three rounds of play and day two 
will see the final three rounds of play. Army point limit is 50. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army. 
Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller tournament format. 
 
The following SR 2014 appendix rules will apply: *50 points, 2 army lists * Theme Forces: allowed. * Standard Steamroller scenarios, Character restrictions * The Events will use 
the DeathClock Variant. 

10:00 AM 8 

Warhammer 40K 
GottaCon 

Championships 
Tournament 

Day 1 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: KR Multicase and Magic Stronghold 
Time: 10:00am � 12:30 pm Game 1, Break � Paint Score Judging, 1:00 pm � 3:30 pm Game 2, Break � Paint Score judging ,4:00 pm � 6:30 pm Game 3 
Price: $50 HST included (advance ticket price, includes entry to convention and GottaCon Conventions miniature based events) 
 
GottaCon will host a two day five round Warhammer 40K tournament starting at 10:00AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday and two rounds will be played on 
Sunday. Armies will be limited to 1750 points. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second and third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship and 
best general. Armies will be formed according to the standard points costs, restrictions and rules presented in current Games Workshop army books and codexes.  
 
Player must field a legal army according to the most current Games Workshop rulebooks, army books, codexes and White Dwarf articles. Unit that use a standard Force 
Organization slot from Imperial Armour books which are Chapter approved and updated to 6th edition will be permitted, however, Imperial Armour Army Lists and other units such 
as Superheavies will not be permitted. 40k Armies will be permitted Allies as per the standard limitations in the main rulebook. Fortifications will be permitted, however they must be 
able to be deployed amongst the terrain which is already placed on the table (A Fortress of Redemption would definitely NOT be recommended!). 40K Players will choose and 
randomly determine their Warlord Traits at the beginning of each Game Prior to Deployment. 

10:00 AM 7 

Warhammer Fantasy  
GottaCon 

Championships 
Tournament 

Day 1 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: KR Multicase and Magic Stronghold 
Time: 10:00am � 12:30 pm Game 1, Break � Paint Score Judging, 1:00 pm � 3:30 pm Game 2, Break � Paint Score judging, 4:00 pm � 6:30 pm Game 3 
Price: $50 HST included (advance ticket price, includes entry to convention and GottaCon Conventions miniature based events) 
 
GottaCon will host a two day five round Warhammer Fantasy tournament starting at 10:00AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday and two rounds will be played on 
Sunday. Army point limit is 2500. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second and third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship and best general. 
Armies will be formed according to the standard points costs, restrictions and rules presented in current Games Workshop army books and codexes.  
 
Player must field a legal army according to the most current Games Workshop rulebooks, army books, codexes and White Dwarf articles, Also the Forge World Chaos Dwarf Army 
List will be permitted. 

11:00 AM M02 DEMO - 
 Great War Spearhead  

By: Shawn Taylor 
Time: 9:00am to 6:00 pm (Multiple Sessions) 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
Great War Spearhead - Released in Sept 13, GWSH II is a Divisional/Corps level combat game focusing primarily on the Great War but is usable with the Balkan Wars, Russo-
Japanese War and Russian Civil War. The demo games can handle up to 2 players per side and each player will command roughly a Division of troops. Game will be a walk 
through of how the game plays and give an idea of up coming monster game to be held in Dormans France in August 2014.  

1:00 PM M02 DEMO - 
 Great War Spearhead  

By: Shawn Taylor 
Time: 9:00am to 6:00 pm (Multiple Sessions) 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
Great War Spearhead - Released in Sept 13, GWSH II is a Divisional/Corps level combat game focusing primarily on the Great War but is usable with the Balkan Wars, Russo-
Japanese War and Russian Civil War. The demo games can handle up to 2 players per side and each player will command roughly a Division of troops. Game will be a walk 
through of how the game plays and give an idea of up coming monster game to be held in Dormans France in August 2014.  

2:00 PM M02 DEMO - Great War 
Spearhead  

By: Shawn Taylor 
Time: 9:00am to 6:00 pm (Multiple Sessions) 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
Great War Spearhead - Released in Sept 13, GWSH II is a Divisional/Corps level combat game focusing primarily on the Great War but is usable with the Balkan Wars, Russo-
Japanese War and Russian Civil War. The demo games can handle up to 2 players per side and each player will command roughly a Division of troops. Game will be a walk 
through of how the game plays and give an idea of up coming monster game to be held in Dormans France in August 2014.  

4:00 PM M02 DEMO -  
Great War Spearhead  

By: Shawn Taylor 
Time: 9:00am to 6:00 pm (Multiple Sessions) 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
Great War Spearhead - Released in Sept 13, GWSH II is a Divisional/Corps level combat game focusing primarily on the Great War but is usable with the Balkan Wars, Russo-
Japanese War and Russian Civil War. The demo games can handle up to 2 players per side and each player will command roughly a Division of troops. Game will be a walk 
through of how the game plays and give an idea of up coming monster game to be held in Dormans France in August 2014.  
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Floor Plan Index 
Food/Cafeteria - The Ivy Ballroom in the Empress 
The Empress has set up a fantastic concession/cafeteria in the 
Ivy Ballroom located on the bottom floor of the Empress. 
Quality food, great prices and comfortable seating await you. 
Snack food available in the Gamer Lounge and near Artist 
Alley. 
1. Main Entrance & Badge Registration
As you come in the main entrance to the GottaCon convention area 
you will find the badge registration desk.  This is where you will pay 
your entry fee and receive your pass to the convention. All pre-
registered attendees, event coordinators, vendors, volunteers and 
special guests should check in at the Badge Registration desk. 
  
2. Coat/Bag Check, Lost & Found, Information
Check items at our coat/bag check for $1.00.  Your items will be 
monitored by our staff and available to you upon presentation of 
your check ticket at any time. Find an item lying around or did 
you lose something? This is the place to go. Need to know 
something about the convention or Victoria? Stop by and ask. 
3. Event Registration
Our event registration desk is where you can sign up for events 
that are scheduled throughout the weekend as well as access 
our board game library.  All events are as seating is available. 
 
4a/b. Board Games Area (BG) 
This section is dedicated to BGs.  4a is for scheduled events, 
4b is for free play. 
 
5. Main Theatre (Panel Room)
This section is dedicated to our panels and special events. 

 6. Esquimalt Room (Panel Room)
This section is dedicated to our discussion panels. 
 
7. Warhammer Fantasy Miniature Games Area
This section is dedicated to Warhammer Fantasy events. 
 
8. Warhammer 40K Miniature Games Area
This section is dedicated to Warhammer 40K events. 
 
9. Artist Alley
New! Come check out gaming themed artists at their best. 
 
10. Tectoria Gamer Lounge
Need a place to chill, grab a drink or eat your fantastic Empress 
meal? This is the place. Cash bar starting at noon. 19+ after 
8pm. 
 
11. TCG Pavilion
This is where all events for trading card games takes place. 
 12a/b/c. Exhibitor Area 
Our exhibitor area is twice as large this year and can be found 
on the second floor. The exhibitor area shuts down at 9pm 
Friday, 7pm Saturday and 5pm Sunday. 
  
13. Sidney Room (Auction Room)
This section is dedicated to our gamer silent auction. For more 
information go to page 68 
 
14. Role Playing Games Area (RPG)
These four areas (red) are dedicated to RPGs.  For a list of 
RPG events please refer to our events schedule.  
15. Live Stream Casting and Interview Area
This is where our shoutcast and interviews take place. 
 
16. LAN Operations
This area is a restricted area, staff only. 

17. LAN Check In
Coming for the BYOC LAN, this will be your first stop. All BYOC 
attendees must check in here to be placed in the LAN. 
 
18. LAN Events HQ (Reporting Centre)
All PC tournaments and events will operate out of this area with 
regards to announcements, reporting, pairings, etc. 
 
19. Public Play PCs
These stations are for public use & some LAN special events. 
 
20. Video Game Event Casting Area
Want to watch the action unfold live in our League of Legends 
Championship? Come sit down and watch it on the big screen 
while our live casters announce the events. 
 
21. Logitech G-Series PC LAN
This area is our networked computer gaming location and is 
sponsored by Logitech G-Series. BC Gamer will be hosting our 
LAN as well as overseeing our tournaments. For a list of LAN 
events refer to our events schedule or check with LAN HQ. 
  
22. Flames of War Miniature Games Area
This section is dedicated to Flames of War events. 

  
23. Miniature Games HQ (Warmachine and Flames of War)
This is where all reporting for Warmachine and Flames of war 
will take place. It is also where painting contest entries can be 
submitted and viewed. 
 
24. Warmachine/Hordes  Miniature Games Area
This section is dedicated to Warmachine events.  
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Thank you and please join us next 
year for our 2015 show which will 
be held on Feb 27 to Mar 1,  2015 

Floor plan index 
on Page 33 
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EXHIBITOR ....................................... LOCATION 
Action Games Miniatures .................. 12c 
Amazon Chronicles ........................... 9 
Barony of Seagirt .............................. 12b 
Bling Squared .................................... 12b 
Brandon MTG .................................... 11 
Choosomatic Books .......................... 12c 
Clings ................................................ 9 
Clover Point ....................................... 12a 
Curious Too GameCentral ................ 12c 
Dice Bag Games ............................... 12c 
Dirty Dragon Studio ........................... 9 
DJArts Games ................................... 12a 
Douglas Lloyd ................................... 12c 
Dracopsybin creative works .............. 9 
Dragon Impact ................................... 12b 
Dragon Scale Designs ...................... 9 
FutureLooks ...................................... 12b 
Game Point Game Systems .............. 12c 
GameHouse ...................................... 12a 
GottaCon Photo Booth ...................... 12a 
Hang and Play Video Games ............ 12c 
HyperX .............................................. 12b 
IGDA - Level Up ................................ 12b 
InLight Entertainment ........................ 12a 
Jackson World ................................... 12c 
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GottaCon 2014 Exhibitor Index 
EXHIBITOR....................................... LOCATION 
Jiggly Pig Comics .............................. 12b 
Kano Apps ........................................ 12a 
Kixeye ............................................... 12b 
Labyrinth Leathercraft ....................... 12c 
Mabus Maille ..................................... 12b 
Magic Stronghold .............................. 4b, 11, 12c 
Medieval Chaos ................................ 12b 
Michelle Papadopoulos ..................... 9 
NCIX ................................................. 12b 
Northern Arms Airsoft........................ 12b 
Northwest Fan Fest ........................... 12a 
NMBRD Media .................................. 9 
Pacific Design Academy ................... 12a 
Sam & Fuzzy ..................................... 12c 
Sparkle Mouse .................................. 12c 
Starlit Citadel ..................................... 4a 
Style 'N' Print ..................................... 12c 
Table Top Scenery ............................ 12c 
Tiny Mob Games ............................... 12b 
Uvic Game Dev ................................. 12b 
VicLUG .............................................. 12a 
Victoria Fighting Game Scene .......... 12b 
Weregeek .......................................... 12c 
Wiser's Collectibles ........................... 12c 
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SATURDAY MINIATURE GAME EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

7:00 PM 24 Battletech - 
Alpha Strike 

By: Andrew McBride - Catalyst Demo Team 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of participants: 2 to 12  
Fast paced combat system based on the Battletech universe -Capellan Confederation attacks a Federated Commonwealth garrison 

7:00 PM 22 Clash near Caen 

By:  North Shore Gamers (Vancouver) 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Players: 2-6 
British infantry and elements of the 11th Armoured Division collide with  veteran Panzer forces at Gavrus in the early days of the Normandy Campaign. (Bolt Action 
with dual activation and modified armor stats.) 

7:00 PM M02 DEMO - 
 Dropzone Commander 

By: Christoph Koniczek 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
In Dropzone Commander, published By: Hawk Wargames, You join this universe in the earliest days of mankind's ambitious invasion to retake the central planets 
from the Scourge. Bloody battles and epic conflict awaits as races, generals and individuals take sides. Whether you're fighting for humanity, the Scourge or for 
your own ends is up to you!  Dropzone Commander (DzC) is a 10mm scale sci-fi tabletop wargame, devised for mass battles between two or more players.  

7:00 PM 7 
GottaCon Blood 

Bowl Tournament 
Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Magic Stronghold 
Seating limit: 8 
Rules: http://www.games-workshop.com/MEDIA_CustomProductCatalog/m750496a_BB_Competition_Rules_Pack.pdf 
Attention Blood Bowl Fans! GottaCon Conventions is proud to announce the GottaCon 2043 Blood Bowl Cup. It will be a 4 round, Double Elimination Tournament, 
with the first 2 rounds played Friday evening and the final 2 rounds played on Saturday evening . Players will start with a Million Gold Piece team. The Tournament 
will be run as a League so there will be advancement between each round. Prizes will be awarded for The Tournament Champion, Sportsmanship, and Best 
Painted Team. 

7:00 PM 8 
Star Wars: X-Wing  
Miniatures Game  

Tournament 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Curious Comics 
Maximum Number of Players: 8 
Rules: http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/ffg_content/x-wing/support/faq/X-Wing-Tournament-Rules.pdf 
In the X-Wing Miniatures Game, you take the role of squad leader and command a group of merciless Imperial or daring Rebel pilots in furious ship-to-ship space 
combat. Featuring stunningly detailed and painted miniatures, X-Wing recreates exciting Star Wars space battles from small engagements of only a couple of crafts, 
to large conflicts where multiple squadrons clash. Select and equip your ships, pick your crew, plan your attack, and complete your mission. In The GottaCon Star 
Wars: X-Wing Miniatures Game Tournament players will compete in one on one engagements of 100 squadron point games until a single victor remains! 

7:00 PM 7 
Warhammer Fantasy  
Storm of Magic Prize 

Battle 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Dice Bag Games 
Seating limit: 8 
Each Player will have a 1600 point Army created using the Storm of Magic Rules. At the end of the Game, Prizes will be awarded For Control of Arcane Fulcrums, 
with a special prize for the winner; whichever player controls the most Arcane Fulcrumns. Max number of players: 6 

7:00 PM 24 Warmachine/Hordes  
Doubles Tournament 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Wiser's Collectibles and Advanced Deployment 
Seating limit: 16 players (8 teams) 
Teams of two will face off against other teams battling it out for first overall in this four round event. Rules and restrictions as per the official doubles tournament 
format. The player limit is 16 players (8 teams) and will be on a first come first serve basis. The point limit is 25 per team member. SR 2014 rules with 4 rounds: * 
Each player will bring a 25pt list (50 pts for each team) * Theme Forces: allowed. * Standard Steamroller scenarios, Character restrictions 

SATURDAY ROLE PLAYING GAME EVENTS 

12:00 AM RPG01 

Midnight Madness  
- Descent into Midnight�s 

Madness - The 
Desperation of the 
Heroically-Fated 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Tony Humphrey 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
Mixed Combat and RP 
Descend into the world of madness as a group of wayward travelers brave nightmares of all imagination. There is some grand design at work, some greater 
purpose, but something has clouded their minds to the point that only fragments of our heroes� memories remain. 

12:00 AM RPG03 

Midnight Madness  
- Descent into Midnight�s 

Madness  
- A Heroic Treasure Hunt 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Tony Humphrey 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
Mixed combat and RP 
Descend into the world of madness as a group of wayward travelers brave nightmares of all imagination. There is some grand design at work, some greater 
purpose, but something has clouded their minds to the point that only fragments of our heroes� memories remain. 

12:00 AM RPG06 

Midnight Madness  
- Descent into Midnight�s 

Madness  
- At the heart of Fear 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Tony Humphrey 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
Combat Heavy 
Descend into the world of madness as a group of wayward travelers brave nightmares of all imagination. There is some grand design at work, some greater 
purpose, but something has clouded their minds to the point that only fragments of our heroes� memories remain. 

12:00 AM RPG07 

Midnight Madness  
- Descent into Midnight�s 

Madness  
- Heroes in Wonderland 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Tony Humphrey 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
RP Heavy 
Descend into the world of madness as a group of wayward travelers brave nightmares of all imagination. There is some grand design at work, some greater 
purpose, but something has clouded their minds to the point that only fragments of our heroes� memories remain. 

12:00 AM RPG08 

Midnight Madness  
- Descent into Midnight�s 

Madness  
- The Trial of Heroic Sins 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Tony Humphrey 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
Mixed combat and RP 
Descend into the world of madness as a group of wayward travelers brave nightmares of all imagination. There is some grand design at work, some greater 
purpose, but something has clouded their minds to the point that only fragments of our heroes� memories remain. 

9:00 AM RPG03 BareBones Covert Ops - 
Operation Intercept 

By: Jon Woodland 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 5 
Recently uncovered intel indicates that a shipment of stolen high-tech weapons is already on route to a location in Columbia. Your team of special operatives must 
act quickly to prevent it's delivery. The only hitch, there will be no extraction plan. 

9:00 AM RPG08 
D100 Modern - 

Operation: 
 Black Cherry 

By: Jason R. Goth 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 5 
Your team of special operatives has been hand picked By: J.J&J inc.to retrieve an antique computer system built in the late 21 century. Early reports are that a 
rebel group has secured the area. secure this computer at all costs. This event has adult themes and is not intended for younger players. 

9:00 AM RPG09 Future Worlds  
- Where the Gold Lies 

By: Stacy Armstrong 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
Gods are real, none felt more so than Lyek - God of wealth and Commerce. You and your mismatched band of nonbelievers are sent to investigate the stories of a 
cult growing in the West. A cult which is affecting Lyek's profits and bottom line. 

9:00 AM RPG01 Games on Demand 

By: Larry B 
Time: 9:00am to 11:00am 
Come check out the newest and best from the brightest minds in roleplaying game design, all run by our dedicated volunteers.  You can drop by the RPG 
Headquarters at any time to learn about our selection of games, or swing by the Games on Demand table to jump right in!  Newbies and experienced players alike 
are welcome. 

9:00 AM RPG06 
Lamentations of 

the Flame Princess - 
 Tower of the Stargazer 

By: Jeff Wike 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
There was a wizard so arrogant he felt the entire sky was naught but a lens for him to view the stars. So great was the hubris of this man that the gods smote him 
with the power of storm. When the sky blazed, he blazed right back. Until one day his retorts stopped. Now his tower lies in wait. 



SATURDAY ROLE PLAYING GAME EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

9:00 AM RPG04 
Original Dungeons & 
Dragons - Winter at 

Wolf Hall 

By: Peter Cook 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
Play D&D like it�s 1974! Forty years ago, Tactical Studies Rules published three slim booklets that outlined the rules for �fantasy medieval wargames.� This was the original Dungeons 
& Dragons, the first published role-playing game. Impossibly spartan compared to later rulesets, OD&D unleashed a wave of creativity among gamers who made it their own and 
invented rules to cover everything the booklets didn�t. Today�s �Old School Renaissance� (OSR) strives to recapture that ethos. Experience the freedom and DIY ethic of original D&D 
in an award-winning scenario created by Zak Smith. 

9:00 AM RPG07 

Pathfinder Beginner 
Box  

- Web of the Spider 
God 

By: Todd Glawson 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Now that the tower of the Elephant has fallen, its ripe for the picking. But there are others interested. There is an unusual amount of spider Priests from Yezud in the City of Thieves. 
You have taken it upon yourselves to find out why and perhaps get rich doing it. 

9:00 AM RPG15 

Pathfinder RPG - 
 Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-09 
The Traitor's Lodge 

Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3�7. 
During the recent attack on Nerosyan, Pathfinders sought out a local venture-captain to aid in the city�s defense. What they found instead suggested the leader had not only fled 
recently but had played a part in the demons� offensive. Venture-Captain Jorsal has determined that the safety and integrity of the Pathfinder Society requires that a team delve into 
the sealed basement beneath the abandoned lodge to determine what other plans his turncoat colleague may have set in motion. 

9:00 AM RPG13 

Pathfinder RPG - 
Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-03 
The Hellknight's Feast 

Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario for characters of 5th to 9th level (Tier 5�9). 
War between demons and the civilized peoples of the Inner Sea region has broken out in the Worldwound far to the north of Absalom, but despite the regional implications of an 
Abyssal victory, many nations are ambivalent toward the cause. The Pathfinder Society, at the urging of Silver Crusade leader Ollysta Zadrian, arranges a formal banquet to be 
hosted by newlyweds Michellia and Damian Blakros, at which the society's agents can attempt to sway the political opinions of Absalom's movers and shakers. Will the Pathfinders 
succeed in securing the much-needed military support of Absalom and other nations bordering the Inner Sea, or will the crusaders and Pathfinders fighting on the front lines in 
Mendev find themselves standing alone before the demonic hordes? 

9:00 AM RPG14 

Pathfinder RPG - 
Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-08 
 The Confirmation 

Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for level 1-2. 
Almost all Pathfinders undergo extensive training for three or more years to learn the tricks of the trade, and their last test before graduating from the ranks of the initiates to the status 
of a full Pathfinder agent is the Confirmation, a special research project that involves considerable fieldwork and is designed to simulate the initiates' future work as a Pathfinder. Even 
the noteworthy field commissioned agents sometimes participate in such trials as a way to familiarize themselves with the Pathfinder Society�s rules and expectations. Although 
Confirmation is typically an individual affair, the society recently discovered a site on the Isle of Kortos that would be perfect for initiates but perhaps too dangerous to handle alone. 
Successfully uncovering this site�s secrets will not only contribute to the society�s body of knowledge but shape the exciting careers ahead for each of the prospective agents. 

9:00 AM RPG16 

Pathfinder RPG - 
Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-11 
Library of the Lion 

Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1�5. 
Few societies have so vaunted a tradition of leading crusades as Taldor, yet the constant revisions to its history by scheming factions leaves the truth obscured by countless acts of 
political modifications. Even the lauded Kitharodian Academy�s texts are riddled with these changes, so when a secretive ally approaches the Pathfinder Society with information 
about a hidden archive that contains the unaltered histories, the Pathfinders plan a daring infiltration to recover the secrets of Taldor�s past victories so that Mendev might benefit from 
the discovery. 

9:00 AM RPG02 
Savage Worlds  

- 8000 BC: 
Through the Mountains 

By: Duncan MacRae 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 1 to 5 
A strange sickness has afflicted the people of your tribe, the Blood Moon Tribe, and is spreading to nearby tribes. A party has been struck to seek powerful medicines from the people 
beyond the mountains. You must hurry before more members of the tribe succumb to the sickness. 

9:00 AM RPG05 
Savage Worlds  

- Joker Town with 
Gamblin' and Such 

By: Takeda Anderson of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Space Ships, Frontier Town, Guns and everybody has a special 'talent'. It's the raggity edge of the 'Verse' and its a tough place especially after the Big Crash. Technology don't work 
very well anymore ... at least the shiny kind. You're in the middle of something big! Time to misbehave! 

9:00 AM RPG10 

Ul-Zaorith the RPG -  
Adventures of Ul-

Zaorith: 
 The Artifact 

By: Astra Crompton 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 5 
When an ancient artifact is unearthed in a small town, five experts are called in to try to understand its eerie call and sinister power. Where did it come from? Who made it? And how 
long has it been growing inside the planet? Pre-made characters, pencils and dice are provided. 

11:00 AM RPG01 Games on Demand 

By: Larry B 
Time: 11:00am to 1:00 pm 
Come check out the newest and best from the brightest minds in roleplaying game design, all run by our dedicated volunteers.  You can drop by the RPG Headquarters at any time 
to learn about our selection of games, or swing by the Games on Demand table to jump right in!  Newbies and experienced players alike are welcome. 

2:00 PM RPG05 
Advanced 

Dungeons & Dragons 
- Four Hours to Kill 

By: OAKENKEG of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 1 to 5 
In the City of Seventy Score Thousand Smokes, where corruption sprawls across the districts of squalor and opulence, an unnamed building situated on Cheap Street commands 
fear. Within the Thieves' Guild, you serve as an authority in the talents of misappropriation and acquirement. At midnight, you and four peers were summoned to stand before your 
guild master. Thieves are working outside the guild's authority in Lankhmar and neither you nor your fellow officers were aware of the problem. To refortify confidence, specifically 
after this breakdown in intelligence, the guild master has given your cohort until sunrise to eliminate the problem. Mature Content (Ages 18+) 

2:00 PM RPG06 Boundless RPG - 
The Labyrinth of Lies 

By: Dan Spiller of Yellowjacket Comics 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
Embark on an epic Dungeon crawl where the stakes are high and nothing is as it seems. Tricks! Traps! and Treasure! (The three most important adventuring �T�s�) are literally littered 
throughout the dungeon! But just because you can get in and get the treasure, doesn't necessarily mean that you will live long enough to enjoy it! The Labyrinth of Lies is a difficult 
Dungeon Crawl, meant for Intermediate-to-seasoned players, ages 13+ 

2:00 PM RPG03 Boundless RPG - 
The Labyrinth of Lies 

By: Matthew Bartram of Yellowjacket Comics 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
Embark on an epic Dungeon crawl where the stakes are high and nothing is as it seems. Tricks! Traps! and Treasure! (The three most important adventuring �T�s�) are literally littered 
throughout the dungeon! But just because you can get in and get the treasure, doesn't necessarily mean that you will live long enough to enjoy it! The Labyrinth of Lies is a difficult 
Dungeon Crawl, meant for Intermediate-to-seasoned players, ages 13+ 

2:00 PM RPG12 
D&D Next - Preview 

Game  
with Chris Tulach 

By: Chris Tulach, D&D Organized Play Program Manager for Wizards of the Coast 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Participate in a preview of an upcoming D&D Next adventure run by Chris Tulach, the program manager for D&D Organized Play. Which one? It's a secret! Players of all skill levels 
are welcome. Learn the rules of the game and have a good time slaying monsters, exploring dungeons, and finding treasure. Low-level characters will be provided. Just bring your 
own dice and a thirst for a tall drink of adventure. 

2:00 PM RPG01 
Dungeon World -  

The Hidden Shrine  
of the Bat God 

By: Justin Schmid 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Deep in the jungle, you find an ancient ruin - a worn and overgrown pyramid fills the clearing. Treading carefully across overgrown flagstones, stepping over shattered pillars, pushing 
aside vines, you explore the ruins. Then suddenly, the earth shudders and opens up beneath your feet and you are falling amidst the roar of collapsing masonry. Dust fills the air and 
the sunlight disappears as the darkness swallows you. So begins the exploration of the Hidden Shrine of the Bat God, an old school dungeon crawl. 

2:00 PM RPG04 
Faery's Tale Deluxe  

- Faery's Tale 
Adventure 

By: Courtney Raines of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 1 to 4 
An RPG for kids! The fairies of Brightwood must help their human friends solve a mysterious disappearance. All adults must be accompanied by a child (aged 6-10). 

2:00 PM RPG09 Future Worlds  
- Where the Gold Lies 

By: Stacy Armstrong 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
Gods are real, none felt more so than Lyek - God of wealth and Commerce. You and your mismatched band of nonbelievers are sent to investigate the stories of a cult growing in the 
West. A cult which is affecting Lyek's profits and bottom line. 
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SATURDAY ROLE PLAYING GAME EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

2:00 PM RPG08 
Mutant Epoch  

- The Stitched Together 
Men 

By: Danny Seedhouse 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
A introduction to the post apocalypse Mutant Epoch RPG. Driven to shelter in the town of Exit 129 the party finds it a town under siege. Can the survive exploring the maze like 
tangles of metal that make up the Rust Yard and solve the mystery of the stitched together men or will they be more parts for the beast. 

2:00 PM RPG07 Pathfinder Beginner Box  
- Web of the Spider God 

By: Todd Glawson 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Now that the tower of the Elephant has fallen, its ripe for the picking. But there are others interested. There is an unusual amount of spider Priests from Yezud in the City of Thieves. 
You have taken it upon yourselves to find out why and perhaps get rich doing it. 

2:00 PM RPG14 

Pathfinder RPG -  
Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-02 
The Wardstone Patrol 

Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario for characters of 3rd to 7th level (Tier 3�7). 
All-out war has erupted on the long-contested border between the crusader nation of Mendev and the demon-infested Worldwound. With the magical defenses that once held the 
demons at bay failing, defense of the region now falls to small patrols of mobile soldiers to resupply, reinforce, and communicate between the border's many fortresses and outposts. 
With so much at stake, the Pathfinder Society has enlisted many of its agents to assist in the war effort, both to protect its own interests and to prevent the onrushing tide of demonic 
attackers from plunging the entire Inner Sea region into chaos. On one such wardstone patrol, however, the party may find itself facing an enemy of an entirely different nature. 

2:00 PM RPG15 

Pathfinder RPG -  
Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-04 
The Stolen Heir 

Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1�5. 
The Mendevian Crusade draws heavily on the Pathfinder Society�s resources, and unless the Decemvirate can secure the assistance of generous patrons, the society may not 
have sufficient capital both to fight off the demonic invasion and to prepare its expedition to a lost historical site within the Worldwound. Upon hearing that the daughter of an 
eminent and wealthy of citizen of Sauerton has gone missing, the Pathfinders rush to her aid in the hope of earning her father�s goodwill and support in upcoming endeavors. 

2:00 PM RPG16 

Pathfinder RPG -  
Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-06 
 You Have What You 

Hold 

Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3�7. 
As an act of retribution, an enemy of the society begins hiring river pirates to waylay Pathfinder boats bound for the crusader nation of Mendev. Unless the Pathfinders can track 
down the party responsible and put an end to their piracy, the raids may spell the doom of the society�s ambitions to the north. 

2:00 PM RPG13 

Pathfinder RPG - 
 Pathfinder Society:  

#5-01 
The Glass River Rescue 

Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario for characters of 1st to 5th level (Tier 1�5). 
A Pathfinder leading a diplomatic envoy from the dwarven holds of the Five Kings Mountains has gone missing, and the balance of power in a time of war hangs on her rescue. 
The Pathfinder Society's divinations indicate the agent was waylaid in the theocratic nation of Razmiran, when one of her escorted diplomats failed to pay a requested tithe. Now it 
falls to the party to enter Razmiran, locate the missing Pathfinder and the dwarven diplomats, and escape with their lives. 

2:00 PM RPG02 

Savage Worlds  
- The Legend of  
the Terra Cotta 

Spheres 

By: Duncan MacRae 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 1 to 5 
There is a legend of a pair of polished-brass spheres that, when manipulated in the right way, will cause the ancient Chinese Terracotta Warriors to animate and do the bidding of 
the possessor of the spheres. Somewhat erroneously nicknamed 'The Terracotta Spheres', they were thought to have been lost to antiquity, but a rumour has surfaced that a set of 
ornate brass spheres has been found in a shipwreck near the Beijing harbour. You have been sent to Beijing by a collector to acquire this rare and ancient curio for his collection. 

2:00 PM RPG10 
Spycraft Third Edition - 
Spycraft Third Edition 
Playtest: "Full House" 

By: Alex Flagg of Crafty Games 
Time: 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
The Agency has discovered something foul afoot at Casino Majestic in scenic Valetta, Malta...and they've sent you and your team to investigate. Time to straighten your bow tie, 
load your Walther and power up your laser watch for this quick and fun playtest scenario of the World's Greatest Espionage RPG! No previous experience required; characters 
provided. 

4:00 PM RPG04 Faery's Tale Deluxe  
- Faery's Tale Adventure 

By: Courtney Raines of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 1 to 4 
An RPG for kids! The fairies of Brightwood must help their human friends solve a mysterious disappearance. All adults must be accompanied by a child (aged 6-10). 

4:00 PM RPG10 
Spycraft Third Edition  

- Spycraft Third Edition 
Playtest: "Full House" 

By: Alex Flagg of Crafty Games 
Time: 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
The Agency has discovered something foul afoot at Casino Majestic in scenic Valetta, Malta...and they've sent you and your team to investigate. Time to straighten your bow tie, load 
your Walther and power up your laser watch for this quick and fun playtest scenario of the World's Greatest Espionage RPG! No previous experience required; characters provided. 

7:00 PM RPG09 

Advanced Dungeons 
 & Dragons  2nd Edition  

- Big Trouble in Little Hills  
Part 1 

By: Patrick Klassen of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
You have been dispatched to the region of Little Hills By: King Randor in response to a cryptic plea for help from the town of Bestestham. People are being taken but By: whom? 
This is Part 1 of a two-part scenario but players are not required to participate in both parts. Part 2 will follow immediately after this one in Slot 17 from midnight to 4:00am. 

7:00 PM RPG05 Call of Cthulhu - 
 End of the Road 

By: THE GAFFMONGER of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 1 to 5 
It turns out that the end of the road is in Massachusetts. A lot of good people did not make it this far, unspeakable deaths, but you never gave up, and the trail led to Dunwich. 
Some of the things you have witnessed need to be forgotten. It has been three and a half years, brutal work, and now no one can sleep at night. The last image of Professor Ward 
haunts you, but it is Mrs. Stone 's death that bothers you the most. Wilcox was the mastermind, the leader, the monster, and he betrayed them all. Tonight, the stars are aligned, 
Wilcox will act the moment night arrives. You have until sunset to save the world. Mature Content (Ages 18+) 

7:00 PM RPG07 
Conan d20 - Escape 

from  
the Island of Iron Statues 

By: Ash Chandler-Pease 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
It's said that the Island of Iron Statues holds wealth beyond compare - though those stories are centuries old, as there are none who have returned to confirm the truth of it all. 
Undeterred By: the mounting fear, you and sundry other heroes board a creaking old barge with a glint in your eye... 

7:00 PM RPG04 Fiasco - Go Team 
Superscience! 

By: Courtney Raines of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 5 
A superhero/supervillain themed Fiasco. In a world of big inventions and bigger egos, where the world is constantly in peril, something is about to go horribly wrong in the best 
possible way. 

7:00 PM RPG03 Hackmaster 5th Edition 
 - Learn to Hack 

By: Jon Woodland 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
Hackmaster 5th Edition is an incredibly detailed roleplaying system, spawned from the roots of the most classic fantasy RPG. Despite the incredible detail, it is fast paced and 
relatively easy to learn. Forget what you ever thought about Hackmaster, this is not a joke system. Instead, it simulates the difficult struggle of honourable beings, journeying from 
ordinary citizen to hero. The path is not easy, and the possibility of death and dismemberment lurk around every corner. 

7:00 PM RPG01 

Mistborn Adventure 
Game  

- Alloy of Law: "The 
Good 

, the Bad, and the Alloys" 

By: Ryan Downing 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
Based on Brandon Sanderson's epic Mistborn novel, The Alloy of Law! Out in the Roughs, there's a treasure of legend, and a lot of bad hombres looking for it. You and your Crew 
need to get it  first. Strap on your shooting irons, pull on your dusters, prep your vials and metalminds, and get ready to Scheme in a Whole New Era! No previous experience 
required; characters provided. 

7:00 PM RPG06 Numenera -  
The Nightmare Switch 

By: Jeff Wike 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
The village of Redstone is suffering from a mysterious affliction; everyone is having horrible nightmares that prevent them from sleeping. The Aeon Priests have been working to 
find a solution, but they've locked themselves in their tower for several days already and no can get in contact with them! 

7:00 PM RPG15 

Pathfinder RPG -  
Pathfinder Society:  

#5-10  
Where Mammoths  

Dare Not Tread 

Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 7�11. 
Despite several promising developments on the front lines, it�s increasingly clear to the Pathfinder Society that fighting its way across the entire Worldwound would prove far more 
costly than approaching the Sky Citadel Jormurdun from the west. What it might gain in ease of use, the society lacks in an established basecamp, so the PCs must travel to the 
Realm of the Mammoth Lords to win over the locals and secure a beachhead-all without falling prey to the area�s powerful megafauna, savage demons, & relentless barbarian tribes. 
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7:00 PM RPG16 

Pathfinder RPG -  
Pathfinder Society:  

#5-11  
Library of the Lion 

Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1�5. 
Few societies have so vaunted a tradition of leading crusades as Taldor, yet the constant revisions to its history by scheming factions leaves the truth obscured by 
countless acts of political modifications. Even the lauded Kitharodian Academy�s texts are riddled with these changes, so when a secretive ally approaches the 
Pathfinder Society with information about a hidden archive that contains the unaltered histories, the Pathfinders plan a daring infiltration to recover the secrets of 
Taldor�s past victories so that Mendev might benefit from the discovery. 

7:00 PM RPG13 

Pathfinder RPG -  
Pathfinder Society: 

#5-08 
The Confirmation 

Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for level 1-2. 
Almost all Pathfinders undergo extensive training for three or more years to learn the tricks of the trade, and their last test before graduating from the ranks of the 
initiates to the status of a full Pathfinder agent is the Confirmation, a special research project that involves considerable fieldwork and is designed to simulate the 
initiates' future work as a Pathfinder. Even the noteworthy field commissioned agents sometimes participate in such trials as a way to familiarize themselves with 
the Pathfinder Society�s rules and expectations. Although Confirmation is typically an individual affair, the society recently discovered a site on the Isle of Kortos that 
would be perfect for initiates but perhaps too dangerous to handle alone. Successfully uncovering this site�s secrets will not only contribute to the society�s body of 
knowledge but shape the exciting careers ahead for each of the prospective agents. 

7:00 PM RPG14 

Pathfinder RPG -  
Pathfinder Society: 

#5-09 
The Traitor's Lodge 

Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3�7. 
During the recent attack on Nerosyan, Pathfinders sought out a local venture-captain to aid in the city�s defense. What they found instead suggested the leader had 
not only fled recently but had played a part in the demons� offensive. Venture-Captain Jorsal has determined that the safety and integrity of the Pathfinder Society 
requires that a team delve into the sealed basement beneath the abandoned lodge to determine what other plans his turncoat colleague may have set in motion. 

7:00 PM RPG08 
Warhammer 40K  

Rogue Trader  
- Darkest Skies 

By: Cameron Courtney 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
A team of highly skilled professionals carry out the will of the Emperor of Man and follow the flow of riches to a world of Heretics under the darkest of skies... 
Will they find profit? Or death...? 

7:00 PM RPG10 
Warhammer Fantasy  

Roleplay 1E - The  
Kaadwalader Affair 

By: Steven Saunders of Black Goat Games 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
East of Mörlenfurt, near a forbidding mouth into the Grey Mountains, the Landgraf of the area, Baron Kaadwalader of Seitwart, has called upon individuals hailing 
everywhere from the nearby: Reikland, the Empire and beyond, to join him at his estate in order to hear his offer about a new, grand endeavor... sure to make 
anyone willing to take it on a pretty Pfennig.  What this powerful Baron wants is unknown, but you have arrived at Gutshof Keep, along with all the others like you at 
the appointed time. Whatever Baron Kaadwalader has in store, it's sure to be interesting. 

7:00 PM RPG02 
West End Games d6  

- BPRD: The Killings of  
Kapuskasing Redux 

By: Nathan Patten 
Time: 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
The Bureau of Paranormal Research and Defense has been called By: the Ontario government to investigate a series of possibly supernatural murders that have 
been committed in the northern town of Kapuskasing. Is it really the supernatural or something more mundane. Join the BPRD and find out ! This Game can be very 
adult in theme. Be warned. 

SATURDAY SPECIAL EVENTS 

9:00 AM 13 
GottaCon 2014  

Gamers Silent Auction 
Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Time: 9:00am to 6:30 pm 
On Saturday March 1st only between 9:00am and 6:30 pm, come out to the Sidney room and take part in the GottaCon gamers silent auction, brought to you by GottaCon 
Conventions. Convention goers are welcome to bring out their own items for sale as well as bid on the wide variety of items that will be available. We stress patience with convention 
staff as it takes time to enter all the information of submitted items and when the auction is complete to record all the results. If you would like to fill out a form and bring it with you to the 
convention please download the form. Also this year we are allowing for Friday drop off between 5pm and 10 pm and we will set up self-serve computers onsite where you can fill out 
your forms and print them for our staff. 

9:00 AM 23 Miniature Painting 
Contest Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Drake 
Time: 9:00am to 6:00 pm 
Prizes: Trophies will be provided for 1st as well as awards for 2nd and 3rd Place in each category 
Rule: Document: http://www.gottacon.com/components/tournaments/paintingcompetitiongc2014.pdf 
Categories: * Single Figure * Large Figure * Squad or Group 
Notes: * Categories are open to any scale model from any genre or manufacturer. * Maximum 1 entry per category, per contestant. * All Entries must be in by Saturday 6pm! * All 
figures entered can be picked-up by owners on Sunday, March 2 between 1pm � 5pm and no later than 5pm Sunday! 

10:00 AM 12 
GottaCon 2014 

Costume Contest 
- Registration 

Sponsor: Dragon Impact 
By: GottaCon and Northwest Fan Fest 
Registration: 10:00am to 4:30 pm at the Northwest Fan Fest Booth, located next to the GottaCon Photo Booth 
Deliberation: 5:00 pm to 6:00 pm in the main theatre � closed to the public 
Awards Presentation: 6:00 pm to 7:00 pm in the main theatre � open to the public 
Whether you�re a beginner or a veteran, you�re welcome to strut your stuff at the GottaCon Costume Contest, sponsored by Dragon Impact and Northwest Fan Fest. Compete with 
others to win a prize in one of several categories. Judging will be based on individual costumes. Skits will not be performed (sorry). 
 
convention attendees can stop by the Northwest Fan Fest booth and fill out a contest entry form. At that time the attendee�s photo will be taken at the GottaCon Photo Booth and each 
contestant will be assigned an entry number. Judge deliberation will begin at 5:00 pm with contestants present so judges can ask questions and take a closer look at costumes.  

1:00 PM RPG01 Walk & Talk 
with Jonathan Tweet 

By: award-winning RPG designer: Jonathan Tweet 
Time: 1:00 pm to 2:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 6 to 60 
Stand and be counted with your people! Everyone stands in a group. The leader presents the group with binary choices such as, "If you like pirates better than ninjas, move left. If you 
like ninjas better than pirates, move right." Everybody gets to see how everyone else in the group answers each question. Opinionated people on either side can explain their choices. 
Periodically we stop and discuss, and then move on to new questions. Topics are games, science fiction, fantasy, geeky interests, and conventions; or pose your own questions to the 
group. Originally a Burning Man event. 

2:00 PM 12 VicWars 

By: VicLUG 
Time: 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm 
Location: VicLUG booth 
Please note there may be  small adjustments to start times onsite. 
The Victoria Lego Users Group, or VicLUG, is happy to run our home cooked table top minifig game, VicWars for the 5th year running. It was developed for GottaCon, based very 
loosely on BrikWars, and is an easy pickup game for any age. We ask that you don't bring any of your own Lego or other bricks to the game, we will supply all necessary game 
material. Please check www.VicLUG.ca/vicwars.html for the latest rule set, but expect some changes as we adjust the game every year to make it interesting and new to returning 
players and even ourselves! Games will run for 2 hours and are drop in/out, very easy to pick up. Appropriate for any age but parents need to attend their children. 

6:00 PM 5 
GottaCon 2014 

Costume Contest - 
Awards Presentation 

Sponsor: Dragon Impact 
By: GottaCon and Northwest Fan Fest 
Registration: 10:00am to 4:30 pm at the Northwest Fan Fest Booth, located next to the GottaCon Photo Booth 
Deliberation: 5:00 pm to 6:00 pm in the main theatre � closed to the public 
Awards Presentation: 6:00 pm to 7:00 pm in the main theatre � open to the public 
Whether you�re a beginner or a veteran, you�re welcome to strut your stuff at the GottaCon Costume Contest, sponsored by Dragon Impact and Northwest Fan Fest. Compete with 
others to win a prize in one of several categories. Judging will be based on individual costumes. Skits will not be performed (sorry). 
On Saturday March 1st, from 10:00am to 4:30 pm, convention attendees can stop by the Northwest Fan Fest booth and fill out a contest entry form. At that time the attendee�s photo 
will be taken at the GottaCon Photo Booth and each contestant will be assigned an entry number. Judge deliberation will begin at 5:00 pm with contestants present so judges can ask 
questions and take a closer look at costumes. From 6:00 pm to 7:00 pm will be the panel portion where the top contestants will show off their costumes on stage and the winners will 
be awarded their prizes. 

7:00 PM 12 VicWars 

By: VicLUG 
time: 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm 
Location: VicLUG booth 
The Victoria Lego Users Group, or VicLUG, is happy to run our home cooked table top minifig game, VicWars for the 5th year running. It was developed for GottaCon, based very 
loosely on BrikWars, and is an easy pickup game for any age. We ask that you don't bring any of your own Lego or other bricks to the game, we will supply all necessary game 
material. Please check www.VicLUG.ca/vicwars.html for the latest rule set, but expect some changes as we adjust the game every year to make it interesting and new to returning 
players and even ourselves!  Games will run for 2 hours and are drop in/out, very easy to pick up. Appropriate for any age but parents need to attend their children. 
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SATURDAY SPECIAL EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

8:00 PM 5 

 Live Improv 
Double-Header 
� Two Shows 

For The Price Of One, 
Plus Short Film 

By: GottaCon, The Critical Hit Show and Improvised Dungeons and Dragons-Victoria 
Time: 8:00 pm to 12:00am (midnight) 
Where: Main Theatre 
Show: 
The Critical Hit Show (8:00 pm start) 
Game Companion � A short film (9:30-ish start) 
An Improvised Dungeons and Dragons (10:00 pm start) 
Price: $10 with valid Saturday convention pass for entry to all. $20 at the door starting at 7:30 pm. 
For more details please go to page 17 

8:00 PM 10 
GottaCon 2014 

Costume Themed 
Party 

Time: 8:00 pm to Midnight 
Location: The Tectoria Gamer Lounge 
This year we will be hosting our first ever costume themed party in our new Gamer Lounge! Come out and show off your costume of choice (please adhere to our costume 
policies) and mix and mingle with other convention attendees. The party will have a live DJ, comfortable atmosphere, cash bar, and fun events Like a Karaoke challenge and fan 
favorites costume voting. Plus, we will ask all our costume contest finalists to show off their hard work for all to see! Join us Saturday night in the Tectoria Gamer Lounge 
Please note this is a 19+ only event. Valid convention pass required to enter, entry to the event is free. Capacity is limited. 

SATURDAY TRADING CARD GAME EVENTS 

8:00 AM 11 
Magic: The Gathering  
- Pro Tour Qualifier: 

Journey Into Nyx 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Yellowjacket Comics and Toys 
Registration Start Time: 8:00am to 10:00am 
First Round Start Time: 10:15am 
Price: This event is included if you purchase the Magic: the Gathering weekend pass.  
To only participate in the Pro Tour Qualifier: Journey Into Nyx is $25 at the door of the convention. Participation in this way does not grant you access to the rest of the convention. 
Prizes: Winner receives invitation and airfare to Pro Tour: Journey into Nix in Atlanta. Booster packs prizes for top ranking players after swiss rounds. 
Format: Standard, swiss rounds by attendance (likely 7 or 8) followed by cut to top 8 playoff. 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 
Pro Tour Qualifiers offer a Planeswalker Points multiplier of 5x, making them prime opportunities to add to your Planeswalker Point totals. In addition to the invitation to the Pro 
Tour, the winner of each Pro Tour Qualifier will also receive a bonus of 1,000 Planeswalker Points. The top 8 finishing players will each receive an exclusive Pro Tour Qualifier Top 
8 playmat. Decklists are required and must be turned in as we seat round 1 for this Magic Pro Tour Qualifier. This PTQ provides an invite and travel award to Atlanta, GA 

9:00 AM 11 Learn to Play Yu-Gi-Oh! 

Brought to you by GottaCon Conventions, Uric Yu-Gi-Oh! and Skyhaven Games 
Registration: Walk up 
Yu-Gi-Oh! has become one of the most popular competitive TCG games since it�s initial release in 2002. Come learn the basics of this wonderful game. We will provide 
constructed decks with various play styles and mechanics that you can borrow. You can choose to duel against one of the members of Uric Yu-Gi-Oh! or against a friend with one 
of us guiding the match. These learn to play events will explain basic mechanics such as turn phases, chain resolution, and spell speeds. We will also be able to suggest various 
ways of constructing your deck if you become interested enough to pick up the game yourself. Be sure to check out our constructed tournament for more advanced level play. 

1:00 PM 11 
Netrunner 
Saturday 

Tournament 

Brought to you by GottaCon Conventions and Magic Stronghold 
Registration: Walk up 
Price: $5 including tax 
Prizes: Based on attendance from a 2014 Season 1 game kit 
Location: Magic Stronghold Booth 
This event will follow official tournament rules 

2:00 PM 11 
Magic: The Gathering  

- GottaCon  
Modern Tournament 

By: GottaCon and Yellowjacket. 
Price: $10 
Prizes: Based on attendance 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 
Each participant must bring their own minimum 60 card deck built using the current Modern rules and restrictions. 

7:00 PM 11 
Magic: The Gathering  

- Massive Mini 
Master Event 

By: GottaCon Conventions, Wizards of the Coast and Yellowjacket Comics and Toys 
Maximum Number of Participants: 150 
Price: Free with MTG weekend pass or $10 at the Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre. 
Prizes: To be determined, based on attendance. 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 
just like we did at GottaCon 2012 and 2013, this format is a fast fun way to play Magic! Each participant will received two boosters and have 15 minutes to construct a 25 card 
minimum deck. Participants will then be paired in a single elimination format with 50 min rounds. The winner of each round will receive an additional booster and will have 10 
minutes to modify their decks with these new cards. After round 3 deck size must be 40+ cards. Participants will then be paired for the next round until there is only one winner. 

SATURDAY WORKSHOP/DISCUSSION PANEL EVENTS 

10:30 AM 6 

Game Master�s Dirty 
Tricks: 

 Troubleshooting 
Tabletop Tribulations 

Time: 10:30am to 12:30 pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room 
Panelists: Alex Flagg, Steve Saunders, Douglas Lloyd, Jonathan Tweet, Chris Tulach 
Price: Free with valid con entry while seating is available 
Having problems with your game going off the rails? Time to break out the big guns! Lifelong GMs and fan-favourite GottaCon panelists Steve Saunders, Douglas Lloyd and Alex 
Flagg are joined by award-winning RPG designer Jonathan Tweet and Chris Tulach from Wizards of the Coast to share their favourite tips for putting one over on players, devising 
devious schemes, or improvising when your carefully laid plans go all to hell. 

12:30 PM 5 Getting Into the  
Video Game Industry 

Time: 12:30 pm to 2:30 pm 
Where: Main Theatre 
Panelists: Eric Jordan, Tim Teh, Devin Young, Jordan Reed, Chloe Brown 
You may want to get your foot into the industry but don�t know how. It may be your lifelong dream to help in the creation of video games but you don�t think you�re qualified because 
you don�t have any programming or art skills. But the video game industry is more than just designing and developing games. Learn about the jobs in the video game industry that 
require little or no experience in programming, what type of skills local studios are looking for, and how to get your foot into the door. Once your foot is in the door, learn what to 
expect about hours, wages, deadlines, and office culture. 

1:00 PM 6 Standard Action 
Screening 

Time: 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room 
Panelists: Joanna Gaskell, Rob Hunt, Edwin Perez, Jennifer Lyseng 
Standard Action is the fantasy-comedy webseries for geeks of all kinds, and 2014 is the year for Standard Action, Season 3! Come out to watch some behind the scenes footage 
and some sneak peeks of the new season, catch a snippet of the new musical episode, and ask the cast and crew about what�s to come 

3:30 PM 6 The World of 
 Ingress 

Time: 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room 
Panelists: Dustin Downs, Richard Pattee, Don Kapac, Matthew Charlton, Allan Weber, Jason Malo 
Come out and meet some local Ingress players and find out what all the buzz is about in the new Augmented Reality game from Google. Between us we represent moderators in 
the local Ingress communities, organizers in global �decoding� communities, event organizers and regular players. We�ll be presenting the game, viewing a couple of game videos, 
and doing a live presentation of the game client before sharing anecdotes/war stories and then asking the audience for questions. 

4:00 PM 20 

Everything You Wanted  
to Know About Building A 

PC  
(But Were Afraid to Ask) 

Time: 4:00 pm to 5:00 pm 
Where: BYOC Viewing Area 
Panelists: Eric Garay � Senior Hardware Editor, Futurelooks.com, Ivan Metelitsa � NCIX PC Brand Manager & System Designer, NCIX, Steve Sung � Country Manager, NVIDIA,  
It�s never been easier to build your own custom PC. But with so many options out there, it can be quite confusing (and infuriating with people calling you a n00b on forums). Let 
Futurelooks help you navigate those choices with a panel custom built just for you! Listen to industry experts break down the most important things to look for in the latest 
motherboards, graphics cards, and cooling methods, plus you�ll even have a chance to ask questions in this 100% safe environment. Even if you�ve never built a PC before, you 
might pick up a screwdriver after this fun, and action packed panel! And yes, there will be prizes and free stuff! 

SUNDAY BOARD GAME EVENTS 
8:00 AM BG13 Lords of Waterdeep 

By: Randy Ward  
Number of Players: 2 to 5  
Learn to Play Lords of Waterdeep. A great gateway worker placement game. 

8:00 AM BG14 Love Letter 
By: Susie Dancer  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
In the wake of the arrest of Queen Marianna for high treason, none was more heartbroken than her daughter, Princess Annette. Suitors throughout the City-State of Tempest 
sought to ease Annette's sorrow by courting her to bring some joy into her life. 

9:00 AM BG10 Dungeon Roll 
By: Bonnie Beyea  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
Dungeon Roll is a fantasy themed press your luck dice game. Will you continue deeper into the dungeon, fighting monsters and collecting treasure? Or will you play it safe and 
retreat to town with the experience points you have earned? Just one more roll...what's the worst that could happen? 
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9:00 AM BG09 Fire & Axe 

By: Geoff Conn  
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm  
Number of Players: 3 to 5  
Fire & Axe is an excellent board game of writing the viking sagas...yours! Load your longship with crew and goods and travel the waterways of dark ages Europe, trading, raiding 
and colonizing your way to victory. 9am till finish. 

9:00 AM BG17 
Interactivity 

Open 
Gaming  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout the show. Come 
by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

9:00 AM BG05 Kingdom Bots! 

By: Adrian Walker of Giant Monster Games  
Number of Players: 3 to 6 
Come demo the new domination game from Giant Monster Games. Kingdom Bots is a strategic game where you control armies of medieval robots trying to conquer the  land. The 
game play is a combination of Risk, Poker and Civilizations. 

9:00 AM BG21 Le Havre: Inland Port 

By: Tradecraft  
Number of Players: 2 (multiple sessions) 
All the great bounty of the maritime trade is yours, for a price, but at least you didn�t have to risk Davy Jones� locker to get it. *Le Havre: The Inland Port* is a two-player game in 
which both players compete to become the richest harbourmaster, by acquiring resources, and constructing buildings. After twelve rounds, players add the total value of their 
buildings and their money in cash to produce a final score. Go head to head with a friend, or bring two friends and make one just watch. Stuff your warehouses with booty, and win. 

9:00 AM BG15 M3 Gamers 
Open Gaming  

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: Varies  
Come get one last board game in! 

9:00 AM BG06 Merchant of Venus 

By: Aldo Santolla  
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
The galaxy is bursting with opportunities for savvy space traders to exploit, and the race to profit blasts off in Merchant of Venus. Discover new alien cultures and learn where you 
can get rich selling their goods in this board game of interstellar trade and exploration for 1-4 players. From your First Contact with alien cultures to the establishment of trade routes 
and spaceports, your quest for cash demands you keep on the move. Successful traders will quickly locate fast and reliable trade routes, timing their purchases and sales with the 
interest in the market. 

9:00 AM BG06 Red Dragon Inn 

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
In Red Dragon Inn, you and your friends are a party of heroic, fantasy adventurers. You've raided the dungeon, killed the monsters, and taken their treasure. Now you're back, and 
what better way to celebrate your most recent victory than to spend an evening at the Red Dragon Inn. You and your adventuring companions will spend the night drinking, 
gambling, and roughhousing. The last person who is both sober enough to remain conscious and shrewd enough to hold onto his Gold Coins wins the game. 

9:00 AM BG14 Rise of Augustus 

By: Susie Dancer  
Number of Players: 2 to 6 
You are one of the representatives of Roman Emperor Augustus Caesar and you long for the title of Consul. Do you have what it takes to ensure the support of the most influential 
senators and to take control of the provinces to gather as much wealth as possible? Only the most powerful among you will be able to lay claim to the title. 

9:00 AM BG15 Shadows 
Over Camelot  

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 7  
Shadows over Camelot is a cooperative/semi-cooperative hand management and deduction-based board game for 3-7 players.  
Each player represents a knight of the Round Table and they must collaborate to overcome a number of quests - ranging from defeating the Black Knight to the search for the Holy 
Grail. Completed Quests place white swords on the Round Table; failed Quests add black swords and/or siege engines around Camelot. The knights are trying to build a majority 
of white swords on the Table before Camelot falls. 

9:00 AM BG16 Talisman  

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 6  
Talisman is an adventure board game set in a high fantasy medieval world. Players have 14 characters to choose from all based on role playing archetypes, such as heroes, 
wizards, villains, thieves, monsters, etc. The game makes players feel they are traveling the world to find equipment, weapons, ancient relics, and companions that will help them 
on their quest to acquire the Crown of Command. Along the way they visit various locales in the worlds, battle each other and fantastic creatures to make their way to the top. 

9:00 AM BG19 
BG20  

VCon 
Open Gaming 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

9:30 AM 

BG02 
BG03 
BG04  
BG07 
BG08  
BG11 
BG12 

Great Canadian 
Board Game Blitz 

Qualifier 
Price: FREE 

Time: 9:30am registration, tournament: 10:00am - 5:00 pm  
Number of Players: 28 
This epic board game tournament will have four rounds and a maximum of 28 players. Each round players will have to choose one of 7 board games to play, based on their 
ranking from the previous round (the first round will be determined randomly, and the second round will be the opposite order of the first round). Players earn points based on their 
ranking in each game, and at the end of the four rounds, the player with the most points will be crowned champion of the Blitz and invited to the finals held in Toronto at FanExpo. 

 

 

 
 
Players are not required to have played all (or any) of the games prior to the Blitz, however prior experience with the games will certainly help a player�s chances of success. That 
being said, there will be people on hand to answer rules questions if needed. The Blitz is a great way to try new games, as well as an even better way to prove to all your gaming 
buddies that you�re a better board gamer than they are. 
 
Prizes: Our sponsors have provided some prizes and GottaCon has gathered up some additional prizes as well. Each round a random prize will be awarded and there will be 
prizes for top finishing ranks based on attendance. 
 
*Due to the chosen games, all rounds will be weighted equally (and not according to length, as is normal for the Blitz.) Games with shorter play times in the same round as longer 
games may be played multiple times with placements added up for an overall score to determine points for that round of the Blitz. In the event that multiple players share 
placements (two players tying for first, etc.) and no tie-break method is provided in the game rules, players will split the round points equally. Example: two players tie for second, 

10:00 AM BG18 Star Trek Catan 

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 4  
In Star Trek: Catan, players start the game with two small Outposts at the intersection of three planets, with each planet supplying resources based on the result of a dice roll. 
Players collect and trade these resources � dilithium, tritanium, food, oxygen and water � in order to build Starships that connect regions in the galaxy, establish more Outposts and 
Starbases (upgraded Outposts) at new intersection points in order to increase resource acquisition, and acquire Development Cards that provide Victory Points (VPs) or special 
abilities. 

11:00 AM BG02 Battlestar Galactica  

By: Nick Bolingbroke  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
Battlestar Galactica: The Board Game is an exciting game of mistrust, intrigue, and the struggle for survival. Based on the epic and widely-acclaimed Sci Fi Channel series. We will 
be playing with bits and pieces from all of the expansions, and a small amount of house-rules/home-brews, for the best gaming experience. 

11:00 AM BG13 Castles 
of Burgundy 

By: Randy Ward  
Number of Players: 2 to 5 
Learn to Play Castles of Burgundy. A dice based board game with options to modify your results. 

11:00 AM BG09 For Greed or Glory Play 
Testing  

By:  Marcel Perro   
Number of Players:  2 to 4 
We will be running a play test of the strategy game, For Greed and Glory, which we hope to bring to market in the near future. and will have at least 2 copies of the game with us to 
allow for more players. For Greed or Glory is a 2-4 player strategy game with a conspiratorial theme, incorporating economy and modern warfare. Each player is the leader of a 
shadowy organization vying to be the first to complete 3 objectives which require you to invest in interests and perform military maneuvers.   

Round One 10:00am Round Two 11:30am Round Three 1:30pm Round Four 3:30pm 
1. Zombie Dice 
2. Love Letter 
3. King of Tokyo 
4. Bang! 
5. Guillotine 
6. Citadels 
7. 7 Wonders  

1. Ticket to Ride 
2. Ticket to Ride Europe 
3. Cargo Noir 
4. Nuns on the Run 
5. Smallworld 
6. Star Trek Catan 
7. Settlers of Catan  

1. Munchkins Pathfinder 
2. Dungeon Petz (TBD) 
3. Munchkins Zombies (TBD) 
4. The Stars Are Right 
5. Frag 
6. NightFall 
7. Thunderstone  

1. Dominion & Dark Age expansion 
2. Robo Rally 
3. Race for the Galaxy 
4. Bohnanza 
5. Porto Rico 
6. Lords of Waterdeep 
7. Lords of Waterdeep with Scoundrels of Skullport expansion  
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11:00 AM BG01 High Command 

By: Paul Puhallo 
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
The fires of continent-spanning war engulf western Immoren, forging great leaders in a crucible of conflict. Bold commanders orchestrate grand strategies and daring battlefield 
tactics, their actions bringing glorious victory? Or the despair of final defeat. Do you have the courage and cunning to lead your forces to ultimate triumph? Take command and 
muster the military might of an entire nation to conquer the Iron Kingdoms! Come out and try this exciting Deck-Building Game by Privateer Press. No experience necessary. 

11:00 AM BG17 
Interactivity 

Open 
Gaming 

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout the show. Come 
by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

11:00 AM BG15 Last Night 
on Earth 

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 6  
Last Night on Earth, The Zombie Game is a survival horror board game that pits small-town Heroes head-to-head against a horde of Zombies. A team of four heroes is chosen by 
one set of players, and the Zombies are controlled by 1 or 2 players. 

11:00 AM BG16 Robo Rally 
By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 8  
In RoboRally player's each control a different robot in a race through a dangerous factory floor. Several goals will be placed on the board and you must navigate your robot to them 
in a specific order. The boards can be combined in several different ways to accommodate different player counts and races can be as long or as short as player's desire. 

11:00 AM BG22 The Goods  

By: Aaron Grimshaw  
Time: 11:00am to 5:00 pm  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
The Goods is a standalone resource management multiplayer card game for 2 to 4 players. Players manage food sources while constructing buildings that all players can share. 
Buildings are worth points and let players increase their Goods.          Available for purchase at GottaCon! 

11:00 AM BG19 
BG20  VCon Open Gaming 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

12:00 PM BG18 Ticket to Ride 
By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 5  
Players collect cards of various types of train cars they then use to claim railway routes in North America. The longer the routes, the more points they earn. Additional points come 
to those who fulfill Destination Tickets � goal cards that connect distant cities; and to the player who builds the longest continuous route. 

1:00 PM BG05 Bodger Games 

By: Paul Puhallo  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
Looking for some wacky entertainment with a little dose of destruction? Every Bodgers game brings home fun for the whole family as you dive into the maniacal and mechanical 
mayhem of the always zany and sometimes dangerous goblin Bodgers. Come try out Three exciting Bodger Games by Privateer Press: Infernal Contraption, Scrappers, Heap, 
and Bodgermania! No experience necessary. 

1:00 PM BG05 Boss Monster 
By: Adrian Walker of Giant Monster Games  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
Have you ever wanted to be the Boss Monster in your very own dungeon? Do you feel like collecting the souls of fallen heroes? If so, then look no further! Come demo this 8-bit 
card game that was made possible by the powers of Kickstarter. 

1:00 PM BG13 
BG14 

DEMO - 
Twin Gears Beta 

By: Kenton Moore of Soulforge media  
Number of Players: 2 to 10 
This will be both a demonstration, and a chance to try out a prototype of Soulforge Media's upcoming card-combat/board game hybrid "Twin Gear." 
Designed by Astra Crompton, and produced by Soulforge Media, Twin Gear puts players in charge of "Gears" that compete in combat to settle disputes in a rich sci-fi world. 
Assemble your team well, Client... the claim to planets and resources hangs in the balance. 

1:00 PM BG17 
Interactivity 

Open 
Gaming  

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout the show. Come 
by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

1:00 PM BG21 Tzolkin: 
 Mayan Calendar  

By: Tradecraft  
Number of Players: 2 to 4 
The Maya were a highly developed civilization known for its unique art, complex architecture, sophisticated mathematics and advanced knowledge of the stars. At the heart of their 
society was a mysterious calendar - Tzolk'in. With a length of 260 days, it could predict the right time to plant seeds, the time to build monuments, the day a new baby would be 
born as well as the movement of the planets. It was the centerpiece of the Mayan cycle of life. We invite you to become one of the ajaw, the leaders of Mayan tribes. Please the 
gods and lead your clan to prosperity! As in the life of ancient Maya, the center of our game is the Tzolk'in calendar � a set of gears that rotate each round of the game.  

2:00 PM BG06 7 Wonders 

By: Stephen Lang  
Number of Players: 3 - 7 
You are the leader of one of the 7 great cities of the Ancient World. Gather resources, develop commercial routes and affirm your military supremacy. Build your city and erect an 
architectural wonder which will transcend future times. 7 Wonders lasts three ages. In each age, players receive seven cards from a particular deck, choose one of those cards, 
then pass the remainder to an adjacent player. Players reveal their cards simultaneously, paying resources if needed or collecting resources or interacting with other players in 
various ways. (Players have individual boards with special powers on which to organize their cards, and the boards are double-sided). Each player then chooses another card from 
the deck they were passed, and the process repeats until players have six cards in play from that age. After three ages, the game ends. 

2:00 PM BG15 Dominion  

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
In Dominion, each player starts with an identical, very small deck of cards. In the center of the table is a selection of other cards the players can "buy" as they can afford them. 
Through their selection of cards to buy, and how they play their hands as they draw them, the players construct their deck on the fly, striving for the most efficient path to the 
precious victory points by game end. 

2:00 PM BG17 Interactivity Open 
Gaming 

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout the show. Come 
by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

2:00 PM BG21 Mascarade 

By: Tradecraft  
Number of Players: 2 to 6 
To win is simple, or so you think. Gathering 13 gold coins is all it will take, but in order to do this, you will need to know who your opponents are, or even better yet, who *you* are, or 
even better still, who you can make your opponents *believe* you are. A game of hidden identities, even from yourself, you play each personality�s abilities to achieve victory, 
unless your opponents call your bluff instead. Bring your poker face, or your eidetic memory. The more players in the game, the more chaos you can expect, because you can 
never truly be *sure* who is behind that mask. 

2:00 PM BG09 Shadowrun Crossfire 
By: Alex Balmer - Catalyst Demo Team  
Number of Players: 2 to 5 
Board game based on the Shadowrun universe. In this cooperative card game, players collect guns, spells & gear to defeat a series of obstacles. 

2:00 PM BG19 
BG20  VCon Open Gaming 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

4:00 PM BG02 Bodger Games 

By: Paul Puhallo  
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
Looking for some wacky entertainment with a little dose of destruction? Every Bodgers game brings home fun for the whole family as you dive into the maniacal and mechanical 
mayhem of the always zany and sometimes dangerous goblin Bodgers. Come try out Three exciting Bodger Games by Privateer Press: Infernal Contraption, Scrappers, Heap, 
and Bodgermania! No experience necessary 

4:00 PM BG01 High Command 

By: Paul Puhallo 
Number of Players: 2 to 4  
The fires of continent-spanning war engulf western Immoren, forging great leaders in a crucible of conflict. Bold commanders orchestrate grand strategies and daring battlefield 
tactics, their actions bringing glorious victory? Or the despair of final defeat. Do you have the courage and cunning to lead your forces to ultimate triumph? Take command and 
muster the military might of an entire nation to conquer the Iron Kingdoms! Come out and try this exciting Deck-Building Game by Privateer Press. No experience necessary. 

4:00 PM BG17 Interactivity Open 
Gaming 

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: Varies 
Come play a game with the best and brightest Victoria's one-and-only board gaming cafe has to offer. We'll be playing and teaching a variety of games throughout the show. Come 
by and challenge us or come learn a new favourite. 

4:00 PM BG18 Kingdom Builder 

By: Interactivity Board Game Cafe  
Players: 2 to 4 
Nine different kinds of terrain are on the variable game board, including locations and castles. During his turn, a player plays his terrain card and builds three settlements on three 
hexes of this kind. If possible, a new settlement must be built next to one of that player�s existing settlements. When building next to a location, the player may seize an extra action 
tile that they may use from their next turn on.  
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SUNDAY BOARD GAME EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

4:00 PM BG15 
BG16 

M3 Gamers 
Open Gaming  

By: M3 Gamers  
Number of Players: Varies  
Come get one last board game in! 

4:00 PM BG19 
BG20  VCon Open Gaming 

By: VCon  
Number of Players: Varies 
VCon will be teaching and playing games throughout GottaCon2014. Got a favourite game? Let us know or come find a new one with us! 

4:00 PM BG10 Yggdrisil 
By: Geoff Conn  
Number of Players: 2 to 5  
Ragnarok, the endtimes, is coming! Take on the role of a Norse God and defend Asgard from its Enemies! This is a beautiful and challenging cooperative board game. 

SUNDAY ELECTRONIC GAME EVENTS 

10:00 AM 21 

PC - GottaCon StarCraft 
2  

Heart of the Swarm 
Tournament 

Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Cool Master 
Time: Lower Finals � 10:00 am , Grand Finals � 11:30 am 
Format: 1v1, Best of Three, Double Elimination 
Maximum Players: No Player Limit (Times are based on 16 players) 
Prizes: 1st place: HAF Stacker 935 Case + i700 PSU + Skorpion Mouse Bungee, 2nd and 3rd place: i700 PSU + Skorpion Mouse Bungee, 
 
1v1 Map Pool: Alterzim Stronghold TE, Daedalus Point, Frost LE, Habitation Station LE, Heavy Rain LE, G96, Polar Night LE, Yeonsu LE 
 
Players will be randomly seeded into the tournament. All matches will be best of three. Map pool to be announced later (but will most likely be the current WCS map pool). Maps for 
each round will be predetermined except for Winner�s Final, Loser�s Final and Grand Final, which will use a map elimination system. Players are not required to select a race before 
a match, but must use the race they used in game one throughout each match (random counts as a separate race). 

10:00 AM 21 

PC - GottaCon 
League of Legends 

Championship  
(Championship Bracket) 

(5vs5) 
Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Logitech 
Time: Semi Finals � 10:00 am, Finals- 1:00 pm 
Format: 5v5 Tournament Draft, Summoner�s Rift, single elimination 
Maximum number of teams: 8, 4 from GottaCon qualifiers and 4 from Round Robin 
Prizes: 
1st place: $1500 cash for the team and invitations to the Logitech G-Series �Alpha Initiative� program. To start off you get one set of headphones, one mouse, one keyboard, 
branded apparel. Riot based RP support will awarded as well. 
2nd place: $1000 cash for the team and Riot based RP support. 
3rd place: $150 in Logitech G-Series product prizes for each player and Riot based RP support. 
4th place: $100 in Logitech G-Series product prizes for each player and Riot based RP support. 
 
All matches in the main bracket are best of three, with the higher seeded qualified team getting to pick side for game one and loser having pick for game two and three. 

10:30 AM 21 

PC - GottaCon  
League of Legends  

Judgement Tournament 
(5vs5) 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsored by: HyperX 
Time: Registration: 10:30am - 11:30am, Live Draft: 12:00 pm 
Format: 5v5 Tournament Draft, Summoner�s Rift, single elimination 
Maximum Teams: 40, eight of which will be captains 
Prizes: 1st place: One prize from the prize vault and 3200 RP and Triumphant Ryze each, 2nd place: 2400 RP, 3rd place: 1600 RP, 4th place: 800 RP 
 
The eight captains will randomly be given a draft order and the draft will proceed in a snake draft format. This means the captains who gets 1st pick will also get the 16th, 17th and 
32nd pick, while the captains who gets 8th pick will also get 9th, 24th and 25th pick. Teams are randomly placed into an eight team single elimination bracket with the team higher 
up on the bracket having choice of side. 3rd and 4th place teams will play to determine final placement. All matches are best of one. 

10:30 AM 21 

PC - GottaCon 
DOTA 2 Championship 

Tournament  
(Championship Bracket) 

(5vs5) 
Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsored by: NCIX and Gamdias 
Time: 10:30 am - Finals and 3rd/4th place Matches 
Format: 5v5 Tournament Draft, Captain�s Mode 
Maximum Teams: No Team Limit (Times are Based on 8 teams) 
Prizes: 1st place: Gamdias HERMES Black Mechanical Gaming Keyboard + $50 NCIX Gift Card per player, 2nd place: Gamdias ZEUS Laser Gaming Mouse & NYX Gaming 
Surface � Medium per player, 3rd place: Gamdias EROS Surround Sound Gaming Headset & AEGIS Artful Accessory per player 
 
1st place team from Pool A will play 2nd place of pool B and vice versa. All matches in the bracket stage are best of three, with the higher seeded qualified team getting to pick side 
for game one and loser having pick for game two and three. If teams with the same seed play each other a coin toss will determine who gets pick of side for game one. 

10:30 AM 19 
PC - 

Next Car Game 
Public Play 

By: GottaCon Conventions and BC Gamer 
Sponsored by: Bugbear Entertainment 
Number of Participants: based on time 
Prizes: early-access copies of Next Car Game 
Bugbear Entertainment, the makers of the FlatOut series, is currently developing their next car game (aptly named). They have provided us with several early-access copies of the 
game to demo at GottaCon. 8 to 10 players at a time will enter demolition derbies using our Public Play PCs and the fastest and most destructive drivers will come out on top. 

12:00 PM 21 
PC - 

 Left 4 Dead 2 
Survival 

By: GottaCon Conventions and BC Gamer 
Sponsored by: BC Gamer 
Your will to survive shall be tested by tireless waves of the undead. Teams of 4 will be assigned 3 survival challenges with their best time determining entry to the final round. 2 
teams can play at a time using our Public Play PCs. The top 2 teams will then start one last survival session simultaneously to see who can hold out the longest! 

12:00 PM 12 
Xbox 360 - 

Super Street Fighter 4  
AE Tournament (3v3 

By: Victoria, BC, Canada�s Fighting Game Scene 
Price: $5 per team member 
Prizes: Pot awarded to winning team plus potential mystery prizes 
Location: Victoria�s Fighting Game Scene exhibitor Booth 
 
Join the Victoria�s Fighting Game Scene at their booth in the exhibitor area for 3v3 team battles in Super Street Fighter 4AE on Xbox 360. Teams will be picked at random. Best 2 
of 3 Rounds Single Elimination, No Handicap. The top 2 teams will play double elimination finals match. Only wired control devices are permitted. It will cost an entry fee of 5 dollars 
per player for prize pot. Don�t have a fight stick, no problem, one can be supplied. 

3:00 PM 21 
PC - 

Team Fortress 2 
� Free-Play 

By: GottaCon Conventions and BC Gamer 
Sponsored by: BC Gamer 
Valve�s team-based cartoon shooter is incredibly popular for a reason� if you haven�t given it a chance yet, this is the time! This is a LAN-wide session where maximum 
participation is encouraged. The game is free and installation files will be provided on-site. 

SUNDAY MINIATURE GAME EVENTS 
9:00 AM M02 DEMO - InEPTT 

By: Shawn Taylor 
Time: 9:00am to 6:00 pm (Multiple Sessions) 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
International Extraterrestrial Paranormal Tactical Teams (InEPTT) is a skirmish level Sci-fi/Horror/Pulp game using small commando like fire teams to go in and eliminate various 
paranormal or alien threats. Games will consist of pre-made teams and short fast scenarios so that players can get a quick feel on the rules. Feedback is desired from the 
developmental team.  Games will be run with a max of 4 players per game. Each game should be roughly 40 minutes in duration. 

9:30 AM 22 

Flames of War GottaCon 
Championship � Late 

War 
Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Time: 9:30am � 10:00am Briefing, Game 4: 10:00 AM � 12:30 AM, Lunch, Game 5: 1:30 PM � 4:00 PM, Awards: 4:00 � 5:00 PM 
Price: $50 HST included (advance ticket price, includes entry to convention and automatic registration into the FOW Championship) 
GottaCon will host a two day five round Flames of War tournament starting at 9:30AM Saturday. Three rounds will be played on Saturday and two rounds will be played on 
Sunday. Rounds will be 2.5 hours each. Armies will be limited to 1650 points. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; favourite opponent, best general and best overall. 
Armies will be formed according to new Battlefront point format for Late War Nationals tournaments, including Canadian East Coast and West Coast. Seating limit of 16 players.  

9:30 AM 24 

Steamroller 
Warmachine/Hordes  

GottaCon Championship 
Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: Privateer Press, Wiser's Collectables, and Advanced Deployment  
Price: $50 HST included (advance ticket price, includes entry to convention and GottaCon Conventions miniature based events) 
Army Lists *MUST * be submitted by February 26, 2014 to: pgnemissis301@gmail.com 
Starting Saturday morning at 9:30am our feature Warmachine/Hordes GottaCon Steamroller Championship tournament begins. Day one will see three rounds of play and day two 
will see the final three rounds of play. Army point limit is 50. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army. 
Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller tournament format. There is a seating limit of 48 players. Tickets go on sale on Oct 25, 2013 and will be sold on a first come first 
served basis. The following SR 2014 appendix rules will apply: *50 points, 2 army lists * Theme Forces: allowed. * Standard Steamroller scenarios, Character restrictions * The 
Events will use the DeathClock Variant. 



SUNDAY MINIATURE EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

9:30 AM 
M03 
M04 
M05 

Sunday Malifaux 

Seating limit: 8 
Price: Free with entry to the convention while seating available 
This tournament will be using Malifaux 2nd Edition. Game size is 50 Soulstones. Each player must choose one Faction from which to hire their crews throughout the tournament. 
Painted models are encouraged, but not required. Proxies for models are allowed, so long as it is readily apparent which model they represent. If in doubt, check with the 
organizers in advance! You must bring all materials needed to play including rulebook, fate deck, measuring device, markers, and of course models and their stat cards. Each 
game, Players should flip to determine the Deployment type (see pg. 80), a Story Encounter Strategy (see pg. 80), and a common scheme pool (see pg. 68). 

10:00 AM 8 

Warhammer 40K 
GottaCon 

Championships 
Tournament 

Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: KR Multicase and Magic Stronghold 
Time: 10:00am � 12:30 pm Game 1, Break � Best Painted judging, 1:00 pm � 3:30 pm Game 2, 4:00 pm � Awards 
Price: $50 HST included (advance ticket price, includes entry to convention and GottaCon Conventions miniature based events) 
Continuation of day one event.  

10:00 AM 7 

Warhammer Fantasy  
GottaCon 

Championships 
Tournament 

Day 2 

By: GottaCon 
Sponsors: KR Multicase and Magic Stronghold 
Time: 10:00am � 12:30 pm Game 1, Break � Best Painted judging, 1:00 pm � 3:30 pm Game 2, 4:00 pm � Awards 
Price: $50 HST included (advance ticket price, includes entry to convention and GottaCon Conventions miniature based events) 
Continuation of day one event. 

11:00 AM M02 DEMO - InEPTT 

By: Shawn Taylor 
Time: 9:00am to 6:00 pm (Multiple Sessions) 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
International Extraterrestrial Paranormal Tactical Teams (InEPTT) is a skirmish level Sci-fi/Horror/Pulp game using small commando like fire teams to go in and eliminate various 
paranormal or alien threats. Games will consist of pre-made teams and short fast scenarios so that players can get a quick feel on the rules. Feedback is desired from the 
developmental team.  Games will be run with a max of 4 players per game. Each game should be roughly 40 minutes in duration. 

1:00 PM M02 DEMO - InEPTT 

By: Shawn Taylor 
Time: 9:00am to 6:00 pm (Multiple Sessions) 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
International Extraterrestrial Paranormal Tactical Teams (InEPTT) is a skirmish level Sci-fi/Horror/Pulp game using small commando like fire teams to go in and eliminate various 
paranormal or alien threats. Games will consist of pre-made teams and short fast scenarios so that players can get a quick feel on the rules. Feedback is desired from the 
developmental team.  Games will be run with a max of 4 players per game. Each game should be roughly 40 minutes in duration. 

2:00 PM M02 DEMO - InEPTT 

By: Shawn Taylor 
Time: 9:00am to 6:00 pm (Multiple Sessions) 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
International Extraterrestrial Paranormal Tactical Teams (InEPTT) is a skirmish level Sci-fi/Horror/Pulp game using small commando like fire teams to go in and eliminate various 
paranormal or alien threats. Games will consist of pre-made teams and short fast scenarios so that players can get a quick feel on the rules. Feedback is desired from the 
developmental team.  Games will be run with a max of 4 players per game. Each game should be roughly 40 minutes in duration. 

4:00 PM M02 DEMO - InEPTT 

By: Shawn Taylor 
Time: 9:00am to 6:00 pm (Multiple Sessions) 
Number of Participants: 2 to 4 
International Extraterrestrial Paranormal Tactical Teams (InEPTT) is a skirmish level Sci-fi/Horror/Pulp game using small commando like fire teams to go in and eliminate various 
paranormal or alien threats. Games will consist of pre-made teams and short fast scenarios so that players can get a quick feel on the rules. Feedback is desired from the 
developmental team.  Games will be run with a max of 4 players per game. Each game should be roughly 40 minutes in duration. 

SUNDAY ROLE PLAYING GAME EVENTS 
12:00 AM RPG09 

Advanced Dungeons & 
Dragons 

2nd Edition  
- Big Trouble in Little Hills  

Part 2 

By: Patrick Klassen of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 12:00am (Midnight) to 4:00am 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
The people of Little Hills will not be safe until you can put an end to this threat once and for all. How far will you go to ensure the safety of these people? How can you save the 
people of Little Hills when you are fighting for your own life? This is Part 2 of a two-part scenario but players are not required to participate in both parts. Part 1 immediately 
proceeds this one in Slots 14 & 15 from 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm. 

12:00 AM RPG12 Paranoia - 
 Midnight Paranoia 

By: Jaime Tiampo 
Time: 12:00am (Midnight) to 4:00am 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
Paranoia! The classic dystopian future black comedy RPG. You and your fellow Troubleshooters will be fighting Commies in the glorious name of The Computer! Trust no one and 
keep your laser handy. 

12:00 AM RPG01 

Werewolf: 
the Social Game of 

Intrigue, Murder, 
Suspicion, and Betrayal! 

By: Knoll Stevenson 
Time: 12:00am (Midnight) to 4:00am 
Number of Participants: 5 to 30 
Join Knoll for an opportunity to play the classic Werewolf game, where the werewolves murder By: night, but are hunted By: day. Each player is randomly assigned a role, that of 
villager or werewolf. There are also special roles that will be introduced as the game progresses. Each night, the werewolves secretly select a villager to murder. If all the villagers 
die, the werewolves win the game. Each day, the villagers have an opportunity to gang up on the werewolves and hang one. Getting a majority of people to support the hanging will 
allow the villagers to kill one player, hopefully it's a werewolf, but nothing is certain until they are dead. As time passes, numbers dwindle, and if the werewolves aren't killed, then 
they will murder the entire village, and move on to the next one. 

9:00 AM RPG08 D100 Modern - U.G.C. 1 

Jason R. Goth 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 5 
U.G.C. 1 has finally been found lost for over 100 years. A group of rag tag explorers has the key to the front door and will finally discover what happened to the experimental Under 
Ground Complex. This is a puzzle heavy game so bring your thinking caps. This event has adult themes and is not recommended for younger players. 

9:00 AM RPG04 Faery's Tale Deluxe  
- Faery's Tale Adventure 

By: Courtney Raines of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 9:00am to 11:00am 
Number of Participants: 1 to 4 
An RPG for kids! The fairies of Brightwood must help their human friends solve a mysterious disappearance. All adults must be accompanied by a child (aged 6-10). 

9:00 AM RPG01 Games on Demand 

By: Larry B 
Time: 9:00am to 11:00am 
Come check out the newest and best from the brightest minds in roleplaying game design, all run by our dedicated volunteers.  You can drop by the RPG Headquarters at any time 
to learn about our selection of games, or swing by the Games on Demand table to jump right in!  Newbies and experienced players alike are welcome. 

9:00 AM RPG02 
Mutant Epoch  

- The Stitched Together 
Men 

By: Danny Seedhouse 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
A introduction to the post apocalypse Mutant Epoch RPG. Driven to shelter in the town of Exit 129 the party finds it a town under siege. Can the survive exploring the maze like 
tangles of metal that make up the Rust Yard and solve the mystery of the stitched together men or will they be more parts for the beast. 

9:00 AM RPG09 

Pathfinder - 
To Hell and Back: 
A Standard Action 
Adventure - Part 1 

By: Joanna Gaskell of Standard Action 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of participants: 3 to 4 
Edda, Fernando, Martin and Wendy have saved the land from impending disaster, but darkness still lurks in Redstork! A mysterious clue has been left in their hands... a clue that 
may lead them to the greater evil that threatens the tenuous peace. The devious cleric Torval left behind a darkly magical bracelet, and rumor has it that a powerful ogre mage to 
the north may be able to identify it. But the road will be a dangerous one, as the forest has grown dark and cold of late... 

9:00 AM RPG07 Pathfinder Beginner Box  
- Web of the Spider God 

By: Todd Glawson 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Now that the tower of the Elephant has fallen, its ripe for the picking. But there are others interested. There is an unusual amount of spider Priests from Yezud in the City of Thieves. 
You have taken it upon yourselves to find out why and perhaps get rich doing it. 

9:00 AM RPG15 

Pathfinder RPG - 
 Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-04 
The Stolen Heir 

Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1�5. 
The Mendevian Crusade draws heavily on the Pathfinder Society�s resources, and unless the Decemvirate can secure the assistance of generous patrons, the society may not 
have sufficient capital both to fight off the demonic invasion and to prepare its expedition to a lost historical site within the Worldwound. Upon hearing that the daughter of an 
eminent and wealthy of citizen of Sauerton has gone missing, the Pathfinders rush to her aid in the hope of earning her father�s goodwill and support in upcoming endeavors. 

9:00 AM RPG16 

Pathfinder RPG - 
 Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-06 You Have What 
You Hold 

Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3�7. 
As an act of retribution, an enemy of the society begins hiring river pirates to waylay Pathfinder boats bound for the crusader nation of Mendev. Unless the Pathfinders can track 
down the party responsible and put an end to their piracy, the raids may spell the doom of the society�s ambitions to the north. 
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SUNDAY ROLE PLAYING GAME EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

9:00 AM RPG13 

Pathfinder RPG - 
Pathfinder Society:  

#5-01 
The Glass River Rescue 

Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario for characters of 1st to 5th level (Tier 1�5). 
A Pathfinder leading a diplomatic envoy from the dwarven holds of the Five Kings Mountains has gone missing, and the balance of power in a time of war hangs on her rescue. 
The Pathfinder Society's divinations indicate the agent was waylaid in the theocratic nation of Razmiran, when one of her escorted diplomats failed to pay a requested tithe. Now it 
falls to the party to enter Razmiran, locate the missing Pathfinder and the dwarven diplomats, and escape with their lives. 

9:00 AM RPG14 

Pathfinder RPG - 
Pathfinder Society: 

 #5-02 
The Wardstone Patrol 

Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario for characters of 3rd to 7th level (Tier 3�7). 
All-out war has erupted on the long-contested border between the crusader nation of Mendev and the demon-infested Worldwound. With the magical defenses that once held the 
demons at bay failing, defense of the region now falls to small patrols of mobile soldiers to resupply, reinforce, and communicate between the border's many fortresses and outposts. 
With so much at stake, the Pathfinder Society has enlisted many of its agents to assist in the war effort, both to protect its own interests and to prevent the onrushing tide of demonic 
attackers from plunging the entire Inner Sea region into chaos. On one such wardstone patrol, however, the party may find itself facing an enemy of an entirely different nature. 

9:00 AM RPG05 
Savage Worlds  
- Ace Town and  

other High-Falootin' Stuff 

By: Takeda Anderson of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Space Ships, Frontier Town, Guns and everybody has a special 'talent'. It's the raggity edge of the 'Verse' and its a tough place especially after the Big Crash. Technology don't 
work very well anymore ... at least the shiny kind. Time to misbehave! Continued! 

9:00 AM RPG06 Savage Worlds  
- Chickens in the Mist 

By: Jeff Wike 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
When a rural Texan chicken farm tries to inject a little gene-manipulation into its illegal cockfighting operation, the feathers fly in this tale of murder most fowl. 

9:00 AM RPG10 

Shadowrun  
- Across the Line: Bug 

City! 
Part 1 

By Adrian of the Catalyst Demo Team 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
A group of Shadowrunners brave the dangers of Chicago "Bug City" to complete the mission. 

9:00 AM RPG03 
Warhammer 40K 
 Black Crusade  

- Corruption 

By: Cameron Courtney 
Time: 9:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
The struggle for power in the forces of Chaos is never simple. However, upon the discovery of a great artifact of the Gods of Chaos protected By: the ghoulish forces of Necron, 
these rivals must set aside their hatreds to overcome the awesome power before them. But when the dust settles, who will be left standing victorious? 

11:00 AM RPG04 Faery's Tale Deluxe  
- Faery's Tale Adventure 

By: Courtney Raines of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Time: 11:00am to 1:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 1 to 4 
An RPG for kids! The fairies of Brightwood must help their human friends solve a mysterious disappearance. All adults must be accompanied by a child (aged 6-10). 

11:00 AM RPG01 Games on Demand 
By: Larry B 
Time: 11:00am to 1:00 pm 
Come check out the newest and best from the brightest minds in roleplaying game design, all run by our dedicated volunteers.  You can drop by the RPG Headquarters at any time 
to learn about our selection of games, or swing by the Games on Demand table to jump right in!  Newbies and experienced players alike are welcome. 

2:00 PM RPG07 

Classic Traveller - 
Manager's Special: 
Carcosa, Planet of 

Mystery 

By: GottaCon RPG Manager Mike Gruber 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
This is Free Trader Beowulf, calling anyone...Mayday, Mayday...we are going down...153 light years from Earth, in the Hyades Cluster...main drive is gone...Mayday...losing cabin 
pressure fast...calling anyone...please help...This is Free Trader Beowulf...Mayday... Hard science-fantasy on a harsh Lovecraftian world. Mature Content (Ages 18+) 

2:00 PM RPG04 Faery's Tale Deluxe  
- Faery's Tale Kids 

By: Cameron Courtney 
Time: 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 5 
When the evil Gnome King kidnaps away Elleny, the woodsman's daughter, to be his bride, it is up to the guardian of the forest's most courageous crew to delve deep into the land 
of the gnomes and rescue her from her ungnome fate! 

2:00 PM RPG06 Future Worlds  
- Dust unto Dust 

By Stacy Armstrong 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
The end of the world is pretty much how they described it. Gritty, bleak, lots of guns...Except in the stories growing up it sounded kinda cool. Now I survive by doing whatever I gotta do. 

2:00 PM RPG05 Kingdom -  
A Season of Little 

By: Corey Burger 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 5 
The winter is ending and the food is scarce. It isn't yet fishing season yet, but a neighboring village just might have some extra food you can loot (or trade). Players are Vikings 
deciding what to do in a tough season. Kingdom is a narrative dice-less roleplaying system that encourages roleplaying. 

2:00 PM RPG01 

Mistborn Adventure 
Game  

- Alloy of Law: "The 
Good, 

the Bad, and the Alloys" 

By: Ryan Downing 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
Based on Brandon Sanderson's epic Mistborn novel, The Alloy of Law! Out in the Roughs, there's a treasure of legend, and a lot of bad hombres looking for it. You and your Crew 
need to get it  first. Strap on your shooting irons, pull on your dusters, prep your vials and metalminds, and get ready to Scheme in a Whole New Era! No previous experience 
required; characters provided. 

2:00 PM RPG09 

Pathfinder - To Hell and 
Back: A Standard Action 

Adventure  
- Part 2 

By: Rob Hunt of Standard Action 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of participants: 3 to 4 
Edda, Fernando, Martin and Wendy have made it to the town of Hell, and the ogre mage that can identify the mysterious bracelet is so very close! Can they get to the mage and 
get out before the town descends into chaos around them? If you missed Part 1, don't worry! You can still take part in the mayhem. 

2:00 PM RPG16 

Pathfinder RPG - 
 Pathfinder Society: 

#5-11 
Library of the Lion 

Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1�5. 
Few societies have so vaunted a tradition of leading crusades as Taldor, yet the constant revisions to its history by scheming factions leaves the truth obscured by countless acts of 
political modifications. Even the lauded Kitharodian Academy�s texts are riddled with these changes, so when a secretive ally approaches the Pathfinder Society with information 
about a hidden archive that contains the unaltered histories, the Pathfinders plan a daring infiltration to recover the secrets of Taldor�s past victories so that Mendev might benefit 
from the discovery. 

2:00 PM RPG13 

Pathfinder RPG - 
Pathfinder Society: 

#5-03 
The Hellknight's Feast 

Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario for characters of 5th to 9th level (Tier 5�9). 
War between demons and the civilized peoples of the Inner Sea region has broken out in the Worldwound far to the north of Absalom, but despite the regional implications of an 
Abyssal victory, many nations are ambivalent toward the cause. The Pathfinder Society, at the urging of Silver Crusade leader Ollysta Zadrian, arranges a formal banquet to be 
hosted by newlyweds Michellia and Damian Blakros, at which the society's agents can attempt to sway the political opinions of Absalom's movers and shakers. Will the Pathfinders 
succeed in securing the much-needed military support of Absalom and other nations bordering the Inner Sea, or will the crusaders and Pathfinders fighting on the front lines in 
Mendev find themselves standing alone before the demonic hordes? 

2:00 PM RPG14 

Pathfinder RPG - 
Pathfinder Society: 

#5-08 
The Confirmation 

Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for level 1-2. 
Almost all Pathfinders undergo extensive training for three or more years to learn the tricks of the trade, and their last test before graduating from the ranks of the initiates to the 
status of a full Pathfinder agent is the Confirmation, a special research project that involves considerable fieldwork and is designed to simulate the initiates' future work as a 
Pathfinder. Even the noteworthy field commissioned agents sometimes participate in such trials as a way to familiarize themselves with the Pathfinder Society�s rules and 
expectations. Although Confirmation is typically an individual affair, the society recently discovered a site on the Isle of Kortos that would be perfect for initiates but perhaps too 
dangerous to handle alone. Successfully uncovering this site�s secrets will not only contribute to the society�s body of knowledge but shape the exciting careers ahead for each of 
the prospective agents. 

2:00 PM RPG15 

Pathfinder RPG - 
Pathfinder Society: 

#5-09 
The Traitor's Lodge 

Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3�7. 
During the recent attack on Nerosyan, Pathfinders sought out a local venture-captain to aid in the city�s defense. What they found instead suggested the leader had not only fled 
recently but had played a part in the demons� offensive. Venture-Captain Jorsal has determined that the safety and integrity of the Pathfinder Society requires that a team delve into 
the sealed basement beneath the abandoned lodge to determine what other plans his turncoat colleague may have set in motion. 

2:00 PM RPG02 Savage Worlds  
- Deep Space Salvage 

By: Duncan MacRae 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 1 to 5 
Communication with an asteroid mining station went dark a few months ago and your team won the rights to mount a salvage operation. Should be a pretty routine operation with 
no unexpected hiccups at all. The adventure starts with the first step into the abandoned station. At least, you assume it's been abandoned. 
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SUNDAY ROLE PLAYING GAME EVENTS continued... 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

2:00 PM RPG10 

Shadowrun  
- Across the Line: Bug 

City!  
Part 2 

By Adrian of the Catalyst Demo Team 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 6 
A group of Shadowrunners brave the dangers of Chicago "Bug City" to complete the mission. 

2:00 PM RPG03 

Warhammer Fantasy 
Roleplay 

3rd Edition - One Hand 
 Gives, the Other Hand 

Takes Away 

By: Bryan Skinner 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 5 
A hunting party is recruited By: a backwater aristocrat to recover some heirlooms lost in a recent raid� An introductory demo adventure exploring mechanics of 
WFRP 3E as well as the flavour of the Old World. Based on an adventure written By: Jay Hafner. 

2:00 PM RPG08 
Warlord of Mars: 

the Role-playing Game�  
- Hordes of Mars 

By: Chris Mackie of Creative Mage Games 
Time: 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Warlord of Mars: the Role-playing Game� is a new way to vividly experience pulp fantasy on the world of Barsoom - a world imagined first By: Edgar Rice 
Burroughs (the creator of Tarzan) in his sword-and-planet story, 'A Princess of Mars'. The core of this game is storytelling. You and your friends may tell a story 
together, guiding your heroes through quests for lost cities; battles with deadly Martians; daring rescues; courtly romance; and much more. 

4:00 PM RPG04 Faery's Tale Deluxe  
- Faery's Tale Kids 

By: Cameron Courtney 
Time 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Number of Participants: 2 to 5 
When the evil Gnome King kidnaps away Elleny, the woodsman's daughter, to be his bride, it is up to the guardian of the forest's most courageous crew to delve 
deep into the land of the gnomes and rescue her from her ungnome fate! 

SUNDAY SPECIAL EVENTS 

2:00 PM 12 VicWars 

By: VicLUG 
Time: 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm 
Location: VicLUG booth 
The Victoria Lego Users Group, or VicLUG, is happy to run our home cooked table top minifig game, VicWars for the 5th year running. It was developed for GottaCon, based very 
loosely on BrikWars, and is an easy pickup game for any age. We ask that you don't bring any of your own Lego or other bricks to the game, we will supply all necessary game 
material. Please check www.VicLUG.ca/vicwars.html for the latest rule set, but expect some changes as we adjust the game every year to make it interesting and new to returning 
players and even ourselves! Games will run for 2 hours and are drop in/out, very easy to pick up. Appropriate for any age but parents need to attend their children. 

SUNDAY TRADING CARD EVENTS 

9:00 AM 11 DEMO - 
 Learn to Play Kaijudo 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Skyhaven Games 
Learn to Play Kaijudo. Receive a Free Demo deck and Learn to play, or Spell sling with our organizers. Beef up your deck with free cards won by Learning to play. Win foil Cards 
by challenging our organizers. Comeback and play again to get another free deck, 10 in total to collect. 

9:00 AM 11 Learn to Play 
Yu-Gi-Oh! 

Brought to you by GottaCon Conventions, Uric Yu-Gi-Oh! and Skyhaven Games 
Yu-Gi-Oh! has become one of the most popular competitive TCG games since it�s initial release in 2002. Come learn the basics of this wonderful game. We will provide 
constructed decks with various play styles and mechanics that you can borrow. You can choose to duel against one of the members of Uric Yu-Gi-Oh! or against a friend with one 
of us guiding the match. These learn to play events will explain basic mechanics such as turn phases, chain resolution, and spell speeds. We will also be able to suggest various 
ways of constructing your deck if you become interested enough to pick up the game yourself. Be sure to check out our constructed tournament for more advanced level play. 

9:00 AM 11 
Magic: The Gathering  

- GottaCon Commander 
Tournament 

By: GottaCon and Yellowjacket. 
Format: Multiplayer free-for-all 
Price: $10 
Prizes: To be determined, based on attendance 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 
Please go here for details on how this event works and current ban lists: http://www.wizards.com/magic/tcg/resources.aspx?x=magic/rules/100cardsingleton-commander 

9:00 AM 11 

Magic: The Gathering  
- GottaCon Grudge 

Match 
Day 2 

By: GottaCon Team and Yellowjacket. 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 
Teams (This year will see four grudge match teams. Two are from the mainland and two are from the island. The teams are as follows): 
* Team Victoria, qualifiers by Yellowjacket Comics (Greater Victoria Area) contact � Tyler Woolley 
* Team Vancouver, qualifiers by Magic Stronghold (Vancouver Area) contact � Jordan Woo 
* Mid-Island Crushers, qualifiers by Dice Bag Games (Shawnigan Lake and up) contact � Kristofor Wilson 
* Fraser Valley All-Stars, qualifiers by Wiser�s Wide World of Collectibles (Fraser Valley) contact � Michael Nixon 

10:00 AM 11 Kaijudo Novice 
Tournament 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Skyhaven Games 
Maximum Number of Participants: 16 
Price: $5 
Prizes: One booster per player + foil cards Top player(s) get a Kaijudo Playmat 
Ready to play versus others, or just want to have fun. Join us for a tournament with novices and experienced players alike. Win a booster and possibly promo foil cards. Win a 
Kaijudo Playmat for coming tops in our tournament. The more players the more playmats will be given out. 

11:00 AM 11 

Magic: The Gathering  
- TJ Silver Power 9 

Legacy Series  
(Pick a Mox) 

By: GottaCon and Yellowjacket. 
Time: Registration: 11:00am, Start Time: 12:00 pm( Noon) 
Price: $10 (access to the convention required) 
Prizes: Based on attendance 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 
Starting this year, at GottaCon 2014, we will host the first of nine exciting tournaments which will each feature a first place prize of one �power 9″ card. Each year, for the next nine 
years, we will host one of these events. At this year�s event we will host a Legacy tournament with the winner selecting one Unlimited Mox of their choice. Prizes for additional 
placements will be announced later along with more details. On the 10th anniversary of GottaCon (2018) a Beta Black Lotus will be up for grabs! This event will only continue if 
participation by the players/communities of Magic: The Gathering.  These cards have been generously donated by one of our very own Magic community players. GottaCon would 
like to thank, from the bottom of our collective heart, the wonderful TJ Silver for supplying the cards which will be available to be won. 

1:00 PM 11 Kaijudo Playmat Duel 
Day 

By: GottaCon Conventions and Skyhaven Games 
Maximum Number of Participants: 16 
Prizes: Kaijudo playmat to top player + foil card(s) 
Come play with a Demo deck + some free cards, or a deck only containing up to 60 stars (rarity points) worth of cards. Win more cards and possibly a Kaijudo Playmat in our 
Pauper Format. 

1:00 PM 11 
Netrunner 
Sunday 

Tournament 

Brought to you by GottaCon Conventions and Magic Stronghold 
Registration: Walk up 
Price: $5 including tax 
Prizes: Based on attendance from a 2014 Season 1 game kit 
Location: Magic Stronghold Booth 
This event will follow official tournament rules 

2:00 PM 11 

Magic: The Gathering  
- GottaCon Two Headed 

 Giant Sealed 
Tournament 

By: GottaCon Team and Yellowjacket 
Price: $40 per team 
Prizes: 3 boosters per team entered into pool. 
Location: Tournament Reporting Centre 
Teams will receive eight boosters to construct two decks in this tournament. Teams will be given 45 minutes to construct their decks. Teams will face off in a swiss style 
tournament. No. of Rounds: 4 

2:00 PM 11 Yu-Gi-Oh! Advanced  
Constructed Tournament 

Brought to you by GottaCon Conventions, Uric Yu-Gi-Oh! and Skyhaven Games 
Maximum Number of Participants: 16 
Price: $5 
Prize Structure: You will receive one booster pack upon entry and each participant adds two additional booster packs to the total prize pool. Uric Yu-Gi-Oh! will also provide $60 
worth of TCG gaming accessories (binders, boxes, and sleeves) or Yu-Gi-Oh! merchandise (booster packs or mats) to the prize pool based on attendance. All booster packs will 
come from the most recent set, Legacy of the Valiant. Are you prepared to compete against experienced players? Do you want to have fun in a competitive environment? Then 
come join us for our tournament! Each player who enters our event will receive a booster pack equal to the value of their entry. We will also be adding two additional booster packs 
to the event�s total prize pool for each player that registers, so be sure to tell everyone! The players who top our event will receive the packs accumulated for the prize pool with the 
majority going towards first and second place. The top players will also split $60 dollars worth of additional TCG and Yu-Gi-Oh! merchandise (Deck boxes, booster packs, trade 
binders, etc.). This will be an advanced constructed tournament (build your own deck) and will follow the most recent ban-list (January 1st, 2014). We will require you to write and 
submit a deck list. We will be conducting random deck checks throughout the event. 



SUNDAY WORKSHOP/DISCUSSION PANEL EVENTS 
Start Time Table/Area Event Booklet Description 

10:00 AM 5 The Future of Gaming 

Day: Sunday 
Time: 10:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Where: Main Theatre 
Panelists: Michael Kwan, Ben Hesketh, Alex Zorkin, Clayton Stark, Tyler Brand, Kathleen De Vere 
Price: Included with your regular GottaCon pass 
The way in which people game has evolved in leaps and bounds over the last five years. Now, most people have a gaming device at their fingertips. We call these 
things smartphones, but phoning people is a last-use item. Between smartphones, tablets, PCs, consoles, wearables, smart glass, oculus rift, alternate reality 
gaming, and the gamification of almost everything we do, where do we go from here? Is a holodeck just around the corner? Join us as we discuss what�s good, bad, 
and fluff in regards to what is currently available. Also, is there anything exciting currently in the works? 

10:30 AM 6 Making Kickass 
RPG Adventures 

Time: 10:30am to 12:30 pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room 
Panelists: Alex Flagg, Steve Saunders, Douglas Lloyd, Jonathan Tweet, Chris Tulach 
Anybody can run a module, but writing a good adventure of your own can be tough work�and reading The Hero With a Thousand Faces again isn�t helping. 
Brainstorm ways to breathe new life into your games with professional authors and veteran GMs Steve Saunders, Douglas Lloyd, Alex Flagg, Chris Tulach, and 
Jonathan Tweet in this invigorating roundtable discussion. Please bring your own ideas or adventure concepts for discussion! 

12:30 PM 5 

Storytelling in 
Video Games: 
 Telling Tales  
Around the 

Digital Campfire 

Time: 12:30 pm to 2:30 pm 
Where: Main Theatre 
Panelists: Chris Tihor, Raphael van Lierop, Eric Jordan, Joanne Parker Roberston 
With the increasing popularity of story heavy video games such as the Walking Dead and the Mass Effect series, more developers are looking towards story as 
being an essential element in modern games. Others disagree, even going as far as declaring story �unnecessary,� �irksome,� and �a waste of resources and time.� 
Our panel of industry veterans will discuss the importance of narrative in games, talk about the games that prove their point, and attempt to answer the question: 
are games the future of storytelling? 

1:00 PM 6 Memorable Characters in  
Literature and Games 

Time: 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room 
Panelists: Karl Johanson, Stephanie Johanson, Ryan Speck, Jordan Stratford 
Join Neo-Opsis editors Karl Johanson and Stephanie Johanson, and writers Ryan Speck and Jordan Stratford to discuss what makes a good character. Learn from 
these industry vets as they give examples of good characters, share their opinions as to why they�re good characters, and give advice on creating good characters. 

3:00 PM 5 The Art of Gaming 

Time: 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 
Where: Main Theatre 
Panelists: Adam Kosh, Michelle Papadopoulos, Raphael van Lierop, Paul Dowd, Jon Wiggins, Mack Adams 
Are video games art? This has been the subject of debate for years. Even with The Art of Video Games exhibit touring across North America, many parts of the 
entertainment industry are reluctant to accept video games as a true art form. Join industry vets as they discuss how the art found in video games has evolved over 
the decades, why the art is important to storytelling, what makes it art, and their thoughts on why the entertainment industry doesn�t want to acknowledge video 
games as an art form. 

3:30 PM 6 
PC vs Console,  

Digital vs Physical,  
Cable vs Netflix 

Time: 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room 
Panelists: Ivan Metelitsa, Michael Kwan, Glenn Morgan, Ryan Speck, Kathleen De Vere 
With digital media available at everyone�s fingertips, the way we consume media is constantly changing. It is estimated that 25 percent of Canadians own a tablet, 
56 percent of Canadians own a smartphone, every Canadian has access to a computer and the Internet, even if it�s only through their local library, gaming consoles 
have turned into multimedia machines, we have eBooks, Netflix, and now GlobalTV allows you to watch television live via their website, instead of being stuck to 
your television. Despite an abundance of digital media, physical media is still being consumed at very profitable levels. How has all of this changed the way creators 
get their product to the consumer? Where are they failing to keep up? Will physical media ever die or will it continue to evolve? Join us as we answer these 
questions and more, plus discuss where we may be in another five years. 
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GottaCon 2014 Discussion Panels 2014 
This year at GottaCon we have 300% more panels and twice as many guests! We hope you find something that 
interests you! If you want to know more about the guests speaking on the panels this year please go to page 16. 

Standard Action Live Action D&D 
Day: Friday at 8:00 pm to 10:00 pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room - Area 6 
Panelists: Joanna Gaskell, Rob Hunt, Edwin 
Perez, Jennifer Lyseng, and special guests. 
Price: Free 

Join the Standard Action webseries crew and special guests as they play a 
live, high-energy and interactive RPG game, complete with funny hats, foam 
weapons and snide remarks. Never played Pathifnder? This will be a great 
introduction! Last year they brought you a playthrough of Pathfinder module 
We Be Goblins� this year, its hilarious follow-up module We Be Goblins, 
Too! Cheer! Heckle! Win silly prizes!  

Video Game Burlesque Show 
Day: Friday at 10pm, start time 10:30pm 
Where: Theatre - Area 5 
Price: see description 

An intense battle of ultimate sexy is unleashed for your entertainment, as 
saucy Ladies and Gentlemen vie for your affection through a Gamer 
burlesque-extravaganza! Join us for GottaCon�s first Nerdlesque as we pit 
beloved video game characters against one another � and against the 
invading board game fiends. Who will win? The only things to lose are 
clothes!  
Price: $10 with valid Friday convention access 

Creating DIY Video Games: Indie 
Style! 
Day: Saturday at 10:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Where: Theatre - Area 5 
Panelists: Chris Tihor, Brent Owens, Scott 
Drader, Christer Kaitala, Max Loy 
Price: Free 

In recent years, making games on your own has become easier and more 
affordable than ever before. As part of a global do-it-yourself movement, 
independent or �indie� game companies are springing up all over the world 
and creating some rather remarkable and personal games. Our panel of local, 
indie game developers is hear to talk about their experiences in the wild world 
of DIY game creation and answer any questions you might have about 
making your own games.  

Game Master’s Dirty Tricks: 
Troubleshooting Tabletop Tribulations 
Day: Saturday at 10:30am to 12:30pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room - Area 6 
Panelists: Alex Flagg, Steve Saunders, Douglas 
Lloyd, Jonathan Tweet, Chris Tulach 
Price: Free 

Having problems with your game going off the rails? Time to break out the big 
guns! Lifelong GMs and fan-favourite GottaCon panelists Steve Saunders, 
Douglas Lloyd and Alex Flagg are joined by award-winning RPG designer 
Jonathan Tweet and Chris Tulach from Wizards of the Coast to share their 
favourite tips for putting one over on players, devising devious schemes, or 
improvising when your carefully laid plans go all to hell.  

Getting Into the Video Game Industry 
Day: Saturday at 12:30 pm to 2:30 pm 
Where: Theatre - Area 5 
Panelists: Eric Jordan, Tim Teh, Devin Young, 
Jordan Reed, Chloe Brown. 
Price: Free 

You may want to get your foot into the industry but don�t know how. It may be 
your lifelong dream to help in the creation of video games but you don�t think 
you�re qualified because you don�t have any programming or art skills. But the 
video game industry is more than just designing and developing games. Learn 
about the jobs in the video game industry that require little or no experience in 
programming, what type of skills local studios are looking for, and how to get 
your foot into the door. Once your foot is in the door, learn what to expect 
about hours, wages, deadlines, and office culture.  

Standard Action Screening with Q&A 
Day: Saturday at 1:00pm to 3:00pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room - Area 6 
Panelists: Joanna Gaskell, Rob Hunt, Edwin 
Perez, Jennifer Lyseng 
Price: Free 

Standard Action is the fantasy-comedy webseries for geeks of all kinds, and 
2014 is the year for Standard Action, Season 3! Come out to watch some 
behind the scenes footage and some sneak peeks of the new season, catch a 
snippet of the new musical episode, and ask the cast and crew about what�s 
to come.  

How to Become a Pro LOL Player with Q&A 
Day: Saturday at 2:30pm to 4:00pm 
Where: Theatre - Area 5 
Panelists: Team LoLPro 
Price: Free 

Join team LoLPro as they discuss how to become a pro/challenger player, 
what it means to be a pro player, and what the lifestyle is like. This will be 
followed by a Q&A session with the audience. 
Hauntzer ........... Kevin Yarnell ................. Top  
HeavenTime ..... Simon Jeon ................... Jungle  
Nyjacky ............. Chenglong Wang .......... Mid  
LOD .................. Ben deMunck ................ AD  
Lohpally ............ Derek Abrams ............... Support 
William Hoag .... iVillain ............................ Coach 

Everything You Wanted to Know  
About Building A PC (But Were Afraid to Ask) 
Day: Saturday at 4:00pm to 5:00pm 
Where: BYOC Viewing - Area 20 
Panelists:  
Eric Garay � Senior Hardware Editor, Futurelooks.com 
Ivan Metelitsa � Brand Manager & System Designer, NCIX 
Eric Chen  � Regional Marketing Manager, NVIDIA 
Price: Free 

It�s never been easier to build your own custom PC. But with so many options 
out there, it can be quite confusing (and infuriating with people calling you a 
n00b on forums). Let Futurelooks help you navigate those choices with a 
panel custom built just for you! Listen to industry experts break down the most 
important things to look for in the latest motherboards, graphics cards, and 
cooling methods, plus you�ll even have a chance to ask questions in this 
100% safe environment. Even if you�ve never built a PC before, you might 
pick up a screwdriver after this fun, and action packed panel! And yes, there 
will be prizes and free stuff!  52 



GottaCon 2014 Discussion Panels 2014 
Continued... 

The World of Ingress 
Day: Saturday at 3:30pm to 5:30pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room - Area 6 
Panelists: Dustin Downs, Richard Pattee, Don 
Kapac, Matthew Charlton, Allan Weber, Jason Malo 
Price: Free 

Come out and meet some local Ingress players and find out what all the buzz 
is about in the new Augmented Reality game from Google. Between us we 
represent moderators in the local Ingress communities, organizers in global 
�decoding� communities, event organizers and regular players. We�ll be 
presenting the game, viewing a couple of game videos, and doing a live 
presentation of the game client before sharing anecdotes/war stories and then 
asking the audience for questions.  

Live Improv Double-Header  
Two Shows For The Price Of One, + Short Film 
Day: Saturday at 8:00pm to midnight 
Where: Main Theatre - Area 5 
Price: See description 

The Critical Hit Show (8:00 pm start), Game Companion � A short film (9:30-
ish start), and An Improvised Dungeons and Dragons (10:00 pm start) 
Price: $10 with valid Saturday convention access. 
 
For complete details please go to page 67 

The Future of Gaming 
Day: Sunday at 10:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Where: Main Theatre - Area 5 
Panelists: Michael Kwan, Ben Hesketh, Alex Zorkin, 
Clayton Stark, Tyler Brand, Kathleen De Vere 
Price: Free 

The way in which people game has evolved in leaps and bounds over the last 
five years. Now, most people have a gaming device at their fingertips. We call 
these things smartphones, but phoning people is a last-use item. Between 
smartphones, tablets, PCs, consoles, wearables, smart glass, oculus rift, 
alternate reality gaming, and the gamification of almost everything we do, 
where do we go from here? Is a holodeck just around the corner? Join us as 
we discuss what�s good, bad, and fluff in regards to what is currently 
available. Also, is there anything exciting currently in the works?  

Making Kickass RPG Adventures 
Day: Sunday at 10:30am to 12:30pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room - Area 6 
Panelists: Alex Flagg, Steve Saunders, Douglas 
Lloyd, Jonathan Tweet, Chris Tulach 
Price: Free 

Anybody can run a module, but writing a good adventure of your own can be 
tough work�and reading The Hero With a Thousand Faces again isn�t 
helping. Brainstorm ways to breathe new life into your games with 
professional authors and veteran GMs Steve Saunders, Douglas Lloyd, Alex 
Flagg, Chris Tulach, and Jonathan Tweet in this invigorating roundtable 
discussion. Please bring your own ideas or adventure concepts for 
discussion!  

Storytelling in Video Games: 
Telling Tales Around the Digital Campfire 
Day: Sunday at 12:30 pm to 2:30 pm 
Where: Main Theatre - Area 5 
Panelists: Chris Tihor, Raphael van Lierop, Eric 
Jordan, Joanne Parker Robertson 

With the increasing popularity of story heavy video games such as the Walking 
Dead and the Mass Effect series, more developers are looking towards story as 
being an essential element in modern games. Others disagree, even going as far 
as declaring story �unnecessary,� �irksome,� and �a waste of resources and time.� 
Our panel of industry veterans will discuss the importance of narrative in games, 
talk about the games that prove their point, and attempt to answer the question: 
are games the future of storytelling?  

Memorable Characters in Literature and Games 
Day: Sunday at 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room - Area 6 
Panelists: Karl Johanson, Stephanie Johanson, 
Ryan Speck, Jordan Stratford 
Price: Free 

Join Neo-Opsis editors Karl Johanson and Stephanie Johanson, and writers 
Ryan Speck and Jordan Stratford to discuss what makes a good character. 
Learn from these industry vets as they give examples of good characters, 
share their opinions as to why they�re good characters, and give advice on 
creating good characters.  

The Art of Gaming 
Day: Sunday at 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 
Where: Main Theatre - Area 5 
Panelists: Adam Kosh, Michelle Papadopoulos, 
Raphael van Lierop, Paul Dowd, Jon Wiggins, Mack 
Adams 
Price: Free 

Are video games art? This has been the subject of debate for years. Even 
with The Art of Video Games exhibit touring across North America, many 
parts of the entertainment industry are reluctant to accept video games as a 
true art form. Join industry vets as they discuss how the art found in video 
games has evolved over the decades, why the art is important to storytelling, 
what makes it art, and their thoughts on why the entertainment industry 
doesn�t want to acknowledge video games as an art form.  

PC vs Console, Digital vs Physical, 
Cable vs Netflix 
Day: Sunday at 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm 
Where: Esquimalt Room - Area 6 
Panelists: Ivan Metelitsa, Michael Kwan, Glenn 
Morgan, Ryan Speck, Kathleen De Vere 
Price: Included with your regular GottaCon pass 

With digital media available at everyone�s fingertips, the way we consume media is 
constantly changing. It is estimated that 25 percent of Canadians own a tablet, 56 
percent of Canadians own a smartphone, every Canadian has access to a computer 
and the Internet, gaming consoles have turned into multimedia machines, Netflix, and 
now GlobalTV allows you to watch television live via their website, instead of being 
stuck to your television. Despite an abundance of digital media, physical media is still 
being consumed at very profitable levels. How has all of this changed the way creators 
get their product to the consumer? Where are they failing to keep up? Will physical 
media ever die or will it continue to evolve? Join us as we answer these questions and 
more. 53 



Victoria is a city well-known internationally for its beautiful 
gardens and welcoming tourism atmosphere, but in the last 
decade technology has become the region's number one 
industry and gaming is a part of that. 
 
This year GottaCon is privileged to partner not only with the 
City of Victoria, but also with many representatives of the 
local gaming industry. In addition to the yearly line up of 
board games, video games, pen and paper RPGs, 
miniatures, panels and exhibitors, attendees can meet and 
learn from representatives of sponsoring studios at booths 
and industry related talks. 
 
Kano/Apps build massive communities in their Pirate Clan, 
Viking Clan, Zombie Slayer and Mob Wars: La Cosa Nostra 
games which are available through Facebook and other 
gaming sites. Founded in Victoria by three UVic graduates, 
Kano/Apps is the city's most outgoing studio and is active in 
many outreach events at UVic and through VIATec. 
 
Although Kano focuses on social gaming, they've also built a 
game portal where players can access thousands of free 
independent games of all flavours. Kano has also released 
the latest game in the draw and play Free Rider series, Free 
Rider HD allows players to draw their track and race it or 
play other tracks saved by players around the world. 
 
InLight Entertainment is a Victoria created studio that 
reaches gamers across the globe. Although seasoned 
gamers are likely to have never played an InLight title, 
parents with young children are probably going to be familiar 
with their work. InLight specializes in developing mobile, 
handheld and casual games for larger publishers and well-
known franchises. Their games often feature children's 
favourites such as Clifford the big red dog, Olivia, and many 
popular Disney characters, and focus on teaching reading 
and math skills. 
 
DJ Arts is another Victoria born start up that focuses on 
social gaming. Bushwacker, Bushwacker 2 and Egg Breaker 
2: Mr. Monkey's Adventure all see hundreds of thousands of 
players clicking their way through whole worlds of puzzles, 
quests and seasonal content while collecting a variety of 
items to customize their character.   
 
GameHouse, formerly Backstage Technologies, was 
acquired by RealNetworks, an established Seattle media 
sharing service started in 2004, and since then has been 
turned into a social gaming casino powerhouse. 
GameHouse Casino Plus and GameHouse Slots players 
enjoy a variety of slots, bingo, video poker and blackjack 
games through the Free-to-play Facebook and mobile app. 
Late in 2013, GameHouse Casino Plus players in eligible 
states were able to enter monthly draws for real cash prizes. 
Most recently GameHouse has been working on a new 

game in the Slingo 
franchise that is slated for 
a 2014 release. 
 
San Francisco, California 
based Kixeye is a major 
player in social gaming 
and their studio in Victoria has been growing since it was 
founded in 2012. They're best known for their hardcore 
social real time strategy games and tongue in cheek 
presentation of the company. Their website and hiring video 
went viral shortly after being released in 2012. Backyard 
Monsters, Battle Pirates and War Commander are some of 
the top earning and highest played social games out there, 
making Kixeye a force to reckon with. League of Legends 
and DOTA2 enthusiasts should check out Tome, their latest 
game and first step into the MOBA ring. 
 
The most recent addition to Victoria's collection of studios is 
TinyMob Games. Founded way way back in September of 
2013, TinyMob is a small studio founded by veteran 
developers who wanted to focus on creating mobile free-to-
play strategy games. Although very little has been released 
about their first title, the artwork is excellent. Learn more at 
www.tinymobgames.com or find them on Facebook. 
 
Outside of traditional game development studios, Victoria 
has a thriving independent scene. VIATec, Victoria's local 
information technology advocacy group, and Level Up!, our 
local chapter of the International Game Developers 
Association, team up with Victoria studios to foster young 
talent. These groups work with and sponsor game jam and 
community events such as Orcajam, Games Without 
Frontiers, ConCentric, and GottaCon. Find out more about 
connecting with the local independent scene at 
igdavictoria.com. 
 
Want to find out more about Victoria's gaming industry? Ask 
at any of the studio booths or pop online to their websites. 
Just about all of these studios will be releasing new games 
and hiring throughout the year. It's a good time to be an 
aspiring game developer here in Victoria! 
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YOU there...YOU, with the face. I am the Sorcerer Supreme and I wish to speak to you about YOUR destiny that lies 
ahead this weekend.  It is with great pride and amazement that I invite you to step inside my Sanctum Sanctorum 
and discover what lies in fate.  Choose your path!  

GottaCon 2014 The Gamer Zodiac By Eugene FongDere 

The Adventurer - So you recognize yourself as an adventurer eh?  That is the kind of being whose 
bravery alone can light the way through the darkest of dungeons found below the crypts in the earth.  
You will be a strong ally in the fight against the Tired.  Remember brave soul, your success relies on 
your ability to stay in character, and in the name of Agamotto, do not split the party.  

The Storyteller - Hah!  A Storyteller!  High five me, now!  (Also acceptable is giving a high five to 
this page)  You have taken the mantle of leadership and it is by your words and mind that worlds will be 
made and treasures will be plundered.  Journey across the stars you will!  Stay alert and may your play-
ers learn to band together! And that Invisible Goblin who will kicks dice of tables, what a jerk, right?  

The Guru - So you mastered all the games have you?  Impossible, no one can Master ALL the games!  
However in the slim chance you have, I thus grant you the title of Gamer Supreme.  Use your knowledge and 
talents to help the less fortunate this weekend.  And between you and me, the actual Sorcerer Supreme is 
taking the weekend to play in some Starcraft tournament.  Now go, teach, and game! 

The Strategist - The era of the Gamer unplugged is upon us!  Hurrah to thee, ye olde hippy of the 
gaming world.  Remember that you are only a contender until the game is finished and points have been 
scored.  This is the way of the Strategist.  This is the way of your victory against the Many.  And if you 
encounter the King of Catan, fall to one knee and give praise! 

The Voyeur - Ah!  A Watcher!  I have spoken to Uatu the Watcher.  He told me things about myself that I�d 
rather keep secret to be honest.  That conversation also told me that Uatu is watching me ALL THE TIME, it�s 
like he�s some kind of space santa.  You know what I say?  Enjoy the show. Voyeur!  Bring your powers of 
observation and cheer on!  The combatants of GottaCon seek YOUR approval, give it to them! 

The Hobbyist - Crafter, I need new items!  Tell me you are here to hone your skills and have 
brought items to display for the masses?  The Light calls you forward and to present yourself!  May your 
talents with brush technique and eye for details grant you strength against the immortal enemy known 
as the Critic.  Do not be afraid, for they can no longer hold you back from sharing your gifts. 

The General - To be the general of an army is no easy feat to master.  It requires a proper gauge of 
the terrain, the knowledge of weapon ranges and movement, and don�t get me started on the point buy/
rarity systems.   It is a difficult task indeed.  I know because I actually lead a team of the world�s greatest 
heroes.  Except for the Hulk, he�s more of an anti-hero really. 

The LANlord - Hey Twitch, you�ve got lightning fast reflexes and know how to use a computer.  Can 
you see if Tony Stark looks like a Stephen Vincent Strange?  I�m just curious...Ah! Your fortune!  Oh 
great LANlord, your days ahead will lie in competition of the most grand!  There will be wins, losses and 
even a few selfies.  May you fight many foes but gain more friends and allies along the way.  

The Hoarder - You collect like you have dragon�s blood.  Smaug himself would be impressed with the 
bounty of items you have collected over the years and this weekend will provide more.  The real question is will 
you pounce fast enough or will your enemy, the tricksy Hobbit be the one to snatch your latest prize? Might as 
well complete the set young dragon, special times like this only come once a year. 

The Slinger - Slinger, I think it is you who knows my pain.  The pain of fighting countless hours, keeping your mind 
sharp, checking the clock for time all in the hopes of reaching the final tables.  Determination is your ally, and TILT is 
your enemy. Remember, above all else, do not say you�re willing to cover for a Sorcerer Supreme with just minimal 
training, only to be told you have to cover an entire horoscope the next day.  You�d think having supreme magical 
powers would bring enough future sight that� Oh... That tricky son of a� 55 

The Explorer - Avast ye explorer, there be treasure in the bottom of that sales bin and ye be the 
landlubber that can find it! I�m sorry Explorer, as the temporary Sorcerer Supreme I have found that I have run 
out of mystic mojo.  But for you, let me try one last time. Towering shelves surround you as you make your way 
through the deepest reaches of the Pharaoh�s treasure.  Go explorer and see what you can discover! 
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A Head of the Geek: Sight By Eugene FongDere 

Did you just blink? 
 

It isn�t a misplay or a moment of pure absent-
mindedness, the term is you simply �blinked�.  Your eye 
blinks naturally approximately 10,000 times a day.  There 
are almost a limitless number of ways where and how it 
can happen, so listed below are some situations you 
might encounter. 
 

1. What you remember and what’s actually real has 
some subtle differences.   
This can be known as the �I thought the light was yellow, 
officer� excuse.  It probably happens 10 times a day but 
usually has no impact, except in traffic court.   
 
2. You only had ONE job. 
One job and you screwed it up.  You�re a responsible 
person so how did this happen?  This is a blink that does 
matter, unless your job was to light the fires when the 
white walkers appeared.  In that case, you�re a strong 
side character supporting the overall plot. 
 
3. People are diving out of the way of your path 
because you’re too busy looking at your phone. 
It�s when a momentary glimpse to your phone transforms 
into handheld tunnel vision.  You�ve dumped all your 
focus and are now considered a moving hazard.  This is 
why people aren�t allowed to drive and use their phones.  
Also, people are kind of dumb.   
 
4. Someone says “Whose turn is it?” 
This really only applies if you�re playing a game.  If you�re 
not and someone is asking this question, then they�re 
possibly having a seizure of some kind. 
 
5. Your opponent tricks you into letting your guard down. 
This is the most classic version of the �blink�. Your 
opponent plays some kind of Jedi mind trick causing you 
to act irrationally. Don�t feel bad, it happens to storm 
troopers all the time. 
 
6. You watch TV in marathons rather an episode per week. 
Where did the week go?  Where did the month go?  How 
in the world did you miss an entire season of the world�s 
most popular show? In any case, you�ve got lots of 
watching ahead and soon you will be able to understand 
all the spoilers posted online. 
 
7. “Hey… you.” 
Name memory issues.  Like that famous actor you saw in 
a movie last night has a name, but right now someone 
could offer you a million dollars and you still wouldn�t 
remember it. You know what? You might just forget 
people�s names in general. 

8. Someone is on fire. 
If you don�t understand why this is wrong, then a 
momentary blink is the least of your problems.  Put the 
knife down, man. 
 
9. There’s that amazing thing that has been around 
for months and it is something you’ve never heard of. 
You�re watching everything that�s new, reading the news 
feed every day and you still missed the last thing that 
went viral.  Of course it was only around for about 1/24th 
of a second before the parodies anyways. 
 
10.  The cat hates you. 
You sit on the cat�s tail.  The cat has to meow to remind 
you to feed it.  The litter box reeks of butt death and 
there�s a miniature landfill piling up on it.  
 
Why are you torturing this poor animal?  Now I�m all mad. 
 
11. “Don’t Blink.” – Doctor Who 
If you know this reference, I�m willing to bet you know it 
very well.  For those that do not, you blinked. 
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Whether you�re at a convention or at your desk browsing 
through the many products listed on Etsy, fan art is 
everywhere. What better way to show your appreciation for 
your favourite shows, books, and brands than by having it 
emblazoned across every available surface? Some people 
also tell themselves that they are supporting the little guy by 
buying local over the licensed merch in store. It�s even easier 
to go with the non-licensed work when many companies opt 
for a cheap product (sometimes with weak 
reproductions of the characters they 
themselves own), and the hand-made, locally 
produced product just looks better. So as a 
fan, you might be asking yourself: What�s 
keeping me from making an awesome fan-
art product for sale? What does it really hurt if 
I�m making a better product? 
 
When dealing with the world of copyright, it�s 
important to note that tolerance =/= legal. A 
prime example of tolerance in the world of 
copyright is the My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic franchise. 
Unless you�ve been living under a rock, you�re probably aware 
of the rampant fan use of content from the popular show. 
From remixed �original� episodes to the reposting of lower 
resolution video clips to fan-created character art, Hasbro is 
one of the few companies who has embraced this outpouring 
of love and creativity. 
 
However, while a nod to this behemoth is required, it is 
important to not lose sight of the actual facts. Hasbro 
TOLERATES fan-work within this franchise and sees the 
benefit (read: toy sales from a rampant all-ages fan base) of 
allowing their fans to be fast and loose with their brand. 
Blatant sharing (and selling) of complete high definition 
episodes (now available for sale on iTunes) are met with legal 
cease and desist notices1 reminding bronies that Hasbro are 
still the holders of the copyright and trademarks MY LITTLE 
PONY®. Fan-made fighting game My Little Pony: Fighting 
was shut down in February of last year after Hasbro decided 
that the not-for-profit (although money was collected for 
charity) game hit a little too close to home. But there are far 
more positive stories about the prolifically generated fan 
content, so it�s hard to demonize the commercial behemoth in 
the same breath. 
 
Any savvy company knows that they cannot police the 
sharing of content online without a big task force (and a hefty 
budget) and that it�s best to pick your battles. It becomes even 
harder to police across borders, but it is certainly not 
impossible. Many fans believe that they are protected and 
able to do anything with a property whose copyright does not 
originate in their country, but unless you do your research you 
may find that the company/brand has secured additional IPRs 
in other countries. Since the Canadian Copyright Law is very 
similar (and increasingly so in the previous few years as our 
governments try to �modernize� the law), it is easy for US 
copyright to be defended in Canada. If you think you�re �safe� 
because you live in Canada, you might want to brush up on 
the changes to the Canadian laws that were enacted a 

mere 2 years ago as well as read up on the WTO�s TRIPS 
agreement (the common rules that provide minimum levels of 
protection for fellow WTO members)2. 
 
Ways to move within Canadian copyright without 
stepping on any hooves: 
 
Fair Dealing within the Canadian Copyright Law: 
There is an exception to Canadian copyright law that allows 

defendants to work within the realms of 
parody, satire, criticism, review, private 
study, and news reporting. However, 
before hanging your hat on any of these 
legal pegs, you should be very secure in 
your understanding of what is defined as 
parody or satire (a comical illustration is 
generally not enough). These have 
become even harder to define with the 
changes made to the act in 2012. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
fair_dealing_in_Canadian_copyright_law 

 
Cross borders: 
Do your research. If you�re really burning to make a buck at 
the sake of someone else�s idea, you can find IPs that are 
only protected under a single national patent or trademark. 
While this is pretty slimy, countries like China have gotten 
away with rampant copyright infringement; even following a 
dispute launched by the US to the WTO3. 
 
Pick a friendly, fan-loving brand: 
The law is relevant to the extent that any company is willing to 
enforce it.  This means it is up to the copyright and/or 
trademark holder to find, contact, and ultimately press 
charges. Sticking to a brand that encourages fan work is a 
safe bet, but, even when adding your own style, you�re still at 
the mercy of those who hold the rights. 
 
The author is not a legal consultant nor does she have any legal 
background. She is an illustrator (who designed the MLP GottaCon shirt) 
navigating the quagmire of Canadian Copyright law and wishes that 
everyone could just get along. She suggests you look into Creative 
Commons (http://creativecommons.org/) and support a copyleft approach to 
IP.  
 
1. ponyarchive.org, 2011  
2. http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/agrm7_e.htm 
3. http://www.reuters.com/article/2009/03/20/us-china-usa-wto-

idUSTRE52J3T920090320 

FanCopy By Kay Slater 
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Another year, and our gaming selection just continues 
to increase! We've come a long way from playing 
Monopoly, chess, and Scrabble. The cooperative games 
and deckbuilding games are trends that continue to 
grow, and there are even more options for the couple 
that wants to find a game that's good for two. Role 
playing games and television series have had strong 
influences on games this year as well, and it's done a lot 
for increasing the gamer community. 
 
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game (1-4 players) 
A game based upon the popular role playing game by 
the same name (which is based on the Dungeons & 
Dragons franchise) which takes up to 4 players 
cooperatively through a card game experience. This 
game is truly a �campaign� experience, similar to 
Descent, where players build their decks and level up 
their characters between games as well as during the 
game. If you would like to play a role playing game but 
don't have the time, this game will be a perfect addition 
to your gaming library! 
 
Forbidden Desert (2-6 players) 
Following up their Mensa Select game of 
Forbidden Island, the publishers have 
now released Forbidden Desert! 
Forbidden Island was a great cooperative 
game, and was appropriate for both 
children and adults, but in general, the 
game was one of the easier ones to 
overcome. Forbidden Desert goes a step 
further, increasing both the complexity and the difficulty. 
If you're looking for a challenging cooperative game, take 
a good look at this gem. 
 
Relic Runners (2-5 players) 
Days of Wonder, producers of such hits as Small World 
and Ticket to Ride, have released another great game 
that is easy to learn and looks beautiful. Players take on 
the role of an archeologist traveling through the jungle 
looking for ancient treasures. Multiple paths to victory, 
difficult decisions during game play, and a great choice 
for a fast party game. The components deserve a solid 
mention; beautiful plastic and cardboard components, 
with the relics each having their own unique sculpts. 
 
Rampage (2-4 players) 
If you loved King of Tokyo, and you wanted something 
just a little more, you should check out Rampage! Based 
on the old arcade classic, this game tests your dexterity 
by dropping your wooden monsters onto the built up 
towers, knocking the meeples (wooden people) off so 
they can eat them! Playing as a big monster destroying a 
city has never been as much fun! 

Firefly (2-4 players) 
Even if you've never watched Firefly or Serenity, this 
game stands on its own as a great sci-fi game. Players 
begin with a ship to travel from planet to planet, hire 
crew, purchase ship upgrades, pick up or deliver cargo. 
Some crew and cargo are illegal, and can be confiscated 
if your ship is boarded by an Alliance vessel. Travelling 
from planet to planet is usually safe, but sometimes you'll 
have a breakdown, run into Reavers, or encounter an 
Alliance ship. While completing jobs gets you cash, it's 
the first player to complete the story goals who wins. If 
you love the series, this game should be a must-have on 
your shelf. If not, it's still worth a good look. 
 
Eldritch Horror (1-8 players) 
Arkham Horror has long been one of my favorite board 
games, but the game takes a notoriously long time to set 
up and play, and you end up spending a lot of time 
playing for the board. Elder Sign tried to fix this, but it 
made the game far too simple for my taste. Eldritch 

Horror has gone a long way to 
addressing this problem � it retains the 
flavor of Arkham Horror, simplifies the 
game, yet still makes a great adventure 
experience. The rules are streamlined 
and written very clearly, the components 
are very easy to understand (which is a 
huge improvement!), much less book-
keeping, and the play time is around 2 
hours or so (which is ideal), and the 
doom clock gives a very real sense of 

imminent doom. While this game may not replace 
Arkham Horror on your shelf, it is a very good game on 
its own, and one that you can unleash upon guests 
without worry of having them lose their sanity! 
 
Caverna: The Cave Farmers (1-7 players) 
For those of you who loved its predecessor, Agricola, 
Caverna is another great worker-placement game. 
Featured at Essen, many were so impressed with 
Caverna that a rumor started that this game would easily 
replace Agricola on most game shelves! Designer Uwe 
Rosenberg says that the game includes part of Agricola, 
but its the new ideas that set it apart � the cave part of 
your game board, where you can build mines and search 
for rubies, the fact that you can send your farmers on 
quests to gain further resources, purchase weapons, and 
substitutes the card decks with a set of buildings, and 
more! 
 
Michael is one of the original co-founders of GottaCon (since retired), 
and runs Skyhaven Games (3458 Tillicum Rd.) where you'll be able to 
find all of these games! Find his store on Facebook at: 
https://www.facebook.com/SkyhavenGames  
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Thirty-something Bob lives downstairs in his mom�s 
house, works in fast food and has one friend. His 
greatest accomplishment is making it to master in a 
fighter-style video game, permitting him a game 
companion, Kimiko, which turns out to be real. Kimiko is 
impressed with Bob as a �great warrior�, but when she 
starts to discover he is not very important in his own 
world, her enthusiasm fades. 
 
CAST: Starring Gord Bestwick, Julie Townsend-
Tyskerud, Leon Potter, Hannah Ryan, David Matthews, 
and Sydney Howlett. 
 

Guests of Honour 
An Improvised Dungeons & Dragons - 10:00pm 
Four courageous heroes have answered the call to 
adventure! Will the roll of the di help them in their quest, 
or will they fall to the dangers they are sure to confront? 

An Improvised Dungeons and Dragons is packed with 
even more swords, magic and mystery than ever before! 
In this improvised, theatrical adaptation of one of the 
most prolific fantasy adventure games of all time, Dave 
Morris, Missie Peters, Byron Kjeldsen, and Nicole 
Olszewski will step into the roles of medieval heroes, and 
improvise in a never before played adventure, all while 
following the rules of Dungeons and Dragons v3.5. 
 
Co-Dungeon Masters, Scott Thompson and Steven Orr 
will work with you, the audience, to craft a brand new 
improvised adventure, complete skill checks, battles, and 
amazing soundscapes and ambience provided by Dan 
Godlovitch. 
 
An Improvised Dungeons and Dragons works in 
association with local Pick of the Fringe Improv 
Company, Paper St. Theatre.  

Join us Saturday night for an evening of memorable 
entertainment as two comedic acts take to the stage in 
the theatre to bring a smile to your face. 
 
The Critical Hit Show - 8:00pm 

The Critical Hit 
Show is a live, 
improvised comedy 
epic inspired by the 
world�s most popular 
role-playing game. 
Join Vancouver�s 
best comedic talent 
as they quest for 
glory and snacks in 
this smash hit show 
that has been 
playing to huge 
audiences for over 
two years! Audience 
participation is a big 
part of the show, so 
you may be called 
upon to either help 
our heroes out, or 
battle them in the 
form of hideous 

creatures! Costumes are highly encouraged, too! 
 
CAST: Ian Boothby (Benoit the Anointed, Half-Elf Cleric), 
Eric Fell (The Dungeon Master), Joanna Gaskell (Edda, 
the Elf Barbarian), Barbara Kozicki (Ingrid, the Halfling 
Fighter), Allen Morrison (Spitz Lube�n, Human Wizard), 
Shaun Stewart (Brask Hellbeard, Dwarf Bard). 
 

 
Game Companion: A short film - 9:30pm 
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On Saturday March 1st only between 9:00am and 6:30pm, 
come out to the auction room and take part in the gamers 
silent auction. Convention goers are welcome to bring out 
their own items for sale as well as bid on the wide variety of 
items that will be available. We stress patience with 
convention staff as it takes time to enter all the information of 
submitted items and when the auction is complete to record 
all the results. Also this year we are allowing for Friday drop 
off between 5pm and 10pm and we will set up on site self-
serve computers where you can fill out your forms and print 
them for our staff.  
 
What is a silent auction? 
In this type of auction, items are put on display. To place a 
bid, bidders write on a piece of paper located near the item. 
The bidder will be able to see the bids made already and 
must bid at least the minimum amount specified higher than 
the current bid. The minimum increase over the current bid 
will be $1.00 unless otherwise indicated. Bidding closes after 
a pre-set period of time. The highest bidder at the end of the 
auction wins the item and pays the price submitted. 
 
The GottaCon silent auction will run from 9:00am until 
6:30pm. At 6:30pm all bidding will stop. Winners may pay for 
the items they won between 7:30pm and 10:00pm. If you are 
not able to be present during the time indicated above please 
make arrangements with the GottaCon staff. If you cannot 
pick up your items by 10:00pm Saturday night and you have 
not made arrangements with the GottaCon Conventions staff 
for an alternate time the item in question will then go to the 
next highest bidder. Please be patient with our staff at the 
end of the auction as they have to collect the items and 
record the winning bids before they can be released to the 
winners.  
 
Cash is the only form of payment accepted. During the 
auction all items will be monitored. GottaCon Conventions is 
not responsible for lost, stolen or damaged items.  
 
Submitting an item for sale 
Please bring your items to the GottaCon auction area located 
on the second floor  in the auction room (area 13 on the map) 
from 5pm to 10pm Friday and 9am to 5pm Saturday March 1, 
2014. Be prepared to fill out a quick info sheet on your item. 
This info sheet will help others identify and understand your 
sale items as well as allow us to keep track of whose item is 
whose. All items will be put on display with a bid sheet. We 
recommend assigning a minimum bid to each item you 
submit. There is a small non-refundable charge of $1.00 
(GST included) for each item submitted for sale. Items for 
sale may be submitted at the GottaCon auction Booth 
between 5pm and 10pm Friday and 9am and 5pm Saturday.  
 
Please check in with the GottaCon auction booth between 
7:30pm and 10:00pm Saturday evening to find out if your 
item(s) sold or not. If your item sold you will be reimbursed 
the amount it sold for once payment is received from the 
buyer. If you are not able to be present during the time 

indicated above please make arrangements with the 
GottaCon staff. Please be patient with our staff at the end of 
the auction as they have to collect the items, cash and record 
the winning bids before they can pay the owners for their 
items that sold. If your item does not sell your item will be 
returned to you. Any items that do not sell and are not 
collected by 5:00pm Sunday March 2nd will become the 
property of GottaCon Conventions. If you are not able to 
collect your items during the time indicated above please 
make arrangements with the GottaCon staff.   
 
Some items that will be up for bid are: 
• Board games new and used, tradable card games, 

singles and boosters previously owned video games, 
video game systems, collectible/non-collectible miniatures 
and accessories,  role-playing games old and new, 
books, comic books and animé, movies, many other 
gaming and hobby related items 

 
The GottaCon auction provides a great opportunity to buy and 
sell all of your gaming and hobby related items at great 
prices. The previous three years have been hugely successful 
so make sure you check out the auction on Saturday!! 
 
Please note that GottaCon Conventions reserves the right to 
refuse any items submitted for sale in the auction. All items 
must be registered with GottaCon staff at the special events 
area and a fee of $1.00 per item must be paid.  

GottaCon 2014 Gamer Silent Auction 
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